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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
Pages 1 to 8
New Series No. 538

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL ('ALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

1

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon February 24, 1938
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Had Brothers and Sisters
Here, Formerly Practiced •
In Calloway

Calloway County Basketball Champions

SPECIALIST KNEW
BRILLIANT CAREER

Chandler Criticizes Barkley
As "Stranger in State"
of Kentucky

and wife
Cornell
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art to take
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;April 11,
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SEASON'S LOOSE
FLOOR AVERAGES
TOTAL OVER $8.00

Dr. Robert Parvin Crawford.
- --55, eye, ear, nose, and throat
specialist in the government flosSecretary Wallace to Pro'
s. pital at Excelsior Springs, )4o,
claim Market Quotas on
BRADY STEWART IS
tdied there last Thursday after a
1938 Crop is Report
CAMPAIGN MANAGER
Month of failing health.
Many
people in Calloway county rememECONOMICS- BUREAU
NEWPORT. Ky., Feb. 23—Gov.
ber Dr, Crawford for the service
SAYS SALES UNEVEN
Albert B. Chandler of Kentucky
he gaVe while practicing in Crossformally announced tonight his
land, Lynn\Prove, Hazel, and MurWagon wheels creaked under
candidacy for the DemoCratic nomray.
heavy loads throughout Wednesination for United States Senator.
Dr. Crawford's last days were
day's sunny weather as farmers
His main opponent in the August,
spent in the hespital where he
brought the results of their year's
1938, primary election will be the '
had served many soldiers and
toil into the crowded marts of loincumbent, Alben W. Barkley of I
civilians. Many relatives survive'
cal sales floors for dark tobacco.
Paducah, administration floor leadhim here. He was born- SeptemMore than 89.000 pounds on
er in the, Senate.
ber 17, 1882, and was "the first
, Murray loose floors yesterday sold
child of the late John
and
The occasihn for the Governor's
GOV. A. B. CHANDLER
SEN. ALBEN W. BARKLEY
at an average price of $8.34, bring.Sallie Crawford of the Lynn Grove
announcement was the annual
ing growers a total of $7.387,52
section. In early years he becaspe banquet of the Campbell county
lor the day, and practically as
'a member of the Methoslist Churai
Chamber of Commerce.
much of the weed was delivered
of, which he was a member at his
Although the Governor had into concerns here representing in'death. . He was a member of the
formally been a candidate mole
dividual dealers elsewhere who
Mason* Order and of' the Modern
than a month, he reserved his forhad bought nicotine plant at the
Woodmen.
He served as first
mal announcement for this city
barn.
lieutenant in the medical service
because of a superstition based on
during the war and was a memPrivate concerns, not connected
the fact three other major public
ber of
with loose flo..r operations in MurClyde Gustin
Post
of
The
sensational
subscripannouncements of his has been
ray • have done a flourishing busithe American Legion.
tion offer of the Ledger &
made here.
Funeralservices were conducted
ness in tobacco trade throughout
Times is being met with
at his home Sunday afternoon at
the year, and sales at barn doors
The Governar indicated he woiild
great
approval
by,
the
ped2:30.
have reached an estimated 2.000,000
Officiating ministers were
rek to confine the can-.0i.ign to
the Rev. Horton K. French. pas-pounds ' bringing
producers of
4imself and. Senator Barkley - and ple of Calloway. County. The
tor of an Episcopal church there;
such tobacco in the neighborhood
state issues. rod -would not make offer of three years for
the Rev. 4:ather M.of $140.000.
. Hogan,
President Roosevelefelnd the New $2.00 or two years for $1.50
chaplain of the hospital, 'lint/ the
is a great saving and counts
An official report from the three
Deal an issue.
Rev. P. D. Mangum. At the grave,
loose leaf floors ine Murray today
President
"I
am
Roosevelt's for a renewal or new subthe Masonic Order took charge,
listed the season's sales at 3.557,friend," he said. "President Roose- scription. The regular price
Above is pictured the Lynn,Grove High School basketball team which won the championship of
and its action was followed by the
870 pounds which sold for $305,598
velt hasn't had any trouble In Ken- is $1.00 per year.
the county in' the tournament held here two weeks ago. The players are, bottom row, left to right:
miMary salute of guns and "Taps".
94 at a season's average of $8.07.
tuacy since I've been Governor."
Mil:on Parks, Noah Edward Armstrong, Captain Alfred Haneline, and Coda Lathan Suiter.
The campaign is entering
Top
After that, the American flag was
Coupled with the barn door sales
The Governor hinted broadly
row,
Vester
left
to
Todd,
right.
Coach
W.
Buron
Kelly,
Jeffrey.
Miller.
and
Rupert
Hilton
Williams.
,
taken
from
his
casket
into the last six weeks, endand preat an estimated 2,000.000 pounds
that he would not hesitate to at011ie
Hall,
forward,
first
was
string
nol7gent
picture
when
was
the
made.
sented
to
his
wife, He was buried
and the edrrespcnding monetary
tack the President if the latter ing April 16. Hurry! while
ss `..•
j in the Masonic cemetery at Exreturns, the total
approximate
undertook to interefere in the Ken- it's on your mind.
•
I celsior Springs.
sales for the year in Calloway
For the next two weeks
tucky campaign in Barkley's be' Surviving him are his widow.
county amount to 5557,670 pounds
the county high schools are
heif.
and two daughters, Sylvia Dell
at an evaluatiOn of more than
sponsoring a subscription
Stewart To Lead Drive
and Evelyn. both now married
$445,000.
The Governor announced selec- contest for new or renewal[
and living, in Florida. There are
This week'. sales on the three-tion of Brady Stewart, county Ledger & Times subsorcb.
three grandchildren.
One sister
-10ftrrrayo'LooYe -floors amounted to
judge of McCracken county, Bark- ers. The subscription will be
and two brothers also are living.
W H Creason. Mayfield. chair495,725 pcunds bringing $40.168.57
ley's home, as his state campaign taken care of just the
man of ahis district's drive to raise
They are Mrs. E. B. Houston, Dr.
same
for an average during the week of
manager. Stewart managed the
$50.000 for crippled children, anF.
E.
Crawford,
and
A.
T.
Crawas if you called to our of$8.12.
Governor's gubernatorial campaign
nounced today that Senator T. 0.
ford...all of Murray. Mrs. Houston
fice or subscribed with our
Tigers Take Mayfield Into Turner. Murray, had been appoint- Bill Passed Allows for Con- Buyeis from Indeper.C.ent firms
in McCracken county in 1935.
and Dr. F. E. Crawford were presrepresentative,
Eugene
Camp Tuesday Night By ed Calloway county chairman of
struction of Residences
and
out-of-town
representatives
ent at the funeral and burial.
Frequently, the Governor crititrudged miles across muddy fields
up to $2,500
•
19-15 Score
ths program.
Dr. Crawford
cized Senator Barkley, referring to Boyd. The county school
was graduated
and drove cars up muddy lanes
will end Friday,
from the School of Medicine. Unihim as "a stranger to the state" contest
IV. J. CAPLINGER
Crew:son also anibainced a contb--reath the barns of prospective
and a man who "has given Ken- March 11. If you subscribe
The city board of education an- versity of Louisville. on March PHIL CUTCH1N PLAYS
ference of the leaders in each MODIFICATIONS ARE
to offer prices on their
tucky the absent treatment." He with the schools it helps nounced here Thursday it had 31. 1904, at 22. He received his
AT CENTER POSITION county which he said will meet
LISTED IN BUILDING customers
tobacco crop.
promised that if elected he would them because they receive unanimously reelected W. J. Cap- "specialists training at Tulane Uniwith him and Miss Marian WillThe Western Dark Fired Tobacco
"represent Kentuckians."
a percentage, and also linger as superintendent of city versity in New Orleans, La., in Murray High School ended up iamson, director of the state corn- WASHINGTON, D. C.—Provision Growers Assqciation
this week „an1923.
Senator Barkley, the Governor counts for you.
Murray
for the coming
. its basketball season- for the ya
er nil"
'
" in Paducah at- the Irvin of Government-insured financing nounced that its members t,Ould
_ _ _ schools in
said. "is just an -ordinary human
Cobb Hotel on March 4 to listen to for extremely low-priced reSiden1ibscn'b now — Renew year.
here feesday night wiih a 19-15
be allowed to sell their tob co at
an explanation of the campaign ftial construetion, in suburban, rurbeing with one vote in the Senate, now—for
C.-L.. Francis is ill
victory over Mayfield. a conferthe barn door beyond the reyious
the paper that Caplinger, who teaches education
set-up.
the same that I will have, only I
courses at ,Murray State College,
al, and marginal adjacent to cities guaranteed date of Marçkf 1 if they
ence
Tigers,
foe
runnersup
The
gives you the most Calloway
will cast mine more effectively for
has worked in the capacity of city
and towns is cdritained in amend- so desired.
The Rev. C. L. Francis. minister in the Little Sixteeh conference.
county. news each week.
the people of the state."
superintendent here for more than of the Church of Christ here, is in were beaten only twice within the
It takes eight pounds of feed to ments to the National Housing Act.
An Associated
Pfess dispatch
He charged Senator Barkley with
eight years.
c local hospital where he under-, conference, both times by Tilgh- feed a baby chick twelve weeks signed. by the President on Feb- from Washington
rly this week
having "indicated a lack of interest
ruary
3.
Federal
AdminisHousing
The Murray city school system went an operation this week for man.' the latter time being in the and they should not be neglected
quoted Secreta
Wallace as proin the state and its problems." and
trator
Stewart
McDonald
an- claiming mar eting quotas on the
includes the Murray High School an intestinal ailment. His condition tournament finals at Madisonville. after that if expected to be good ,
I ncunced recently. These, provis- 1938 crops
accused the Senator of having oblayers.
and the Murray Training School. was indicated as not critical.
(Continued en Back Page)
both flue-cured and
ions are now a part of the Mod- dark ty
tained lucrative government poof tobacco ,thus inDr. C. E. Purcell, authority on
ernization Credit Plan.
sitions for two sons-in-law.
voking
e new farm law's prothe destruction of predatory fowls 0
•
Briefly, this part of the Modern- yisio for meeting surphises.
and animals, will address the
T e quota system—a mechanism
izsetion Credit Plan now allows for
John Jones Receives
Sportsman's Club at its meeting
-che
of residential
construction
ch officials say is designed to
7
Injuries in Car Wreck in the courthouse Tuesday night
•
•
ee_p surpluses off the market unproperties up IA $2,500, provided
•
at- 7:30, according to an announcetil -they are needed—Will be voted
certain conditions are met. The
John L. Jones, well known Mur- ment made by John R.
Oury,
upon March 12 by affected proomditions are made so as to
ray carpenter, received a frac- chairman, today.
tect interests of the lender as ell ducers in 20 states. Two-thirds of
lured skull and severe lacerations
The club genially invites all perposs- those voting must approve to put
as the borrower insofar,
about the face last Thursday evenSU it ible.
es
sons interested in fishing and Sheriff Ira Fox and
At- trucks. Herman Scruggs was I Among other cases coming up eachie• ook riles
the quotas into effect.
ing when he was thrown through
hunting to be present for the meetBreach
charged
$10,000
with
in
for
public drunkenness; - for the April docket are suits filed '
The dark tobacco quota was fixtorney Wells Overbey
- the windshield of a car 'in which
Consistent with
ry
other
I
ing. the president said. Especially
Joe Kennett Talbott) paid a fine by Dr. William Mason workirg ,
Claim Against
to Detroit for
Go
'
he was riding at Madisopville,
the—Hous- ed at 145.000.000 pounds. compared
phase of. its operati
are country people welcome.
for possessing illegal liquor; and I for the Mason Memorial Hospital. i
Coleman
Ky. Jones was employed with
Culprit
ing Administration/has set_ up a with the 158,000.000 harvested last
•
Howard Perry was bonded on a ' who asks for $214.25 plus Sc- '
States coming under the
..
Jack Cole. contractor, - building a
system of eligibjlfty requirements year.
charge of operating a barber shop cumulated interest at 6 per cent la part of the benefice from the in'
which this tyè of construction tobacco referenda are Kentucky.
new coca-cola plant ,there.
'Sheriff Ira E. Fox and -County without a license and in an un- ' Since April 11, 1933. against Camil- ' surance of his fattier, Irvan. who
Mr. Jones was rushed to the
hile not rigid, these Tennessee, Virginia, Indiana. North
must meet.
Attorney Wells Overbey. accompa- sanitary manner. He will appear in ous Erwin and T. W. Erwin, who died last year. When the insurSouth
Carolina, - Georgia,
Madisonville hospital, unconscious,
requiremen
will tend to produce and
nied by their wives, left Murray quarterly court on March 4. Garth made a prorriissory note to him at - ance company paid A. E: Barnett
a more dlrable type of structure Florida, and Alabama.
and relatives here were notified.
yesterday by motor for Detroit. Walker and Toy Tucker. charged that time "for services rendered" and his sister Pattie L. Barnett a
March--42 was tentatively set as
and geiIrally conform to the FedMr's. Jones. Garnett Jones, and
Mich., to serve extradition papers with selling_and possessing illegal and on which it is. alleged they benefit certificate for 81.000 shared
eral psusing Administration's .pur- tbe daTe for a farmer vote on
Charles Edward Shelton immedion Cecil Valentine, held there by liquor and placed on bond ,last have made no payment; and for jointly after the death of their
poso of imProving housing stand- marketing controls of both cotton
ately drove to Madisonville early Former Murray
Woman Dies in Detroit police on a Calloway Coun- week, appeared before the court the balance on a note calling for father, the First National Bank
.
s and conditions. The general and tobacco.
Friday morning. Jones and ShelDetroit Sanitarium After Three
ty charge of housebreaking, arsoh, this . week and put in a plea of $381.71 at 6 per cent and dated put in its cleft!) for A. E.'s part
The Bureau of Agricultural Ecouirements are as follows:
ton returning Friday afternoon.
Years' Iiinesi'ot Cancer
guilty to the charge,
and grand , larceny.
December 26. 1927,,with M. E? claiming he'o had borrowed. $440
nomics today said 'the average
His condition, very much imThe lot upon which the strucValentine, implicated according
Prominent among the cases list- Elsie, and Owen Lillard as defend- from the corporation in 1932 a
prices by grade for totacco sold
proved by Sunday, allowed him to
ture
is,
to
be
built
must
not
be
The body of Mrs...Felix Bailey, to warrant, with Edgar Boggess, ed in the files for hearing3 ir the ants.
The petition claims that had paid neither the principal 4ior
on the Western District Firebe brought to his home in Murray. 58o who died
Sunday in a Detroit, Murray youth. in the theft last April term of cirou't ocont is the Elsie and Owen are no lofiger in the interest, and the accumulated less than 4.000 square feet with a Cured markets this week showed
Boyd Gilbert and Gar-nett made Mich., sanitarium
after a long ill- summer of 25 bushels of wheat case involving Peachie Gook, who Calloway county: and were in St. sum amounts to $583.44. Thf insur- minimum frontage of not less than an irregular 'tendency. Compared
the trip in the Gilbert-Doran am- ness of cancer
was returned here from Bill Whitnell, will be brought asks the sum of $10,000 from Pen- Louis the last they were heard I ance company cites serntractual 40 feet, in areas where public with last week, the majority of
bulance to return him to his home. Tuesday.
water and sewerage facilities are
•
Coleman
.
4back by thp Murray officials to mie
on
a
technical from. They'd _paid $51._ sin the bill, Istatements in' its poliCies
(which ,degrades of heavy leaf were down;
Mr. Jones is confined to his home
I available: 7.500 square feet miniFuneral services were conducted stand trial for the offense. Bog- breach of promise suit..,
the- documeot..edmilludo s......--..."2- elaros no funds 41
by
.
it
:
to
rvc.tr,,out
i
losses and gains were equally dibut physicians .are pleased with Tuesday afternoon
in
"ec..-ea
where
public
water
at 2:30 at the gess now is kw urder bonfl awaitAccording to the petition of the
Another suit •Pil"fitaig erliNero win VIYerusticiaries eau _be .gkhsea
vided in the thin leaf group and
his rapid reoovery-Orom the acci- First Christian Church with
411'1M April term of cir- plaintiff, she, Peachie Cook, was'
,be decided in the April cdurt is- I either before or after receipt by and private sewer facilities ocess- the majority Of .1Ug grades were,
.1.04 titio 10,74
dent.
pool or septic tank). are utilized,
Rev. A. V. Havens officiating. cuit court.
goverritas at the home of Jimmie concerned with the Beach familiy, the beneficiary.
higher. There is apparently little
The body lets placed in the MurIt will be. remembered that in Coleman and nursed his former E. A. 'Beach is plaintiff against
In a complaint filed by the 20.000 square feet rhinimusn 'where demand by the trade - for gold
neither are available.
ray city receiving vault where it attempting to escape with the wife until the lady died more than F. E. Beach; Deseree Beach Moh'- 1 Guaranty
Corporation,
Finance
quality dark heavy leg, size -45,
will remain until the final burial wheat, Valentine and Boggess ran 5 years ago. After the wife died. ler. and Juanita Beach Chapman, 1 Inc., against Raymond Morris. a
Floor areas most noi be less than as the average price for This grade
in the Ratterree cemeter in Hen- over a mule, belonging to Tona Mc- so declares the petition, Peachie E. A. Says that land left by his !resident of Murray it is alleged 380 square feet. There must ..be continues
to show a downward
ry county. Tenn.
Millan, killing the
mule and stayed there at Coleman's request mother when she died this year that Morris is indebted to the .4t . least one window if every trend and a large percentage
is
The Kipa pi journalistic fraternMrs. Bailey, a member of the wrecking the truck.
'to do the house work. Eventually. cannot be divided without im- ! plaintiff in the sum of $221.55 on habitable room. Bathroom
arid being delivered to the Association.
ity will broadcast the final game First Christian Church here, formIrvan
Ethan
court.
Judge
city
In
Coleman made love to her, and pairing its value, and asks thsit, a I a note dated March 4. 1931': which running water are obligatory where
Offerings were fairly large in
,'of the K1AC tournament now in erly lived in Murray, Her fam- reported judgment on. 17 arrests agreed to marry her for privileges rece:ver be appointed by the court i was legally
executed. The note is public water supply is available: volume. The tobacco sold consession at Richmond. in the event ily moved. to' Detroit seven years over the week-end. Most of the which the petition outlines as more to take care of the matter. A
suit now past due, the finance corpora- septic tanks, driven or dug wells sisted chiefly of good. and fair
Murray plays in the finals at the , ago. Her .husband was formerly charges
concerned ,with than friendry. She ' continued in filed by' F.
being
Beach claims he, tion"Aas demanded payment—the where water and sewer are not quakty heavy leaf, fart' quality
little auditorium at Murray. Col- ‘, deputy sheriff of this county.
drunkenness, breach of peace.. and that relatioriship with him until the plaintiff, is administrator of petal-oh petitions—the defendant available. In all casea of this type thin leaf, and good to low quat•
lege Saturday night, 'it wail an-'
Mrs. Bailey leaves .as survivals general disorder. In county Zourt, January of 1938. but Peachie said the Beach estate and further states has refused to pay and has paid of construction, iulnisnum fire in- ity lugs
Because of prevailing
flounced today. Murray and Wes- , her husband. lour daughters, Mrs. .Aubrey Seay was .arspigned on a he never 'did marry her as he'd that .38 acres 'of his mother's es- no part of
it at all. As a conse- surance must be carried at least warm weather much of the tobacfavored
are
to
meet
in
the
t;4-n'
Herbert Farrii:—IVIiirray. and Al- charge of drunkenness, according promised. The split-up carne when tate should be gold to pay for her quence, the plaintiff asks that the equal to, the unpaid principal of
co sold was in soft condition. Acfines_ The broadcast will begin berta, Mary Frances. and Anna to' Judge John L. Clopton, and he ordered her out of he house funeral expenses which he de- chattel
,
mortgage which he holds the loan. Collateral must be pro- cording to trade reports sales
.af 130 o'clocls.
'safie was, Graham Bailey, Detroit. ton Swann. F. B. Vanderford. and to marry her, and she could' do
The Modern Woodmen FT the the court and that the following or deed of tru7'..
ruary amounted to more,. than
Mrs. H. H. Stout, Fleming county.
Pallbearers were G. H. Redden, G. I.. Paschall, all drivers for the what she pleased. Peachie pleased !World collaborate with A. E. Bar- items mentioned in the chattel be
These loan, ',nay be repaid' in 9,000.000 pounds averaging
has been receiving top market rt,b Lee. H. P. Wear, T. L. Smith, Wilson Truck Line which bore to bring suit ,In the meantime, nett in de:ewe of a suit brought sold and the funds used to
liquid-. equal month y installments over
-prices for cggs from a registeredjj Marvin Fulton. and C,14. Wither- eight charges, were arraigned on Coleman married, agaiti, so the pe- by the First National Bank to Ate the debt: two chevrolet
truc6 periods up 'to 10 years and 1 •Lynn Lawson. .?dpiray Rosin 4
.
. j
not*.
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In Subscription Campaign
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Hitler Demands Coltinies;
Anthony Eden QuitsPost;
Britain SoothesD ictators
.

that resulted in pis resignation
whin he refused to enter into an
sccOrds of friendship with Italy,
largely on Mussolini's terms.

Ab Kirwan is Newl Pool Directors
Football Head at Extend Privilege
State Universityl Thrilugh March 1

Musical Comment
by

Bernie Shively is Named
Athletic Director in
Big Shakeup

ONE OF THEM
From now until summer. Murray will be the scene of many recitals and t.' ,.1;',n-ts. There will be
one every week, arid more some
weeks. Outstanding will be the
programs presented during Music
Week. April-- 8-12; at, the'college

LEXINGTON. Ky.. Feb. 21-The
University of Kentucky's athletic
teamed, in its final act before disbanding under the new scenic.
•
late today selected. Bernie A.
Shively to be the new athletic di,Mr.
Teeter ef the urtiveesit
Shively „immediately
announced
will
be
heard
the
faculty
.re:
s.
dad
Ab Kirwan, Lbuisville, would
It has- been- reliably reoorted
cital. band concert, choral recital, that
be the new head football coach
that a party or parties have
and orchestra concert. All will be
.
been canvassirag the city of
Mr. _Shively_ former assistant
Ex-Foreign Secretary Says woilnwiute ..to the music lover.
Murray and. Calloway - counts'
Der Fuehrer Thunders That
and interesting te anyone who fOotball coach here, is an instrueWorthwhile
Decisions
represent a
that
they
claiming
has the ar.oition to get out to the tor' and acting head of the physical
"Iron and Steel Will
Are Not Results
local firm selling glasses or
education department of the unicollege.
Spook
"_for
—of Threat&
The next student recital at the
false
under
it is getting money
college will be presented by Linda alumnus, Is now head football
SPEECH IS THREAT
pretenses, is' this reliable it:rus- -EDEN WAS IN LINE
Manual Training
Sue McGehee, well-known soprani) coach at du Pent
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
TO
hes no outside salesmen They
, FOR NEXT MINISTER from Mayfield. and Flora AlleCiek, High School, Louisville. Both aphave offered a liberal reward
pianist from Melber
Below Is pointments will be accepted as
BERLIN, Feb. 24-Reichschants anyone giving information
LONDON. Feb. .24.-An angry their program. The public is in- soon as they are confirmed by the
that will lead to conviction of
cellor Adolf Hitler addressed a decrowd of several hundred persons vited to attend. Thursday, March university's board of trustees, actne guilty parties.
mand for return of Germany's
cording to Mr. Shively.
-shoutrng -Chamberlain must • goi'. - 3,- is" thecrate. 8l15is tbe- ttme.
"Besides offering glasses at cut
war-lost colonies directly to'011a:
President Frank L. MeVey had
gathered at the gates of ParliaMiss McGehee will interpret "0
repreare
saying
they
prices,
tensely-awaitBritain Sunday in a°
ment Monday night as members of Sleep, Why Dust Thou Leave me asked the athletic council to nomigetting
firm
and
a,
local
senting
ed, speech that emPhasixed his
i_the House of Commema clasheel_111
HanciP1' '•Nly Becoh.* nate an athletic director. _The apmoney under fatse - preterrsenfirm tahtrol of German miiiLiiy
fiery debate over the crisis pres Bids Me Bind My Hair". by Hay- pointment must be made .by Or,
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Miss Berline Wisehart _ visited
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SUITS—in .Fabrics and Patterns that are seamade highly produ6tive thrtZgh
the
things
Murray,
Ky.
thatmtake
the
Hotel
•
sonable.' $5.95, $8.95, $13.50, $18.50, $24.50. Save
drainage, it is belooled.
Melbourne the choice oh every
$5.00 to $10.00 on a suit.

EUROPEAN POWERS
AWAIT OUTCOME OF
NAZI MOVER-ENT

Eyeglass Peddlers
Warned to Desist
'n1jcendSJe

CROWDS APPLAUD
BRITISH DIPLOMAT
lirHO PANS 11:1YRE'
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Farmers Monday
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W. M. Landess to
Speak Here Soon

Cedar Knob Nevv's

FOX
FERTILIZER

STORE -WIDE

CLEARANCE
SALE
STRONG!

i

ki

FIRST

ALWAYS

HOTEL

GOING

MELBOURNE

B Beale & Son

400
ROOMS

Sugar Creek Plans
For Bible Institute

J. H. Thurman, pastor of :he
Sugar Creek Baptist Church near
here Announced, today a Bible Institute Which he said 'Wilrbegin
at his church March 4 and extend
through March 6.
Local ministers appearing on the
Institute program are Lloyd D.
Wilson, R. F. Gregory, C. W.
Lawrence. S. P. ,Martin, J. °J.
Roberts, and J. H. Thurman. In
addition, L. V. Henson, Benton.
and J. R: .Flynn. Eddyville, will
appear during the services.
Friday's program. March 4. will
include the introductory sermon
at tOr o'clock; --at' 11:04 The Mode,
Purpose "and Authority of N. T.
Baptism, by L. V. Henson; at 1:15,
The Church that Jesus Built, by
R. F. Gregory: at 2:00 The Cooperative Program. L. V. Henson;
and. at 7:00. New Testament Evangelism, C. M. Lawrence.
Saturday,
n Flynn
Arithr , will
C_nn .Sat
discuas
.1.10R
R.
open .the
Origin, Doctrine-and Pelpetuity of
Baptist Churches; S. P. Mar-tin will
follow, with Financing the Lord's
Churches; J. R. Flynn will ask the
No less than 3,000 tons of rock
question Can the Heathen Tie
will be crushed in ,,1938 by. GalSaved- without the Gospel?; S. P.
latin county farmers according. to
,rtip lari 11
en from Grace". The night service will be supplied.
Sunday will include the Sunday
seltoral services under the superintendency of J. J. Roberts and a
sermon at 11 o'clock by J. H.
Thurman on The First Missionary
Baptist Preacher. A query box
will be held at the beginning 'of
each service for IS minutes. -

.! •
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WARNING TO
THE PUBLIC!
WE WILL GIVE A

LJBERAL REWARD

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT
OF KENTUCKY
In the Shatter of Ben H. Hood,
Bankrupt. in Bankruptcy.
To the creditors of Ben H. Hood
of Columbus. Kentucky, in the
County of
aforesa id.
Notice is hereby given that on
the 17th day of . February. 1938.
the said Ben H. Hood was duty
adjudicated bankrupt. and the
first meeting of his creditors will
be held at the Law Office of Richard H. Hood, Murray, Kentucky,
on the 7th day o/ March. 1938,, at
11:00 o'clock, in the forenoon, at
which time the said creditors maY
attend. prove their claims, appoint
a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business
as may properly come before said
meeting.
This February 22nd, 1938.
Malcolm P. Wallace.
Referee in Bankrupt,

FOR INFORMATION
Leading to conviction of the party or parties who
are peddling GLASSES or SPECTACLES and representing themselves as from our store.

WE HAVE NO OUTSIDE SALESMEN
This is against state and Federal law to sell or
offer for sale spectacles and give examinations
of your eyes unless licened.

For your own protection as well aa...your fellowmen, if you see such parties please report their
car license number to us or other information that
might lead to a conviction.

H.B. BAILEY, Jeweler
Murray, Ky.

TOBACCO CANVAS
The Time for Plant Beds Is Here
Good Grade 20x12 Count
Yard
Wide Selvedge, 20x24 Count, Extra Good
Quality, Yard
Zit. Wide,24x28 Count
Running Yard

2c

2',

2c

15c

74itid-Again We Are Offering You
Saturday and Fourth Monday Only

Cotton Bats
Clean

24,

TRADE AT HOME

J.K.BRYAN, Menem.%

ST.LOUIS'.".

!
4, UNDELL'BOULEVARD AT (iRAKD

PAUL GHOLSON—Peoples Savings

RYAN'S

1880

Ba'rik -1314g.

5
.

•

•

fer

a

•
•

R, E. KELLEY, Prop.

Across From Postoffice

In the District Court
of The United States

Buyer wants about 125 acre farm with residence,
testant---hotme--atui -timber.-4or-S4,500.- Good_ Jand.,

erf

•

MURRAY
HATCHERY

acreage with house for $1,000

List Your Property With Me'For Safe

W. T. Sledd ??br Co.

ans.

BABY CHICKS

Have Purchasers for the Following:
Buyer wants small

---Yon--11fon--Sete--vOn-tioty-Rovelvolf
te—

It Is Dangerous

Cotton

are also priced to you at REDUCED PRICES.
NOTHING RESERVED IN THIS SALE

TOKYO, Feb. 23---..Seven Chinese
warplanes raided Japan's island
colony of Formosa today,. inflicting
"numerous casualties." Domei tiap•*
anese news ageneyf reported.
It was the first tune since 1864,
when a British-French-Dutch fleet
bombarded Shimonoseki. that territory of the Japanese Empire had
been subjected to hostile foreign
bombardment, It was the empire's
first air raid.

Niue:4
,
s Thoroughbreds, , who
closed their regular schedule Saturday night by drubbing Tennessee
Tech, 41-33, are preparing for their
seventh attempt to attain the KIAC
crown. The Thoroughbreds. who
have won every other title that
Read Ilse Clesasaed Cclumn.'
y have gone after., will carry
a record - sit aesienteen victorted-..
-• —
against one defeat into the meet
in Richmond, Ky., February 24-26.
is dangerous to sell a SUBSTIAs a result of their, record, the It
tute for 666 just to make three or
Thoroughbreds enter the tourna- four cents more. Customers are
ment as favorites. Murray will play your best assets; lose them and
is worth
Eastern, a team it has beaten twice, you lose your business. 606
three or four times as much as a
in its first game Friday afternoon. SUBSTITUTE.
Coach Cutchin will seno a badly
crippled team onto the floor for "My skin was Full of ?implies
the state mess, as he will have and Blemishes from Constipation"
his two regular guards, Gene Bland says Verna Schlepp: "Since using
and Walter Murray, riding the Adlerika the pimples are gone. My
skin is smooth and glows with
bench with sprained ankles. George health." Adlerika washes BOTH
has
Bland, another fine guard,
bowels, and relieves constipation
never recovered from . having to thatso often aggravates- a had cone
onplexi -Dale & S-Zubblefielci,
miss two weeks practice, and
10ruggists.
ing up two blood transfusions.
_
Murray will, as-a-- result -1-inessip
with Burdette and- Magruder, forwards; McKee! at .center; Hurley
and Fowler at guards:There is a
slight possibility that Gene Bland
will be able to get into the final
game, if Murray manages to get
by the Maroons in the first game
and Georgetoivn, Berea, Transy, or
Louisville in the semi-final round.
Murray_s record._ this,.season is
identical.with last season's, as the
'Breds won 17 and lost 'I game.
that tp Western. Merrily - sewed
812 points to the opposition's 533
in 18 games,. averaging 46 points
to its opponents 30.
From healthy, blood tested
Immediately following the KIAC
flocke
of -thew
meet, Murray will play in the
All chick
SIAA, March 3-5, and the National hatched wee
. hundred.
Tourney, in Kansas City, Mo., prices 48.50
March 7-12. Coach Cntchin will 300 or more, $8 per 100
e
torn tHe
15 men on the squad

A 2 lb. Batt, Good

REAL ESTATE WANTED

WITH BATH

Now is the time for you to buy your Plow
and Work Shoes. We sell Star-Brand, and they

Thoroughbreds to rely Eastern
In First Test Tomorrow
at 5 O'clock

Al. a meeting of the board of
directors in the main office of
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association here
Monday, it was decided that all
member tobacco growers who
not yet have delivered their
crop' to Association floors will
be permitted to sell their tobacco alter March I at. Sae bare
door. until further notice. The
decision will .in rib Wray conflict
with hussie floor deliveries.
L. 1... Veal, general manager
of the Association, made, the
announcement. Boone Hill, presideut, was in charge of the
meeting.
The concession came as an
extension of a. privilege alreaoy
-practiced -try-Astractiition growers, Veal made known.

experienced traveler.

In fact you can find most anything that you
want, and most of these suits are all right for al;
year wear.

Warplanes
ITREDS TO TRY FOR China's
Bombard Formosa
FIRST KIAC CROWN

1938
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Kirksey to ,Stage
Net Tourney for
Independent Teams

HAZEL NEWSi
Baptist MWS
The Woman's Missioriary' Society of the Hare! Baptist church
met Tuesday afternoon at 1:30 in
The home of Mrs. W. H. Miller for
monthly missionary
its regular
program.
The tspic for the afternoon was
"The Homeland". with Mrs. W. H.
Miller, leader. The following progsam was given:
Hymn, "Bringing in the Sheaves".
, Scripture reading and Prayer,
Mrs. A. M. Hawley.
Hymn,' "Faith of Our Fathers:.:
'Among those assisting on the
Milstead,
Prugram -Ittere-Mr&w.
Mrs. A. M. Hawley„ Mrs. 0. B.
Turnbow, Miss Libbie James. Mrs.
Lela Wilson. and
Song, "America the Beautiful."
A short business session was
held.
The Mission—Study class
was set .for next Tuesday after-

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 24, 1938
Dr. Crawford made his home and
practiced his profession here, being
associated with his brother-in-law,
the late Dr. E. B. Houston, lie
came to Hazel in about .1906 and
remained here until the outbreak
cf the world war when he entered
the medical division of the United
States army. He was well known
throughout this section.

Murray on business Monday._
in
Is K. Pinkley who. work
Paducah, spent the week-end in
Hazel with his father, K. Pinkley,
and sisters.

"The Meek" to Be
I Livens
'Subject

PAGE THREE

MkMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Tenth and Main St.
Sunday School opens promptly
at 9:30 a_ m. N. F. Lassiter, superintendent.
Morning worship at 10:50. The
pastor's sermon subject will be,
"Laid Hold Of and -Laying Hold."
Evening worship at 7:00. Sermon subject: "The Three Crosses."
The pastor of the church will
speak over radio station WPAD,
Paducah, Saturday morning. February 26. at 7:30 o'clock. All of
ow' -friends are *elks tune in
for this message.
The ordinance of baptism will
be administered,at the close cf the
evening service next Sunday.
--Wed
evening at 7:00. We are now engaged in a verse-by-verse study
of the Phillippian'epistle. Let zone
of us grow careless - concerning
this all-important, mid-week service.
We have just closed the' greatest
Bible Institute in the history of
our church. The Lord was with
us in mighty power from the first
service to the last. Lost sinners
were sestet and the saved were
added to the church. Our people
are greatly encsuraged to press
forward in ,the t_sserk_ of our Lord
and of His church.
Let us make next Sunday a
great day. Our
members are
urged to be in their places. Visitor* are always welcome in our
services.
Carrog Hubbard, Paster
7

none of glucose will save a certain percentage of ewes showing
symptoms of pregnancy disease,
some seem to think that this is
the best way to handle the problem. However, practical procedure
would seem .to be to feed ewes
on a hay and grain ration of a
kind and quantity that would prevent the disease, rather than to attempt to carry them through on
a starvation ration and --trust to
injections of glueose, should the
disease 'develop.

Red Cross' Chapter
Gets Honor Scroll

"The Meek," will be thc ser,
"A. V. Havents chairman of 'tht
mon subject of A. V. Havens, minCalloway county chapter ef the
Mrs. W. A. Baker of Union City,
later of the First Christian ChUrch,
American Red Cross, received toTenn., is in Hazel as the guest of
at the Sunday morning worship
day a certificate of honor from
her daugter, Mrs. J. E. Littleton.
service, next Sunday. "One if
national headquarters for the sucand Mr. Littleton.
the strange paraduxical teachings
cessful work of'the Chapter- in the
Mr
.
and
Mrs
.
Lewis
Brown
of
s
The Kirksey Independent team
of Jesus," said Mr. Havens in anrecent Roll Call Drive. The. Oennear Mayfield,- were in Hazel over
Clarence Herndon Visits Here
vthicb has not lost a game this
flouncing the sermon, "is • that
tificate bears the signatures dif
atives
end
the
week-end
visiting
rel
Clarence Herndon who Is siatiolnseuson will be one of the - main
t
who are. reek will win.
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Cary, 'V.
"
ed at the Great Lakes Naval sta- friends. .
contenders for the cioteen. OutThat this is not ti710
. popular idea
Grayson..
Mrs. Calvin 'Stubblefield has re- today is quite well
tion. Chicago. is home with his
standing teams are being invited
demonstrated
-Calloway county's" 71,AI Call this
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Hern- turned home after a few wee ks' by the ballyieg-attitude of naaud it promises to be one of the
Suggested Seeding Mixtures
year was $623.20 as compared with
Mississippi with her OW- tions and
best tourneys in this section this
don for a short visit. Young Mr. visit
men - all over the earth.
All seedings hnod nciude ntix- $171.00 last y..7,
season,.
Herndon fsrmerly held a clerical dren.
Yet there are, still some who betures of grass and legumes. Such
Havens said the Chapter is new
position with the CCC Camp at
Mrs. Aubrey Se,,,v,r.s and baby, lieve that Jesus taught the secret
mixtures will not only produce engaged in urging each church in
Murray. In a competitive examin- Mrs. W. B. Mrl.stettd and Mrs. ctoi of success., The purpose of this
more and better hay os easture i the county to receive an offering
Read the Classified Column.
atisgs he wile assigned to.....work_Ln. MassitalL.warst..in-hturray,last-.3.1hud.
ill 'atso----conserve--the--vhir
rse rorwardect tflreafir The Mb
the Navy. He will be at Great nesday to visit hospital patients.
be tp .present another of the eleSome kind of -variety of-Igpede- Cress to war sufferers in the
Lakes a short time longer when
Mrs. Sam Garrett of Mac..ens ments of successful and happy
za should be •included in all mix- Orient.
Next Sunday, has bOn
he -will be transferred to
- zfe, Tenn, was in Hazel last week
tures -as it will add variety and- 'n- designated as the day when the
Calijrn
to visit her parents. Mr. and hers. .:The -st-rviee - Will
e.
eure against complete failure.
begin at -I045,
()tiering should be made.
Felix Denham.
and Resitop should' be
Special music will be presented
Mrs. Laura Weldon IVIcClaln
G. E. Freeman, of . Nashville. by the
sown on all unlimed land. -On
chorus choir directed by
Mrs. Laura Weldon McClain, 84, Tenn., was in liazeljast Sunday to
Calloway county tins 4 acres of
Charles Italgr
limed and ohosphated land a good
ai
die-d at Pal 14 visit in Inc nome .or W.
'wily
s rsernucicy :To. '7- Pantry- grc ittig
contain.
mixture
Should
pasture
"Easy SV(es- - Seili"-bis the sers
Fruits of. th Year" will be taught Monday night. She was the widow and family.
red top, orchard _grass, korean, this spring on the Gaylon White
by Mrs. W. B. Milstead ,assisted of the late Dr. W. T. McClain who
M. L. Chunn is confqied to his mon subject at the vesper service
red clover. farm nor_ 17.azel
kobe. sweet ctsver
Which will e held at 5 o'clOck.
died several years ag Y.
by others.
Four bed with illness this week. •
Pasture and hay are the Cheapest
'Sunday
evening.
The
service
will
Arrangements were also made daughters, Mrs. Sadie Pitts. SharChiropractic: The scie e latt
Mrs. Annie Adams ,. Memphis.
feeds we can grow and in spite
makes people wen and
for observing the Annie W. Arm- on, Tenn.. Mrs. Myrtle Albritton. Tenn., is in Hazsl t3 visit relatives begin with "Words and Music"
of lespedeza growing on unlimed •
happy.
and
will
be
conducted
entirely
in
with
prayer
the
strong week of
Akren, 0., Mrs. Bertha Gatlin. and friendsland it will respond ,to the use
group to meet Friday morning. Paris, Mrs. Ruth McVey, Van,
Mrs. W. E. Wright is confined to candle-light.
C.OAKLEY
DR.
W.
,
of lime and phosphate.
Th* Sunday Sermeresserellsbegin at
March 4, at 10 o'cierck at the Horn, Tex.; five sons, Will and her room in West Hazel' with illChiroffactor
Suggested seeding mixtures are:
9:30s
Sunday
morning,
led
by
Murray
609 West Main
Gross MeClarin, Tulsa, Okla., Bert ness.
hhurch.
(li Redtop,- erchard grass, lespeMurray: Mon.. Wed. & Fri. P. M.
One new member. Mrs. Otho McClain, St. Louis, Mo., Charley
Miss Verna White, Mrs. Clara Supt. R. L. Wade. The Christian
and
alsike
clover.
deza
Sat.
Tom.
Thum.
&
Renton*
Farris, was enrolled.
MeCiarin, Louisville. arid 'Rev. Marshall returned home last" Tues- Endeavor Societies will Meet im12) Redtop, orchard grass, sweet
Closing prayer. Mrs. 0. B. Turn- Paul, McClarin, Alamo, Tenn., sur- day after spending a few days in mediately following the vesper
clover, and lespetieza.
, -•
bow.
vive. The McClarin and Weldon Providence as guests of Dr. and service?
43) Redtup,, orchard grass, red
The minister will 'deliver the
Twelve members were present. families are well known to our Mrs. A. H. Ellis.
Nash
Tenn. —
clover, and lespedeza.
sixth
in
the
series
of
lectures
on.
Mrs. Huth Marsh,
- At the chose of ...the - program, a readers.
Gene Boyd, Murray. was in
1621 .9th Ave. .N.,
"Evangelism
.For
Tetley::
at
the
if-vial hour was enjoyed. The
Hazel Tuesday on business.
says: -I had no apSun Beam Band Meets
petite, no energy,'irir
guests were -invited into the dinTO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
L. K. Pinkley visited in Buena Mid-Week Meeting Wednesday
thin, became tired wry
night.
afternoon.
FebruLaSt
Friday
were
served
they
ing room where
Vista, Tenn.. Monday with friends.
COUNTY AGENT NOTES I
easily. and suffered
The Ladies Aid Society will
from 'nerves.' But ai.!
All parties owing the estate of
a delicious salad plate. The lace ary 18,„ the Sun Beam Band met , Miss Eva Stubblefield return,ter using lie, Pierce's
covered table had two large flags at the home of Mrs. H. I. Neely ed home Saturday from Detroit. meet Tuesday afternoon. at 2:30,
E. P. Phillips, please come forward
ANSON WEEKS
Favorite Prescription
Notice: ('heap Seeds May Not
.1 felt like • new4..
All parties haying
surrounded with_ the George Wash- and held its regular monthly meet- M.ich,.. after a. several _ weeks' visit at the church.
and settle.
_
Be Bargains
SO— id
ing.
ington hatChets ler each guest.
claims against the estate of F P. appetite. gained s Tight and strength, and
with her sister.
The possibility of cheap seed not
slept halt at nut I.' Huy n to iquid or
The prOgram opened with song.
"
Phillips present 'sense properly - rIldets
•
Mrs, Neck Wilson, who has been
being a bargain, is suggested in a
from YOUF r.ruggist rirdajt.
Win Hailers
"Good Morning, to You"; scripture •a patient. in The Maeon
proven ro the undersigned Within
lirepital
and
statement •issued, by the University
Last Sunday's': eCcsrnmercial-Ap- reading and prayer by the leader. for the past three weeks, returned
30- days from this date or forevey
of Kentucky College of Agricul, Calloway. Circuit Court
peal carried a picture and contain- Mrs. Neely; hymn. "Jesus Loves home Tuesday 'afternson.
b'e disbarred frsm collecting same
ture. Farmers Sometimes prevail
F. E Beach. Administrator of .
ed a feature story of Mr. and Mrs. Me"; a story, "Darkest Days of
—Beatrice Phillips and J: R
Mr, and
N. _White...were Cora L. Beach, Deceased's
on -county agents to locate cheaper
LReuben.Dale. who rive a few miles All the World" was given by the Murray visitors Tueaday afternoon.
Phillips, Admrs. of 'F. 1P. Phillip,
offeted_by
local
merthan
Plaintiff- leadel. quearluilS Were
seethetest -of- Hazel iris-Henry
Estate. 'This Feb. 22. 19738:
Mr. and Tvfis. Dewey Ciithiie
---Miarray State CnItege
chants.
Vs. Order, of Reference
I All lewene breeds U.S.
ty. Tenn., who were the Winners by the children: reading, by Adol- and W. C Denham were in Paris
' Approved. Blood-tested. started chicks am,two and
Carr Health Bldg.
Cheap
seed
frequently
are
of
Artis Beach, Mrs. Bertha Chapman.
.
. „
egiguservitir swat.
last year in that paper's "Plant to phus Denham; hymn, "Yield Not to Saturday
Eight Letcher county 4-H club ries, zezir ow.
low
quality,.
Itsit
is
pointed
out.
ANSON WEEKS
Prosper" contest' in Henry county: Temptation; closing prayer. •con- chall who is a patient in' the Noble Waneda Chapman. Dezrie _Mohler,
buying
purebred so Warr rommirmisix.izsaitrros. ssarrixii Y
members are
Farmers
in
one
county last year
and hr husband. Hester Mohler.
And His Orchestra
We ,extend our congratulations to eluded with the saying of the
stock to he.,In start a calf club.
--t--Doferislatats oughLscertified lespegleea seed
Concert- 81-30-9130laYect by 'me group.
tnis mistime couple. •,
Dr. and Mrs. R. M. Mason of . It
only 97 per cent purity. Such
thiseause
be
That
ordered'
Dancing 10:00 to ?
Murray were in Hazel Thersday referred to George Hart, taster seed can be sold cheaper than KenM. E. Missionary Sociefy
Di. R. P. Crawford
Script $1.75 Advance
•
The Woman's Missionary Society on business.
Cornmissiuner of this Court, to tucky certified seed but is not a
A telegram to the' Masonic Lodge
At Gate $2.25
Mrs. Jake Mayer. who has been take proof of. Claims against the bargain, the college declares. In.
here announced the death cf R. P. of the Methodist Church met WedCrawford at Excelsiof-- Springs. nesday afternoon, February 16, in confined to . her room several estate of Cora L. Beach. Deceased. another county, several hundred
No Tax—Sponsored By
and all persons holding claims bushel* of so-called home-grown
Mo.. Friday of last ;seek. Burial the tainie of Mrs. Olga Freeman weeks is reported improving. ..
yearfr sand-berssi ssetese
ear sitsagainst .-saiel---esiate--rotili-- --present rod eleaVer,-seed were- -seldIn September
in - Murray Friday night to visit their claims, duly proven, before eigo this spring.
sisting hostess.
only two field.s were found to
7Mrs. T. S. Herron: president. their aunt. Mrs. Grace Wilson, who this Court's Master Commissioner,
have stands worthwhile.
The - opening -• song, is a patient in the Mason Memernd on--Asr before the -enreelle Mender} -in
presided.
Apfil. April 18. 1938. or be for"Jesus Calls", was foiled with the Hospital..
Cheek Ewe Trouble liy.,Better ;
Mrs. Guy Caldwell ,and daugh- ever barred from collecting same
devotional, led by Mrs. W. B.
Feeding
any
other
manner except
Darwin White gave ter, *Miss Vivian. of Somerville, in
Scruggs.
Mrs.
Dr. - and Mrs. B. F. Berry %re having a 12-room residence
The following statement Was 'rethe meditation, placing helpful em- Tenn., were in Hazel over the through this suit.
anu
built on the lot just south of their home. corner Fourth
Witness my hand as Clerk of ceived from the Veterinary Departphasis on the words: "Thy Neigh- week-end visiting W. C. Osborn
Poplar, just a block off Court Square. It is so arranged to be
bor as Thyself." Interesting news and, family and ,Marion Wilson said Court. this the 23rd day of meat of the University of KenFebKiary.• -1938.
•
tucky and describe; the condiconvenient far Iwo families or'may be rented in small apartments.
items from The- Bulletin were pre- and faMily.
'
C. L. MILLER.
tion of at least two flocks of
sented by Mrs. D. C cilanton.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon James. son
or even seperate -bed rooms, as every room opens onto a hall
Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court sheep in this csunty, according to .
A business 'period foliowed in Jimmie, spent the week-end in
and,, there are four complete bath rboms. Baths 'and kitchens
d statement issued
by- p Connty
'
which the treasurer reported a lVfoury City. Tenn.. visiting Mrs.
.
equipped vsi_h Crane fixtures by 'Berry and Maddox plumbers
I
1938 James' parents.
cent •- increase in
20 per
Hybrid No. 69 seed corn gave an Agent Jonothan T. Cochran.
The disease of ewes known as I
pledges. A series of dinners was Burt Moore is confined to his increase of 20 per cent over all
Much time and expense has been put into the building to
planned by the society for im-. room east of town with a severe other varieties in Calloway county pregnancy disease, acidosis. aceto-;
meke it a safe comfortable place to live. One of the older cainemia and lambing paralysis is'
provements on the church and the cold.
in 1937.
particular
much
of
the
build
and
fit
penters that, has helped to
rather common in Kentucky. It
parsonage.
Mrs. Joe Wilson, a few miles east
finish work, who has Iseen building houses- in Murray for 48
affects ewes a short time before.;
Mrs. Helen Dick had charge of of Hazel, who fell at her home a
Calloway county Utopia club
Work that_ has . been
years and should know, claims that it' is one of the strongest
the leaflet program. The mission- few days ago is reported to be boys prodnced 60 bushels of Hy- lambing.
done at experiment stations-proves
ary topic: "World Community _,p
built houses In Murray.
as
as could be- ex 'timid- 'No. -69- -seed- erten- -last—yeas-4,
tnat the aisease it not _infectious
American Cities", was well claw
pected.
and have most of it for sale now,
nor contagious. There is reliable
W. B. Scruggs. Mrs. T. S. Herron.
There „would be very little chance for anyone, to ever be
evidence • that the disease is nuMrs. K. G. Dunn. Mrs. D. c Clantrapped in lily part of the building in case of fire, or emergencs
tritional in origin and that it can
PURINA CHICK STARTENA really is "Life Insurton, Mrs. Olga Freeman, and Mrs.
of an kind as there are two doors in all 12 of the rooms, (tvs,„,
be prevented by proper feeding,
ance"... it's insurance that your chicks Will get a
ways out of every room) and an outside entrance to the upstan,
Harry Copenhaver.
down
stair
leading
door
onto
the
beside
the
says a statement from the Uni—three outside doors
After the closing prayer, a social
real start in life.
into the basement, which has tiwee outside doors beside doubts
versity- ,•of Kentucky Experiment
hour was enjoyed when Mrs. FreeILWAUKEE
,
. U. S. A
TRACTOR DIVISION
If they could talk, your chicks would thank you a
_garage doors.
Station.
• :
man and Mrs. Copephaver invited
million times for giving them the only starting feed on
Ewes that are in the early stages
the guests into the dining room
the market that contains Pur-a-tene. Pur-a-tene i ithe
The entire building, both outside and inside walls are celled
of pregnancy disease can frequentwhere they were served a delicious
important vitamin A ingredient that helps build up
ly be saved by drenching them
Mrs. Clanton and
with tongue and grooved flooring. Wall board is used over it
salad plate.
their resistance to colds and keep them healthy.
with two ounces of any kind of
Mrs. Copenhaver presided at the
in the kitchens and enameled masonite in the bath rooms, and
Your Startena-fed chicks will show their appreciamolasses
diluted
with
an
equal
The
lace
service.
and
coffee
tea
the living rooms, bed rooms and halls papered. Overhead ceilings
Complete Display at
tion
by growing into bigger, strolger, healthier, pullets
amount
of
water.
This
treatment.
centeras
its
table
had
covered
are insulated against cold. and heats,and there are plenty of
that are ready for the nest
should be given twice each day:1`.
piece a circle of small flags surwindows for ventilation and light. Registers have been placed in
earlier and stay in high
Further development of the' .disrcunded with small George Washall rooms and baths but there is a way to heat all of the house
production over a longer
ease in a...flack can be preventington -hatchets which contained
in case something goes wrong with a furnace, when it is needed
period of nom
molt_ax therez4re twojeratess-yes real ones to use, nest last to
_rate
feeding _molasses et
fortuoes for each_ member
FLiaeI;Ky-.
Phol* -40 of.three quarts for each 100 ewes
look at-s-iind six flue thimbles for heaters. Wiring and installaCome around and see
ticm has been made for electric stoves and there will be no coal
The Molasses
twice each day.
us today about Purina
Mrs. C. D. Paschall returned
oil stoves allowtd in the building. Ample electric outlets have
should be diluted with -an equal
Chick Startefia. We also
isurfie-Menday trurrrttre-Notile- Nos-been made for convenience and safety over stairs, entrances, etc.
quantity of hot water, sprinkled
Paris, Where she underIntel
have a free booklet on
over the feed and thoroughly mix'went an operation last week-.
chick raising that you'll
There *ill be garage space in the basement. alsektorage space
ed. This mixture should not be
Mrs. John McLeod and daughter,
be interested in!
for fruit, vegetables, flowers etc.
prepared too long before feeding
Mrs. Hatten Stephens of Murray,
since damp feed may spoil. Blackwere in Hazel Monday to visit Mrs
Agents for Helms U. S. Approved Chicks.
strap molasses is .much cheaper
Vile building has been planned and designed by Mrs. Berry.
A. H. McLeod who is confined to
than other kinds.
plans. worked nut by U. G. Starks, architect and contract' for
her room with illness.
Murray Lumber Co., and should be.-ready or occupancy some
The above being true..., it is to be
0. B. Turnbow and J. M. Martime between the 1st and 15th of March, owing to ,weather conexpected that, intravenous injecshall were in Murray Monday
ditions, as most of the unfinished work consists of concrete work
tions of a glucose solution would
afternoon.
arid grading.
have a. more immediate effect
Miss Alice Outland was in MurPHONE 388
than feeding or drenching with
ray - Monday visiting friends. ,
Murray, Ky.
molasses.
Since repeated injec- North Third Street
A complete list or the ones who have worked on this job
.The Rev, and Mrs. J. H. Thuris not availablesat this time but will be obtaAed when the buildman, Murray, were in HaSel Suning is finished aOsthey are all proud of their work.
dey week as guests of -o/Mr. and
.
'
Mrs..slike Mayer. •
Admittance may be had except yllife floor's are beifig finished
*Mrs. Mariam Wilson is in Somerville, Tenn., this week visiting
by ceiling Dr. B. F Berry's refidence, telephone 103, Fourth
her brother, Guy Caldwell, and
and Poplar.
1VIrs. Caldwell,
Mae Ruby Mai Blakely was in

Kirlesey High Schsol will stage
an independent basketball tournament March 17. 18. and 19 iThurs..,daY, Friday, and Saturday night).

DANCE

and

SUFFER FROM NERVES?

Order of Reference

KENTucier

CONCERT
-- Friday Night

The Shield ___

HOOPEE
-WE'S toty

Modern Home Nearing Completion

LIFE INSURANCE

tiaZit
(;:C4.fia

PURINA

CHICK
STARTEN

Ar

PILLIS-C ALMERS

TRACTORS AND FARM IMPLEMENTS
Blackhawk Planters
J. T. TAYLOR'S
Implement and Seed Co.

SPRING SPECIALS!
NEXT MONDAY IS
COUNTY COURT DAY

License Tags Installed Fret:
Don't Loose Your Temper or Get Your Clothes All Dirty—Drive In Now. We
Have the Necessary Bolts and Nuts

T

IRESTONE

EXACO

F

Tires and Tubes

Gasoline & Motor
Oils— Havoline
Motor Oils

Tire and Tube Repair

For A Special Lubrication JoblCome Now To

Hendon's Service Station
Graves
Phone 82
Corner Fourth and Walnut
-

We want-to show you our line of Horse
Collars, Collar Pads, Team Bridles,
Hames, Trace Chains, Breast Chains,
Plow Lines, Check Lines, Seed Sowers,
Best Quality of Red Top, Timothy and
Clover Seed, as good as money can buy,
Keen Kutter and Diamond Edge guaranteed Axes, Chattanooga Slat-mold Plows
awl parts, Field Fencing, Garden and
garbed Wire, Post Hole Diggers, Plant
Bed Fertilizer and Nitrate of Soda.
We Have One of the
MOST COMPLETE LINES OF
HARDWARE THAT WE HAVE
EVER HAD AND OUR
PRICES ARE RIGHT
Come In To.See Us'

, Sextowlkos. Ildw; Co.

ECONOMY'FEED STORE

1,057,840 Pounds of 'Tobacco Sold on
Our Floor this Season at $94,350.66
An 4vera4e

i.92

Our Averages Have Been.6onsistently High and Above Other
Independent Floor Sales
Careful Handling, With Every Effort Made Toward Securing
The Best Possible Price For You

We Solicit Your Business on the Basis of Years of Experience of Handling Tobacco

Grower's Loose Leaf Floor
"Murray's Leading Floor"
East of Railroad

Opposite Depot
- JACK FARMER, Manager

-

•
•

-

111111.11111.1111.111,011,1111.1104.11.11"2rail.7"
.
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'

-
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Ethel Pitman. Pocahuntas Wal- tertained visitors in the
Those sending gifts were Miss
lovely
Mrs. Havens was on-the program
ker, Agnes Thurman. Bay Lovtns, guest room
of her home on North to conduct the devotional exer- Pauline Dunn, Mr and Mrs. Wood'Ina Walker. Cora Lee McCuiston Sixth street Saturday
row Smith, Mrs. Flossie Fitts, Mrs.
evening with cises in the afternoon.
Finie Mohundr.), Pearl
Wicker, a combination party which honMary Rowlett. Mrs. Helen Armr •
• •
a
Estelle
Cunning
ham, Dot Boyd. ored the birthday
Mrs.
G. Dunn entertained hei
strong: Miss Ruth Kohl, Mrs. Delanniversaries of Mr .And Mrs. Earl Byerly Are
Lottie
McCuisto
n, and Volene Rob- Misses
bridge club at her home on Souts
ice Kohl, and Mrs. Kohl, all 01'
Mildred Williams, Marelle
Honored With Shower
erts.
Sixth street Wednesday afternoon
Paducah,
Ward, Willie Kelso, and Martha
- Miss Eulala Boyd: Miss Eutala
The ,prize for high score was won I
Sue Johnson, all of whose birthFriday afternoon. February 18,
Los-ins, and Miss Bobbie McCuisby Mrs Preston Perry
Mrs. Pete Boyd entertained with Km Jae Houston Entertains
dates
were
in
February
.
ton.
The hostess served a lovely salad
household shower in honor of
Copy for this page should be submitted• not later than 'Tuesday
Bridge Club
•Those sending gifts were Mrs., Guests partaking of the hospi- a
plate
to
the
Mrs. Pearl Byerly.
members
and
two
visafternoon each week.
Annie McClure. Imer McNutt, An- tality which included party de- laer daughter,
The "Contractors" Bridge, Club
itors. Mrs. Preston Berry and Mrs
The afternoon was spent quiltnie Levins, Grayal Smith, Pearl licacies were Misses Marelle Ward,
4 R. L.
met with Mrs. Joe Houston Tuts
Mott.
Byerly, Jewel Outland. Mrs. Fan- Martha Sue Johnson, Willie Kelso, ing as Mrs. Boyd had in two
day morning at her apartment s!
Miss Keys Made Honoree of
The next meeting will be wit:
'Thomas Bell, who leaves soon for
nye Caldwell,' Detroit, Cora Phil- Mildred Williams, Kathleen Cald- quilts, one being Mrs. Byerly's.
Olive street.
Pre-Nuptial Party
Benton to make her home. was Mrs. 0. B Boone
lips Detroit. Myrtle Lassiter, De- well, Grace Cole, Hurle Hubbard, After finishing one quilt and the
Prize for high score was won b\
- -presented a lovely gift from the
by
gifts
lovely
Margaret
many
Purdom,
opening
of
troit.
a
nd
Lois
Delma
Smith.
Detroit. Mildred
MISS Christine. Johnstan enter- club.
Mrs. Broad Hostess' To
Yhsn,oson. Detroit, and Molly Bla- Chrisman: Mrs. Noel Melugin, and the honoree, refreshments of sand- Mrs. Jim Sabel.
tamed at her home Saterday eveOnly members were present.
Messrs. Purdom Outland, Thomas wiches, cookies and candy were
Bridge Club
lock, Detroit.
A pretty parts" plate in the
ning lit a bridge party and hand• •• • •
- Earl Martin, Jim -Scott. Cc:elle Lee served.
e ••• •
kerchief shovieo- which was in ,Peorge Washington
motif was
Mrs. J. H. Branch was hostess to
'quests present-weee 'Mrs. Estelle Bridge Ilea Honors
Caldwell-, Hdruhl Talley. ifr:
lovely compliment to Miss Wini- served by the hostess.
iTialtris.
C.
B.
Ford
the Wednesday Bridge Club and
Williams, Luther Nance, Noel Me- Cunningham and children. Juanita
Miss Winifred Keys
Entertain With Dinner
fred Keys, whose marriage to Robthose present were Mrs. Glen several guests' at her home Wed•
lugin, Cleo Grogan, and Billy and Joretta, Mrs. iva, Dunn and
ert Miller will be an ,event of this Jeffrey. Mrs. Claude, Miller. Mrs. nesday afternoon.
Miss
Winifred Keys, feted bride'.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Ford enter- Boone.
baby, Annie 'Evelyn. Mrs. Voltne
week.
Vester Orr. Mrs,. Bryan _Tolley.
Mrs A. F. Yancey won the high
••
tamed 'with' s -6 'o'clock dinner
Roberts and son, -Billie Grey,.Mrs. elect of -this week, was again
A coke' motif ofpink ,and white Mrs. Goldie Orr, Mrs Tommie club prize and Mrs. H. I. Sledd the
Monday
Nellie
and daughter, honored on Friday afternoon when
Outland
night
at
their
Mrs.
Spencer
home
Boren
Tracy
on
Has Luncheon Guests
and
Joan
Crawford
was carried slut in the decorations Lavender. Mrs, Talmadge Robin- guest prize.
Charlotte Nell, Mrs. Lottie Mc- Mrs. Bill Swann and Mrs. Toni
in. "Mannequin." at the Capitol South Fourth street in honor of
of lovely spring flowers through- son, Mrs Charles Hale. Mrs. JohnA
delicious salad
plate was
Mrs. 0. L. Boren had as luncheon elusion and daughters, Thursa Rowlett entertained at the home
Mr, and Mrs. Jack Adair Lv
Theatre next _Thursday anAL
at--therove, w o were recently married.
on Saturday Mrs. James Jiine arid Barbara,
of the former.
presented a corsage and each guest Durand Fair. Mrs. Byron Beard. game.
A delectable three-csurse menu Pickard, Mrs. Slayten Douthitt and
Mrs. Genie Outland and daughSpring flowers, in the Chosen
Members playing were Mrs. A.
was given- a miniature bridal bou Mrs. Herbert Farris and the hostess,
was served. The table was cover- Miss Elizabeth Wyatt of Mayfield ter, June, Mr. and Mrs. Clovis
color scheme of pink and white,
puce of sweet peas The pink and
ed wth an imported lace cloth and and Mrs. Charlie Jennings.
The next meeting will be with F. Yancey, Mrs. Ben Davis. Mrs.
Byerly and son. Jackie, Mr. and were
effectively placed in the reNat Ryan Hughes. Mrs. Vernon
hite motif was farther developed Mrs Glen Jeffrey
seasonable flowers in crystal bowls
In the afternoon several guests Mrs. Pete Bud and children, LaStubblefield. Jr. Mrs. Will H.
in the tallies and the ice course
formed the centerpiece.
vern and Hafford, Mrs. Nora ISociety Continued on Page 5)
called !or tea.
Thursday. February 24
Whitnell. Mrs Nat Ryan. and Mrs.
whicli.,was served at the conclusion4
Campbell and son, Dale. Mrs.
Covers were laid for Mr. and
• • •
•
Party Is Given Honoring
The B. and P. W. club will have
Preston Ordway.
of the game
Mrs. Jack Adair, Mr. Coy Ford. Screens
Flossie Coleman. Mrs. Agnes ThurMrs. Stubblefield Entertain
Visitors were Mrs. Frank Albert its regular supper meeting in the Mr.
Miss Keys won the prize for
man. Mrs. Fay Roberts. Mrs. Poca
T. W. Ford. Miss Marguerite
club room at 6:30 p
Dinner
Guests
Stubblefi
eld.
Mrs.
Ed
Diughid. Jr..
high /tore and Miss Dot Currier
Oatten. and Mr. and Mrs. C. B.
Walker, Mrs. Fannie Steele.
Mrs. Preston Ordway and Mrs.
Mrs.
C.
L.
Sharboro
ugh. Mrs. Joe
received the- • consolation.
Ford.
Mrs. Annie Boyd. Mrs. Martha
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.. enterFriday. February 25
On Thursday evening Mr. and
After the game, the honoree was tented 'Saturday- afternoon at She Lovett. and Mrs. H I. Sledd.
The marriage of Miss, winifred
Mrs. John Neal were dinner guests Byerly, Miss Bobbie McCuiston,
• • • • ,
led to- a table with' a tiny bride horee of the former with a bridge
Keys and Robert Miller et Nash- All-Day Quilting Is
of Mr. and Mrs. Boren. Later in Miss, Ruby Pittman. Miss Eulala
Held
and gsoom as centerpiece and was tea and shower honoring Mrs. Ladies' Aid Of Christian Cherch
ville wilt take place at nine Friends
the evening Mr. and Mrs. Frank. Boyd. Miss Mary Brown 'Steele,
crelock
and
neighbors
met
Has Meeting
-presented Many lovely ' tiandker- Frank Albert Stubblefield.
in the morning at the home of the
Holcomb and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Miss Charity Garland. Miss Pearl
Byerly. Elmo Bomer.. Dennis'Ruse,
bride's mother, Mrs. Ben B. Keys. Thursday at the home of Mrs. Russ Swann were additicnal guests
chiefs:,
who
Decorations were in spring timt
Mrs. B. G. Humphreys opened
McCuiston for an all-day quilting.
Orville Boyd. Cody Campbell, Mr.
The invitation list included Miss theme
came
in
for
bridge.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
in the rooms, with jonquils, her home Wednesday for an all
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Jr., Each guest broughta covered dish Neal won high score
and Mrs Earl By,•!,
Winifred Keys, Mrs.. Ben B. Keys. snapdrag
prize.
ons and sweet peas lend- day meeting of the Ladies' Aid ssof
and
a
lovely luncheon was, enjoyed
will entertain the Friday Bridge
WU Madge Patterson. MASS Sue ing colorful
• • • • •
s_
notes. 'Tiny China the First Christian Church. The Club
at. noon.
at her home at 2:30 p.
Purdoni. Miss Mare: Moore Wind'
District Missionary Meeting of
shoes filled with sweet peas made hours were spent in making a
Conversation and quilting made
sor. Miss Jane'Seay: .Miss. Ola'Mae .susiassisess orasespseees_
Christian Church- Is Held
Monday. February M
or she friendship quilt. At 'noqn. a "pot
- • diversion during the- day. I'
Farther. Miss Dorothy Robertson bridge
Monday in Paducah
tables. The gifts were pre- luck," luncheon was. -enjoyed.
Mrs.. James a Richmond...will
Those.
who
enjoyed
this
delightMiss. Lula Clayton Beale. bliss- sented - in the
?hose present were Mrs. Annie be hostess "to the Monday after- ful occasion
dining room from
were Mrs. Alyis
The District Missionary "meeting
Marguerite Holcomb, Misi Frances'
_lace...covered sable centered- with Wear, Mrs. Kit Redden, Mrs. R. L. noon bridge club at her home.
Smith: - Mrs. Grover Hodges, Mrs. of th*Vhristian Church.
Sexton: Miss Mlle
was held
Wade.
Mrs.
'Arthur 'Farmer. Mrs.
a miniature baby carriage . fitted
Hall McCuiston, Mrs. Frank Wil- in Paducah Monday
Miss Nary Martha Overby, Miss with
with the fol'Tuesday. March_ 1
sweet. peas in pastel shades. Gatlin Clopton. Mrs. Ira Morgan,
loughby. Mrs. Ross Bucy, Mrs. Cur- lowing speakers
Gracie Nell Jones. Miss Kathleen
on the program:
The Alice WatersMissionary SoAt the.,'conclusion of the game Mrs, Mary Churchill. Mrs. C. H.
tis Willoughby. Mrs. Jerry Allbrit- Mrs.
C. P. Cook. Lexington, state
ciety, of the First Methodist Church
Robertson. Miss Dot Cu'rrier. Miss
Mrs. Clifford Melugin was awarded Moore, Mrs. H. P. Wear. Mrs. W. S.
ten, Mrs. Nola Allbritten. Mrs. young
will meet at 2.30 p. in. with Miss
people's worker; Mrs. J.
s Marys Frances Johnson. Miss Mar-• the prise
Burbon Allbritten, Detroit.
for high score. miss Mary Swann. Mrs. Myrtfs. Walker. Mrs. Alice
T. Sullivan, Leuisville, children's
Waters at her home.
the Nell Wells. • Miss Corinne
Shipley received the cut prize A Lola Jones. Mrs Hs B Bailey. Mrs.
Mrs. Rudolph Smith. Mrs. Roy
worker, and Miss Stella Tremaine.
Thu:mond. Miss LaNell Siress.
Mare , Mrs. Clarence Elkins. Mrs.
pretty party plate was served by Forman.. Graham, Mrs. Osie r"
The Delta Depa- rtment of the
a returned missionary from ,China '
Miss T•fildred Beale, Miss Anne
Graham.
Mrs.
A.
V
Havens.
Mrs.
Harrold Elkins. Mrs. Osco Patterthe hostesses_
The above speakers appeared on
Howeti Richrhond. Miss'Neva Grey
E. J. Beale. Mrs. T. P. Cook, Mrs. Murray Woman's Club will meet
et 110 p. tn. at tne on*
e progra
-ni5riNF-WT","er services
n. Mrs. Toni Rowlett: Mrs. - Those pre5 ingstrtidge. seeresITM i
13-frolton. i
Mrs. B J -HoffGrey Withams, Mrs. Eura Smith.
Roy •SteWart' with Mrs. Will H.
J. R. Williams. Mrs Ed Frank Clifford Melugin. Mrs: Nat Ryan man.
Miss Sheltie Scarbrough. Miss of the First Christian Church of
Whitnelk and Mrs. Wallace LassiKirk, Mrs._ C. C. Hughes. Mrs. Hughes. Mrs Ben Davis, Mrs. John
Mary Allbritten.S Miss Allie Wil- Murray on Sunday afternoon.
ter assisting
Thnse 'from the Murray church
Pogue 'Outland. krs. Porter White. Miller. Mrs, Bill Swann. Mrs. Kook And Thimble
I
_ughby. Miss
Halloween Mart,
Club
Meets
- Frank Holeomb, attending the meeting in kaducah
s. - Robert HolMIAS
Wednesday
Addie.
Bell,
Miss
Wednesday. March 2
Elena Mcton. Mrs. Harry Stout. Mrs.
Pel4ards-fdise-L-tre
The r A vrfh meat at 3 p. m.ers.eeies. ehd Miss' Johnnie -Grey. were Stras-Re
The Book and Thimble Club
Yancey. Mrs.- Frank StubbleWard Outland. Mrs. W. C Elkins.
James
Max
in the High School auditorium.
Allbritten. Freeman rile Pollard,- Miss Linda Sue McMrs Hal Houston. Mrs. Dick Reed. field.. Mrs. Ed Diuguid. Jr. Mrs. met Wednesday afternoon at the
Willoughby. Charley Brooks Mc- Gehee. Mrs. Robert Rowland, Mrs
'Stokes. Mn. home ,M Mrs. Carroll Lassiter.
Mrs. Philips McCuiston. Mrs Bill Nat Ryan. Mrs. T.
Thursday, March 3
Euriesa'alit-hs Mr.- and Mrs. zatlin Cluptun. Mrs. Arthur Farm-some yrs. sessyssmss./I-04s---Lovett'
The Garden Club will meet at Russ McCuiston, Bettye Jo
er. Mrs. Ira Morgan, Mrs. Annie
C7LM
-Tiarborough, ColorfulArtrig flowers lent an
McCuisWear, Mrs. Shelby Davis, Mrs I
Currier.. Mrs Joe Johnston.'Mrs. Roy Stewart. Mrs. Wells Fur- added -note of gaiety to the rooms. 2:30 p. ,rn. Membecs will be noti- Ion. and Johnson Smith.
Needlework and conversation oc; fied as to place of _meeting.
• • • • •
Marvin Fulton, Mrs. R. L. Wade.
Miss Helen Johnstonsanci Miss Al- Felons Miss Suzanne Snook. Miss
cupied the hours..
Mrs. H. B. Bailey. Mrs. Rupert
Miss Rubye Carolyn Wilson
med.. Huddleston. Mrs. Newt Bent Naomi. Maple. Miss Tennie BreckThe hostess served a pretty party
1 Parks. Rev. and Mrs. A. V. Havens. '
durant, Miss Katherine Bondarant enridge. Mrs. George Hart and
Entertains
East Main Street-Murray, Ky.
plate
in
the
George Washington wirer semester.
Mrs. W, 13 Moser, and Mrs. 0
of Fulton
' Mrs. Mettle- Lee Mueller. Miss motif
with cherry tree, sandwiches,
Miss Rubye. Car
Sti.s of the personalities
.
4S •
Halve Cloar and Mrs. Wayne An-1 Wilson en- B. Boone
and a color scheme of red, white, Mm
d0- cf Mayfield.
nor Roosevelt, the Duch- 4.
Stitch and Chatter Club Meets
ess of Windsor, and Mrs. Frances
Tea. guests were Mrs. Vernon and blue.
VI ith Mrs. Baker
,GUests, in additionto members Jewel
.
Stubblefield. Sr, Miss Meryl ShipMcVey, wife of the presiwere Mrs. R. W. Key. and Mrs.
The Stitch r.d Chaf•kr Clubi was ley, Mr Clarice Bradley. Mrs.
dent of the University of Kentucky
Ed Berruss•Waters a
• will lend variety
Piducah.
entertained 'Thursday afternoon by Filbeck. Mrs Kate Kirk, Mrs.
to the program.
E.
• • • ..
-Mrs. Joe Baker at her, home on R: Diuguid. Sr.. Mrs. W. T. Sledd.
Mr.
And
Mrs.
Harry
Broach
West Olive street
Jr.. Mrs. Tom Rowlett. Mrs. PrenBeth Fooshee is Treasurer
Entertain
Informal entertasiment was fur- nce Holland. Mrs_ Lula
of ('tube
Wall. Mrs.
sssei
-• - •'• • • • •
7.17 Rob
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bruacr.
Mrs Joe Ryan. Miss
I.N.1 is Bushart: senior from FulMargaret Graves, Mrs. H. I. Sledd. tertained at bridge Tuesday even(...l•cted president Of the
Mrs. Welters Blackburn, Mts. Eu- ing at their home on Olive street.
gene Hughes, Mrs. Frank Berra; George Washington ideas were Portfolio Club, -Murray College
, Februaryou in the tallies and reMrs. R. R. Meloan. Mrs .Hilton
-by
e
For
Birthdays—Anniversaries Hughes Miss Carrie, Allison, Mrs. freshments. Presents were award- club. Miss Bushart. who was
Seth T
Boaz of Mayfield Mrs ed Mr. .and Mrs. :Wells Overbey chosen as one of Murray's ten
,r H. Broach= Mrs. W S. Swann. for high score and Mr. and Mrs. outstanding students. succeeds OrN. 4th St.
alarnbys TI...••nr. Springs, We Deliver Mrs Q. B Seott. Miss Oneida Zelna Canter forslows
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. John
Phone 188-J
Wear. and Mrs. Lennie King. MayOther officers elected were MorS. Neal. Mr. and Mrs.' Russell ris
Brandon, Dover, Tenn,, viceGrislier'. Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Boren.
president- Elizabeth Smith. MayMr. and Mrs. Zelna Carter. Mr.
field. secretary; Beth Fooshee.
and 'Mrs. Wells Overbey. and Miss
Murray. treasurer: and Laureign
Mr
Suzanne Snook.
Jones, Paris, Tenn., soc•al chairman.
Feinsilver To Speak Tonight
The chief, theme the resit) will
At Westminster Meetfollow throughout the comIng seRabbi Alexander Feinsileer.
mester will be sketching and
Rear of Peoples Savings Bank Building
Temple 'Israel. Paducah. frill speak craftwork. Numerous
new members
5n "Our - Comm
,be sarldetts_ass-soen-- as- they
Westminster FellewShip meeting meet the requirem
ents of entraricc.
. tonight at 7 o'clock in the apart
: Mrs. M. E. M. Hall, head of the
ment of the Rev_ and Mrs. Bruce college
art dep.irtment, is sponsor.
New Collarless Coats
-- B. Maguire in College Addition.
Twifls
New Sculptured Coats
After the close of the Rabbi's
Spongy Woolens
Mr.
And
Mrs.
Gray
New
Roberts .
Swing Jigger Coats
atietrees
public forum wilr be
Shetlands ,
Honored With Shower .
held. in which Mr. -Feinsilver will
New Casual Coats
Tweeds
•
attempt to 'answer _all questions
.•
New
Topper
Coats
-Friends gave - a surprise houseSuede Cloth*
asked by his listeners. The Ma, hold
shower in honor cit Mr. and
guires live in an apartment in the Mrs.
Gray Roberts Wednesday
home of Dr. sand Mrs. A. D. Bidafternoon • Fetrrqary 16. at ti.,
terwOrth..
home of Mrs. Robert's father, I.
D. MeCuisten.
Miss Wells Announces
"TheTafterdbori was spentIn
SUIT Yourself Here With a
Theme Topic
ing. ThesTionortes received many
Ii
Tunic Tailleur.
pretty and useful lefts, .
. New
_
Miss- Martha Nelle Wells, chairHerringbones
New
Refreshrrithsti were served,
Two-T
oned Suits
Chalk Stripes
man of the program geminittee„of
'Those present were Ms. Lela
New. Swagger Suits
the HousetKild Arts club at Murray
Gabardines
Robetts. Faye ROberts. Charity Fal'New! Man-Tailored Suits
State, annottnced'at a chili supper
Flannels well. Vera Hutchens, Ruby Nance
sponsored '.by the club. Monday
Sue& Cloths
Selena -_Ouslaild, ?deltic Cook. Cot
evening, February 14. that the me Wtlson.
Voas Hale. Flora Hu,
tOpic "Personality: has been chosen hanan.
Shrunk finish
Gladys Blalhek.-'1.:iita Li
as the theme of dicsussicM for the ward,
Mercer
Broadcl
MRS HARRY I. SLEDD. Editor

PHONE 247, PLEASE

I

Mrs. Donn F.ntertains
Bridge Club

SOCIETY

Social Calendar

Wallpaper and
Paint Headquarters

SPECIALS FOR FRI.-SAT AND
FOURTH MONDAY

Tobacco Canvas, 100 yds.
$1.90
_LL-Brolgu-Dornestic,-36-or
40 Inches Wide, yd.
3 lb. Cotton Batting, 39c; 2/
1
2lbs.. .29c
Calfskin Dress Oxfords, $3.50 val. $2.00

Gfirfrri-.

W.S. FITTS & SON

hit154

FLOWERS

This . Week End-with the
Arrival- Latest Fashions,

of

ITS
MRS. A. 0. WOODS

at the

MURRAY GARMENT CO.
Styles

COATS

Materials

LN

Priced From $6.75 Up

• VALUE
• STYLE

•

•

Styles

SUITS

Materials

T

•PRICE

Priced From $6.75 Up

ized Slub
oth
Sizes 14-16-18-2040-42

Styles .

•

ADMINISTRATOR'S SACE. :r1---- 1

THE RYAN BUILDING

Style No 710

1

Corner Fourth and Main

To Be Sold At Public, Auction

•

••••

st.

GLADYS coop
SCOTT'S
ire

IHE MONTH

Bast' Side Court Square

tea con

DRESSES.

Materials-

Dress' Up For the Occaibn In a
New Swirl Frbek
'New Bolero Frock
New Jacket Frock
•
*New Redingote
New Zipper Print's
New Kftits.'
New Woolens

Floral Prints
Crepes
-Sheers
Linens
Vitari(itLi Prints
. .

•

Priced From S1.98 Up

Friday, March 4, 1938
A New Hat Will Be Tops For Your Costume

At 2:00 p.'rn.

Bowl Brims
SailorS
Fill

GEORGE HART
'Admmiatrator Joe Ryan Estate'

,- -

Priced -From

Bonneits.
Breton,
•
lfl-P'acet.s

-

Children's Hats, All Styles 98c Up •.

•••

•

- 1-

1.7

•
p.

*Ow
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4Isseummissimme
were Miss
Mrs. Wood.
Fitts, Mrs.
lelen Arm.
Mrs. Del.
oh!, all ot

ception rooms. The color motif was
further carried out in the -allies
and the dainty refreshments served
at the conclusion of the game.
Prizes were awarded Mrs. T. IL
Stokes for high score and Miss
Murrelle Hartsfield, low. The honoree was presented a lovely China
breakfast set.

'Aaiun

present was led by Mrs. N. P‘
Hutson.
.At the conclusion of the program
the taiga served lovely refreshinentS to the members and one
visitor, Mrs. el. E. Crawford.
•

•

•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Riley Announce
Marriage of Daughter

Those playing bridge were Miss
Mi. and Mrs. E. W. Riley anKeys, Miss' Franccs Sexton, Miss
nouhCe the marriage of their
Marguerite Holcomb, Mrs. Bil!
daughter. Thelma
to Kenneth
Egolf, Mrs. W. Hutson. Miss Gracie
Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Nell Jones, Miss Kathleen RobertBailey.' son, Miss Gla. Mae Farmer, Mrs.
The couple were secretly marJ. R. Williams, Mrs. T. H. Stokes,
ried on February 8, 1938. in HuntMiss Murrelle Hartsfield, Mrs.
ingdon. Tenn., by the Rev. C. E.
..ue Outland, Mrs. Everett Ward
Norman, pastor of the Methodist
utland, Mies Lula Clayton Beale,
Church of Huntingdon. Their only
Ms: Dorothy
Robertson, Mrs.
attendants were Miss Martha RobGingles
ertson and John Outland.
Tea guests were Mrs. Ben B.
Mr. Bailey is now assisting Mr.
Keys, Mrs. Whit Imes, Mrs. Harry Riley
in his grocery on West Main.
Stout, Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk, Mrs. I
Mrs. Bailey is attending Murray
White,
Porter
Miss Mildred Beale,
Training School where she is a
arid Miss ,Margaret Graves.
iseteimehe-w ill probably enter
I
cellege next fall.
Mrs. Ryan Entertains Club

ridge Clul,
iston Tue,artment OP
vas won to
present

O
'eted bride.
wasagain
.noon when
Mrs. Torn
the home
the Chosen
and white.
in the re-

Mrs. Charles Ryan entertained
her club which is composed of
the younger. married set, at the
home of Mrs. Joe Ryan Saturday
afternoon.
Bridge wasplayed at two tables.•
At the conclusion of the game the
hostess served lovely refreshments.
The membership of the club inchides Mrs. Pogue Outland, Mrs
Everett Ward Outland, Mrs. Porter
White, Mrs. J. R. Williams, Mrs.
J. C. Calhoun.-.Mrs. C. C. Hughes.
Mrs. Ed -Frank Kirk, and Mrs.
Charles Ryan.

i Page 51

and
arters

Home Department ileers At
Mrs. Catalina
Members Of the Home Department of the Murray Wornan:s Club
were entertained Thursday afternoon in the home of Mrs. Carlisle
Cutchins with Mrs. L. D. Hale, Mrs
Luther Robertson and Mrs. Arthur
Farmer assisting hosts.
.The program for the afternoon
was on "Social Diseases." An interesting round table discussioa,
--•••••,--.-....--....7•4++144M061.--+PW-,•41.).--1411+94.--O.f-- thasé

1.90

7'2c
29c
Z.00

Consolation .
The most impressive
service that a funeral
director can possibly
render is that which
most efficiently consoles the minds of those
ho mourn.

•

This characterizes our
rvice at all times.

a

Sincerely,

The
J. H: Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7
Murray. X",

Thursday Bridge Club Entertained
By Mrs. Wallia
Mrs. Gingles Wallis entertained
at her home Thursday morning
when her guests were members of
the, Thursday Bridge Club and
several visitors, ineluding Mrs. W.
Hutson, Mrs. Bill Swann, and Mrs.
E. B. flowton.
At the conclusion of the game
the club prize for high score was
awarded Mrs. Roy Stewart and the
guest prize to Mrs. Bill Swann.
• • • • •

Miss Upchurch Is Party Hostess
The "King's Messengers." intermediate union of the BTU, enjoyed an informal party at the nome
of Miss Elizabeth Fay Upc urcb
On Saturday everurig, February 14.
Games iuggesti;-e of Washington's - birthday were played. Refreshments were served by the social-committee and hostess.
Those present were Imogene Colson. Ruth Phillips, Frances Gatlin, Christine Miller, Elizabeth Fay
Upchurch, Irene Watkins, Frances
Sledd. Sue Upchurch, Pat Gingles.
J Oe sWardITUA Thome; McEl.
rath, and Miss 'Hazel Tarry.

gertip length veil of bridal illusion
fell from a halo of clusters of
orange blossoms. Her only jewelry was an heirloom cameo worn
at the throat. She carried an arm
bouquet of bridal roses and val.ley lilies.
"Mrs. 'Robert .H. McKay, who
was matron of honor, wore a heavenly-blue chiffon and lace dress
with a fuschia toque, shoes and
gloves. She carried an old-fashioned bouquet of violets and red
roses.
"L. H. Wilkinson attended his
brother as best man.
"A wedding breakfast was given
following the ceremony. The table
was laid with an Italian cutwork
cloth and centered with masses of
white ranunculas and stock arranged in a silver bowl. White
tapers burned in silver candelabra.
Mrs. William E. Steer, assisted by
Miss Marie Wilkinson, presided at
the services. Miss Nell McCain
brd's hook.
"When Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson
left for a wedding trip to New Orleans, Miami and Havana, the
bride wore a three-piece wool
suit in rosedust shade with brown
and
copper
accessories.
Her
shoulder bouquet was or roses and
valley lilies. The couple will make
their home in Dallas at 6244 Palo
Pinto Street.
"The bride is a graduate of North
Texas State Teachers College and
also attended S. M. U. where she
was a member of Gamma Phi
Beta Sorority. She was a teacher
in the Dallas schools prior to her
marriage. Mr. Wilkinson attended
the University of Kentucky.
"Out-of-town guests for th: wedding included: Tyson Woods of
Houston, Mrs. G. B. Scott of Murray, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Wilkinson, Miss Betty Wilkinson and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy James of Shreveport. La.; G. E. Wilkinson of Corpus Christi, Tex., and the Rev.
Miller Sales of Denton."

Specialist Claims
Time is Necessary
to Clean HenYard

Clean range for young chickens
good insurance, according to
ation received by County
The following story, taken from Agent Jonothan T. Cochran from
Dallas, Tex., Times-Herald and re- H. L. Shrader, of the United
counting the wedding of Elliott States Department of Agriculture.
Wilkinson, former Murrayan. will_ "Clean range", however, does not
be of interest to a large number mean mere neatness and removal
of scraps and refuse. Time is the
f Calloway county readers:
"Miss Estaleen Woods, daughter main "cleaning" .factor-and it
of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Woods, be- takes two yearslef-Inake a range
came the bride of Elliott Wilkin- clean enough to be safe.
Shrader defines a clean range
son in a .ceremony performed Saturday .morning at the home of the as "one that has been free of
bride
parents,
parents. 544 Tremont chickens for it least two years and
Street. - 7hr-1:1traharn Prank' at the one on which poultry manure has
Central Cbriitian Church officiated not been spread." In two years,
before an improvised altar banked poultry parasites will die for lack
;with ferns and flood candelabra of a chance to multiply. A clean
! With baskets of calla lilies at each range, free of parasites, gives
young chickens a chance to grow
side.
"Wedding music was given by without a handicap.
An . ideal range. Shrader adds,
Mrs. Burroughs Hill who sang "At
Dawning." She was accompanied also supplies plenty of shade for
by. Miss- Florence Burke who also the hot summer months and an
played the wedding march and "To abundant supply of succulent green
a Wi!d Rose" during the ceremony. feed and fresh water that is not
"silo- wore a trovv-n of ivarY-iget` -eontaminated by parasites.
designed with a short train, high
iwokline and long sleeves. A finIt Pays to Read the Classifieds
Elliott Wilkinson Weds Texas
Girl Saturday

is

* FINANCIAL *
INDEPENDENCE
* WEEK! *

Will Be 52 Weeks Every Year--For. You ... If You Will Make
Regular
Systematic
Savings
Deposits
0*.tematic Savings Creates Strength of Character and Credit—the
you :will only put aide one tenth of your weekly
ea
.rninffs, you will have an estate of one whole year's salary-in 10 years.
plus Interest. Did you ever stop to think what that will mean to. your
personal credit, and the feeling of satisfaction of being able to Meet
obligations when due. for 'emergencies and education of your children? Start SAVINGPFITIS WEEK!

PEOPLES SAVINGS BANK
Murray

Kentucky

Faxon Facets •

Did You See A Robin Today?

There is much sickness now, but
not much of it seems to be serious.
Several older people are "under
the weather." Mrs. Geurin and
Mr. Giles, who have been reported befere, are neither much worse
nor much better. Mr. Walston was
ill last week-end with a cold and
missed school Monday.
The most serious sickness reported is that of Master Ben Bar- • ../!.."
nett Hopkins, who was hurried
to the dociors one night last week.
Their diagnoses were that he had
appendicitis, but that he need not
be operated upon yet.
''The parents had begun to hope
that the marriages in Faxon school
would be confined to the faculty.
this.. year, but that hope was denied when Elvin Garland. a freshman member of the ball squad,
and Miss Annie Helen Ragsdale, a
sophomore, eloped alst Satur ay
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Golden Ragsdale, and the
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gohn Garland. The young couple
are making their home in Murray,
where both are employed in Mr.
Garland's restaurnnt.
Thank you, Eagle, for
your
timely'comment. The rest of the
world will 'laugh with me this
week, even if you were the only
one who was serious with me before. Step up, folks! I have found
a sure cure for colds, melancholia,
inferiority complex, or what have
you! But bring on an extra hand
to hold your nose and your sides.
Last time I wrote of a malodorous
praying woman and this time I am
writing about' a malodorous praying man. A certain famous country correspondent, whose wife was away
in a distant state with their daughter, approached a neighbor with
aAsolemn reqest to be allowed to
sind the night in the neighbor's
home, for, said he, "I am in a
serious condition. I do not want to
the at home alone. I do not know
what the trouble is, but I have
begun to mortify. I have taken
-xerts-of -boths-,--ort-th-sodo-and-.
salts, borav and lye soap, and
even with bath salts, but still
the odor grows worse."
The
neighbor had to admit that the
scribe was smelly. Then "he—said
he was sorry to ask it of his
friend's wife, but that she could
prepare his bed With rubber sheet
and slip sheets to be removed
and boiled without exposure to
danger. The neighbor could not
refuse so pathetic a plea, so everything was thus arranged. A few
days later, the scribe, in searching for a string, found a decomposed mouse in his vest Pocket.
Are you listening Eagle.-Alf,

When the red, red robin comes bob, bob, bobbing
along . . . SPRING IS HERE! And here are the
NEW, NEW clothes you've 'been yearning for! Romantically young, beautifully gay clothes . .. really
the loveliest SPRING Clothes in decades!
DRESS UP .... our prices are downright LOW ...
And our Quality is of the best.

SPECIALS

MSS UP.
it's

Other Grades 2,,c and So

36 In. Fast Color

DRESS PRINTS

Alteg#60
1 41180416#0

Colorful
New
Prints for
early Spring Frocks-a wide
selection to choose from at

8c

Divinely Young! Bright, NEW

Ladies'

The New Spring
Felts and Straw

SWEATERS

HATS

Spring Weight

Are "Tops"

In neulit style and
shades.

$1.98

98c

$1.98
Good 36 Inch
Brown

DOMESTIC
A good grade 36 in. Bros, n
Domestic- for scores of purposes.

The Lustucra and Cowine societies are in a very heated contest, selling subscriptions to the
Ledger & Times. The result will
be a picnic and the boy and girl
who sell the most subscriptions
will be entitled "Best Salesman"
and "Best Saleslady."

Galloway Has Sent
88 Per Cent.of Soil,
Applications Away
tighty-eight per cent of the
Calloway county applications for
grants under the Agricultural Conservation program have been forwarded by the state office- at Lexington to the Washington office.
authoritative information from the
soils department here revealed
today.

pastel

New Leather Treatments and
Gaberdines In Pumps, Straps
and Ties.

Almo High School

Basketbill
The Blue and White Warriors
lost a hard tight with the Lynn
Grove Wildcats Friday night. They
will play Kirksey there Friday
night of this week. For the first
game of the District Tournament,
the Warriors will play Aurora
March 3.
Debate
The debating team engaged in 10
encounters last Week. The team
made a tour through McCracken
enunty last Tuesday. The team
met in one decision debate with
Tilghman and two with Heath.
The Tilghman debate was a very
close decision,, but our team came
out victorious, winning by one
point. The negative team won
its decision over Heath and the
affirmative lost. Opposing teams
met Reidland in two non-decision
debates
the
same
afternoon.
Thursday
afternoon , the
Almo
team was host to Tilghman in a
non-decision , contest.
After the
Tilghman debate our opposing
teams met Hazel and Murray High
in two practice debates each. Two
debates are scheduled with the
Training School before the county 'tournaments which is to be
held Thursday of this week and
the following Monday. Almo debatera will debate eery school
in the county during the tournament.

For Sat.
Feb. 26
and
4th Mon.
Feb. 28

Tobacco
--Canvas
Yd.

Spring DRESSES,
ITS and COATS

Ladies'

WASH FROCKS
A wide range of beautiful
styles to choose from. The
colors, of course, are guaranteed fast.

$1.98
36 In. Fast Color

DRESS PRINTS
Beautiful patterns for Spring
Frocks-Splendid quality.

14c
Sheer Chiffon

SILK HOSE

10c and 12c

Curtain Scrim

In regulars of 51.00 and 51.25
famous brand hose.

Here's your opportunity to
buy Spring Curtain needs at
tremendous savings.

59c

Sc
Men's Fine

Spring Coats Start at

$4.95-

Spring Suits Start at
Spring Silk Dresses Start at

$4-95
$1.98

DRESS SHIRTS
Values up to $1.00. A large
selection of fancy patterns-Well tailored.

67c

t

Ken's

WORK SHIRTS
A special purchase of job
lot shirts. Xctual values up
to $1.00. Real savings.

55c
Or 2 for $1.00

Boys' Better .
Long Wearing

OVERALLS
Cut fuller of best 22A weight
Blue Dentm-2 pockets on
bib and big deep pockets all
around-all sizes.

There's None Better
Men's Super 8 oz.
Sanforized

OVERALLS

All . pertons
having' claims
against the estate of I. L. Harriett,
deceased, will file same with me.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Men's

DRESS SHIRTS
Park Lane and other Famous
Brands. The market's finest
quality shirts, supreme tailoring. $1.50 and *2.00 values

$1.19

49c

Administrator's
Notice

April I, 1938, or same will thereafter be forever barrod.
E. H..ROSS.
•
Administrator

1
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-- been transferred to the Paducah
Mo. They returned home Tuesday
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
camp. and Mrs. Hayes have taken
night. =
up- permanent residence n MurMiss Josephine Rice of PortsSunday, February 27, 1928
Public Speaking Contest
ray. At present, they are located
Na H.. has arrived for a
mouth.-I h
The
pastor joins with the board
Monday. February 28. toe Pubat. the National Hotel.
s ort visit with her uncle and
of stewards in exteling
ru
our
begin
will
Contests
lic
Speakiiig
- Mrs. Joe PUMAS; an instructor in
Advertisers and Correspondents
aunt. Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Mellen.
thanks to the members and friends
at
auditorium
High
Kirksey
in
the
the rural school system of this
She luta recently some from a who get their copy in by Monday:
1 o'clock p. ni and .. will continue of the church for their loyal supcounty, signed her husband here
secretarial position in 'the frontier
Boone Cleaners .
until 9:30 or 10 p. m. with a period port in our effort to meet all items
a
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Butterworth. week.enct stay at the home of aMr'. Saturday.
nursing service in Eastern KenMurray Milk Products
of three hours. from 4 to 7, for of expense for the first quarter.
Detroit,. are visiting Mr.' Butter- and -Mrs Herschel Corn. eclair- W. T. Veazy and family.
tucky.'
Ecouomy Feed Store
The program will be of the conference year. with this
resting.
weirth's parents. Mr. and a!!• D well was on his way to .Fort Bey- called at. the Mason hospital isi-t
County Attorney" Wells Overbey
good beginning we should have no
free _ta_ the pixtdic.
Bank of Murray
•
K.tputterworth. .
ning. c,iumhus..pa.. where he and week_ to see Mrs.• Veazy'e anal
and Sheriff J. I. Fox left Wednesgreat trouble in meeting all our
Murray Con. Coal & lee Co.
—
—
the
a
treatment
receiving
who
is
tive
will
Den,
wife
,
and
son.
his
jail.
Mr and Mrs. Kenton \V
day for Chicago and Detrait on a
suffered a defeat Fri- budget for the year. Thanks.
Calloway Co. Lumber - Co.
The
Eagles
Myrtle
Walker.
Hazel.
spent
Mrs.
the
-Cornwell
meat
months.
three
of.near Aloe,, have a new 4 thellnd
business trip. They were accompaAll members of a.; eiasses tjf
Ky.-Tenn. Lifht & Power Co.
day night when they journeyed
son-born Sunday eight. They had is a captain in the- Reserve Gia a day of last week with her daughnied by Mrs. Overtsey and Mrs.
E. S. Diuguid &'Son.
over to, Fermington and met a the Church-school are reminded
Mrs..
Lillian
ter.
The
Cherry.
ficers
Trailing Camp which will
!,(• y:•',111r4,'
not 'at thal
Fox.
.
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
34-29 defeat at the hands of the that this is fourth Sunday. when
operate the
Gherrys
Chevrolet
be in session there.
titer. •
.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed West of PaduCapitol Theatre
all are expected at the assembly
Wildcats. •
Baus Story, bookkeeper at Lynn Lunch.
Waseir -Atca.:aon. Muct J.: while
the birth of a
anneunce
cah
Sexton Bros. Ficlw. Co.
at Kirksey saw in the auditorium • at 9:30 o'clock.
fans
has just recuperated -fhern" Walter Adams. why lives ea"
Basketball
Grove.
daughter. Julianne.
Wednesday,
chopping an old lire in two cut
National Stores Corporation
a splendid game Saturday night One of the boys' classes will have
a sersous illness. He was stricken Murray-. the father of Cleb..
evening. February 22. Mrs. West
his' head a mean gash when his
Churchill-Funeral Hume a _
when Kirksey met Concord on charge of the program.
foot letsped anA he Josin.,.. -aml.. S•terri.a might after 'he 'had re- Adams,-Tea quite- iil at isire humes1
'• at the home of her mother. Mrs.
Murray Baking Company
At--the mossaing- wranship hour,
the Kirksey---ilacetAftier-a
luraed from -Frankfort where he with flu.
John Jones.
ance.
•
.
B.
Bailey
H.
Harold McWaters spent Sunday
did fight
by body teems, the 10:50 o'clock, the pastor will preach
been visiting at l'he Capitol
1,-ttic Orr. of Taylor's •
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Moore
of
Carl B. Kingins
and'ilitonday in Memphis attending
Eagles won a 35-30 victory over on: -The' Divine Guide," emphasbuilding for a o.n.o.- of days_ .
Store. was the guest ' oaeia the
State Csllege. Miss.. were weekMrs. A. 0. Woods
izing the importance of personal
the East Side quart.
Little Miss Annette Butterworth. on'ilie father'. J. M. McWaters. of
week-end if "Meas. V.rginia T.assi••
end guests of her mother: Mrs. _Taz
Jones Drug Store
experience in the religious life.
t Lien Grove, wh) has been critical- Benton. who is 'confined -in the
- our
now
air
preparing
We're
ter in •Iirrna-at..
'F. 'Taylor'
t'ranchot Tone and Gladys George Miner:
pfiSt -hospital thre.
with pneumonia, is reported
last garri of the season, and be- Experience is now the aSenue of
.Mr. and Mrs Joe Freeland. Pae4-1Y... ill
Murray Hatchery
Gao. Butterworth. Detroit. came
• Mr. and Mrs. J. Wilson Smith in, "Love Is a Headache" opening
lieve we can defeat Almo Friday approach in so much of our scien--Zesticati. are the parents of a 6- 1
Murray
Garment
Co.
in
Capitol
Sunday
for
at
celebration
a
week's
the
the
visit
birthday
Sunday
with
Theatre.
aatended
MoeNhes• Effie Watson. of the
,
,
nth.nri oft
i
on the home.. fluor. As It is tific endeavor.
MS met r. n s. Scary sutterwor
11/711. Elia - bmnh
mayriela
ray Gartner.! Careipany. visited 114t.
.
the last game. the students will
Why net magnify it in religion?
•
Joe. Jr. M.
Locust
Grove
News
Buss.
Leslie
son of Dr. H. H.
Mr. Lynn Grove. who has been ill.
Mrs. Smith
is
and Mrs. J. R. Weil in Pachlaith Sunday.
be given free apasaus to the game
At the evening hour. 7:15 o'Clock,
erstwhile 'M.Pottertawn
Scribble.
Boggess. returned with him.
Smith's mother. She was 77 years
over the week-end.
Miss Kathleen Caldwell spent
Friday night.
the young people of the congrega- of this city. Freeland. a graduate ,
Eagle
Cathcart, Mayfield. old on Tuesday of this week.
ft.•
•
Mrs.
Little
H.
Miss
Jean
Parker
is
spendMurray'
week-end
in
the
with
Miss
tion will have•charge of the servof Murray State Caliege. has
,
Freeland News
Boyd lat.verl and ILbert. Mills Willie -Kelson. secretarial clerk
fancy. it
Junior flay
in ing the week with her 'aunt, Miss
ice, using the hour in the manner
bachelor, of law dcgree from the an aunt °t Mrs. ne-rn
Hazel Route I.
improving from a recent eperation Williams. musicians in the orches- the farm conservation office here. Laurette .Varbroagh of South Third
University of Kentucky. passed his
Dcin't frget the ninon. play Sat- that meets their wishes.
Methodist Church Notes
tra of Jack Stalsup. returned Mon- Both Miss Kelso's and Miss Cald- street.
Mayfield hospital.
bar examination, with honors. and ' in a
urday. February 26: "Mary's Castle
Church of Christ
Again we urge the strawa-•day 'froth an ,eogagement in St. well's homes are in Lynn Grove.
Hubbard.
of
The
Shady
Denny
Eastern
Star
will
hold
a
now- a practicing yotng
i
M
"
.
in the Air." It hits a new high coming to . Murray to it:lentil',
First Baptist Church
tGrove in - Crittenden county.'le- Louis. They will leave tonight fcir
C. E. PurcLre. employe of the Rummage Sale Fourth Monday at
torney.
will
ceryou
and
ih school plays,
Cedar Knob News
themselves with some one of our
after , Cairo. Ill., where Stelcup's or- Western Kentucky' State Hospital the U-tote-'em Gracery store on
Mr. and Mrs Jirairie Mills .,..p,...o.t ! turned la, her home Sunday
tainly enjoy it ll„you'll, just come seassedid
Peryear Route.3
hes t ehestra wil play at the Spurr Inn, in Hopkinsville. returned to his East Main Street.
churches in Murray. Some
entire
a
.the
week--end i„- Sedalia
„a th i
ding tic
wt." -abitn
and allow your imagination to who
Sycamore Center News
. visited their parents work there this week after spendatev. Both boys
have lived in Murray ten
Mills' parents: Mr.. and MN. S F t son and daughter-in-lave the
take full sway.
Oak Grove News
years are still waiting to be
and Mrs. Carroll Hubbard.- Mre here. „
ing 6 a s week with his wile and
Mills.
Boone Hill. president of the daughter here.
•servrees..-at
all
Hubbard
aitended
"established" before uniting with
Mr. and Mrs. Ben' Maddox aaiv•
.
Dark
Fired
Tobacco
‘,... ihe Bible Institute which was held We'stern
,, , . ,
a local congregation.
an apartment .
.. ,
ca . pent
ITI
ear, e
operation.
,
s.r,_,,, during the week at the Memorial Growere Association., *pent Monmaw „Randolph iiil.pui,t
We invite all strangers to Worparents.
here
with
week-endhis
Fourth
Grades
Third
.
and
•
• [day in Murray.
CKurch. '
ship with. us of you have no orMasa Elizabeth Randolph. an In:- -Baptist
t
School
is
progressing
Boyd
mealy
Mrs.
finistad
Wear.
Mr.
and
And
atWe
have
selling
our
J. T. Cochran. county agent; 01h
p . .
Robert Crawford. Houston. Tex..
fr t .
. h , ,.
Mesa Frances Stovall. of • Critparticular _as
'
tended the Murray-TPI basketball he Barnett. exee.utive clerk of ag- although several students are ab- garden seed. Ou r tuom sold 202 ganisation of y cau r
tendon county. an, instructor in who has been connected with the
system. spent the
sent on ieccount of illness. We packages. Those receiving prizes church in our town.
week-end,
for n game .Saturday night.
ricultural conservation work here:
schools there' what Nesated..here Swift Packing Company a
•na
J. Mack Jenkins_ pastor.
her mother here. Mrs. MaYme
are glad to have Mr. Walston back for selling the most seed were Carl
Mr. and Mrs. Buell Tutt have and chairmen of community
com_
....Laing the week of the Institpte to years. is' visiting friends in this
d 1 h
in. school- after _a -short spell of Lawrence. who sold 37 packages:
.
returned tci their home in Detroit mittees will * go to Benton
March
,
t_yret--:cott. the sessions, retarned...i_Kicir_L4,..._ .._
„aoe _. ea ,_. aahnstao_.. emploael
. of!o
sickness.
after having been called here due 2 to gain information at aand Martha Evelau .Morris. who
Illakley.
- School .distr-irt
has
meet.
-riield of . this
I ' Nfrs_ 'Lois' Wite
Sunday -to; her home.
.the Westere Kentucky State
Several of the students are plan- sold 30 packages-a-to -lhe illness and dealki of Tutt's ing there on the farm program
twenty-five brooder houses.
re'Omaha.
.
returned
from
0 C. Wella Jr.. motored -1i; Mart city has
pital in H pkinsyille
ning
to
enter the tournament._ _ , .a.T.laosea having :perfect reading
father,_ Otis Tun.
_
+ ten,
-where --she- -was - given --a4
end-aFtritain-,
Fridayenacted III
week-end- wath---- :s
Ore
Ftrit and -secntiel tirade News • -records in the third grade last
Mr. end Mrs. Lloyd Robinson cendY
announeed today. Congress.wag
business:
retie-fled Satur- week of instruction, in Woodman's
Miss . Katheayn ,Whanell. tante
First grade honor roll: Julia week are: Charlotte Holland. Re- i
and son. John. Lloyd. Bowling
Circle field. She was one of 10
The fiast meeting on the new Ann
Expert Radio Service
economies instructor in
Ba•..er''
Holland. Elma Dean Henslee, ba Dixon. Rudy H.11and. Evelyn I
Green. visited their parents. Mrs.
Mrs Irks Lovett. Miss Her.da frarn various states , of Use union
program to be held in this court- Imogene
High _seekvi, prineet0h
Gartland. Gene Brandon, Wells. Vera Louise Grogan, Hilda
Ethel - Bowden and Mr. and Mrs.
All Work Guaranteed
ty will be at Murray on Saturday.
15.; Duke. Benton: who had one an ostistandifig piece
guest this w-eek if her' rro.,th:: Reaper. and Earl Tucker. Pattie Gordon and Emerson, Joe Buddie Adams, and
Oscar Robinson over and through
I. D Ernstberger. Dixon: Aubrey of work ter their respective states.
March 5. This paper next week Sue
Graduate of National
Mrs.
C Whenell
Adams.
Saturday and Sunday. They re•.
Atvio
Cook.
Bowling
Ratland. Ft Henry. Tenn.: Mrs„ While there the official group fur.e- turned t3
will carry the schedule of the reRadio Institute
Mr. and Mrs Delbert C
We have finished our fourth
a• .
Green late
tirade
Fifth
News
and
Sixth
Ruby Cope._ leardm: and W C. ished entertainment each evening.
maining 20 meetings to be 'held book
Salem. Ind. se-emed t
and have started on the fitah
Sunday afternoon.
We are working Ory hard tryCall
Puryear. Tenn.. were Mrs. Dora, Alexander Talley. of
here.
one for this year.
Mrs. G. B. Scdtt 'returned Mon•
ing to get through our books beriray jag Clay.,
kr1 a I TITP.Ilif.nt enter'
_ -y
aay from Lianas. Tex.. evnete-srie
'Ton.
ntmvr
_
r
sr*Tual
Tycl.P4St
-- Mined -32 euests---with--aa-Valieuinea.
' ••
rtaberfs.' Ronald ThiffinTlear the—
ciriapsOn. Frank- 13 more days ef school.
weading Of Elliott matters
Zahn S. Miele. heact..of the John banquet. and Mrs. Mamie E. Long.
Swann;
Luther
Murrayan.
lin
Riley.
Brandon.
Wilkinson.
and
a former
Glen Roberts.
Phone 488
Brinkley'. P.
S75 a month paid to lathe mei:
We have received tooth ?rushes
S M.;
Optical Company. !Irish- Omaha. national. secretare,'enterCon s-.
lit first and more
We
attil alma azd cavecIsz.vc ouylog rut El.
-.NI.5
ie liepkies and toe
tr
nut- teach•
4IS-Nth Fifth Street
ager or, natiOnally kncmp company ale a a- the Aiet, on Tuesday 'Of tamed with a party. at which _Mrs. the Regal shop.
Hazel: D. C. Burkeen. Hazel: B. is sihk. He._had not missed a day er ordered for us today. We are
weans to hire several men for awl. :as'
C._ Well, Jr in Waterfield_ weal
aea wth
Murray, Ky.
Nora FiclCeel; Obion. Tenn- w. jEdmcinds, Wadesboro :and L at school this year
We sincerely proud of them -a) Charles Mcin this locality. Deliver order, to Murrey
She was entertained at
la-Go.
I hope he gets better without an Clure and Romal Giles.
farmers, render service and do
visited her niece. Mrs. Cecil Thur- Falwell. Almo.
in a local hos:
! who is
MN. ii.dua, S Dunson. Gunters- lunch by Mrs. Rainey T. Wells. priend.
other work. Farm experience very '
ill
desirable. Car neceasarv. Perma- eille Ala.. a reerteentaave it the and at an informal tea at the
pita'.
nent work. You only need In ear. Te.anosaeo Va.:,
Autr,,,t;ty
ar- Liliome of Mr and Mrs. Stum Wells. _jasik_414k4. ywnwer _and Mrs. Dan
your Wine and address. Adarees
-e-s tfiirt A'-1111--di erscTri: Art
't ,•'-at-lla-r e t--ar!-r •t-•t Teelf-lei -ia-ke ,--tu
Box 1900 rare of Oh paper.
- - Hart. operatars of the Farmer-Hart
up duties v.-i'..n • the.'loeel TVA 1 formerly of Lynn Grove. spent the
Dress Shop. returned last night
Burt
Mrs.
at
home
Week-end
1
Name
from St. Louis where they shopLt A W. Hayes. who replaced 1 and son Randall. returned home
pedfor spring supplies.
Address
•
Lt • H. D. Wrils• at the Murrayl with him. . They have been visaMiss Hilda Clyde Willis. of PaRogers.
CCC camp after the latter had I mg her nephew.' Gene
ducah. spent the week-end eith
e_ her cousin. Mrs. Martha. Shoe maker, county health secretary.
Miss Willis formerly lived in Nashville.
MURDER!
Miss Marilyn Mason will arrive
Friday fi-om Gulf Park College at
TERROR!
Gulfport. Miss„ to.spend the weekMYSTERY!
end with her parents. - Dr. and
Mrs. Rob Mason. She -will return
to school Monday and will go to
RO
New Orleans on Tuesday to attend
MANCE
OF
Mardi Grail...She will be met in
Nashville Friday by Dr. and Mrs.
Rob Mason and Dr. Ora K. Mason.
the latter of whom will meet her
Mouton Hall • Al ete wr Loft
daughter, Miss Patricia Mason, who
Marc Lerwrenc•
will arrive from Columbia Junior
A COLUMBIA PICTURE
College. .Washington. D. C.. to
spend .the week-end with her parents:
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rayburn
left Wednesday to spend several
days in Bowling Green.
Mrs. R. A. Myers and Mrs. Torn
hearted
"hard- became
Williams went to Paducah Thee.
Broadway's
ciay -afternoon to spend a shon
...until she to two
"tnorn"Avenue
t time with iffe7F-sens, Boyd Myers
Hannah"
unwilling
, and Robert -Mills Williams." who
Tenth
nom
an
came over from Metropolis, where
tough kicks
they are playing, to meet them.
Mrs. Roy Farmer was called to
Paducah Tuesday to attend the
funeral of her uncle. Mr. Jesse
Waters, of that city.
Dr James Hr Richmond is attending a meeting of the VEX •ii.
'Atlantic City. N. J., this week.
Mrs. A. M. Wolfson and Miss
Margaret Graves will go to Nash'lie this week-end. to hear Nelson
araty who sings at the layman
aditoriurii-Saturday evening.
Miss Jane Veel, a student at
.
romance • •
•treneau College. Gainesville. ,Ga
glamour
swamped
ill arrive. Thursday night to
gorgeous
Funeen
Heald the week-end .leith her parthis
..bet-elects
when
and a
loose •
:S„ Mr. and Mrs. L. L Veale.
.
•
.
to
playboy
girl has ,000
're will be accompanied hbme by
cents‘
540,000
:iss Isabel Matheson, also 'a stuty
with tor
man
nt al Breneau. Who . will be her
lest.
Mrs. Carlisle' Cutchin spent last
14‘01il•
sek-end with her parents near
,rnartiu. Ita •
feel better . . .
strerl'.• Ky.
ar'i
drapes,
flows
that
double breasted
0,01
‘
'
1;,.34 •_Lo,.)003
Mrs. George Gatlin of -Paris and
foll4iws the natural lines of your be'.
ars. W. S. .Swann left last Thar,3L\-‘
0'S‘
.
,
Ma",„.,e, Govt
0E0
0
Why- not come in and see our advaki
as to spend a .tew days wan
1066
a‘ar"
tarr'• .% Nvl rot
spring selection of double hreastercs'soon
,
.,,,•••••• lea"' or.11`•-6,0.0.•
„visa Eleanor Gatlin who is a stus
*del"'
?Prove to yourself that they are a 'oetiter.
dent at Stevens College, Columbia.
•
s.."'
ove"see• ydo-A."
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HONOR ROLL

Kirksey High School

'

l

.
*
62'Sit-4

tu

Cochran and Men
To Attend Meeting

Faxon High School

Et-HERNDON

*.;MEN WANTED

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

ICA PITO LI

TODAY and FRIDAY

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

a

SATURDAY

SEASON'S SWINGY

SQUADRON
HONOR,

Prices Are
Lower

DON TERRY
l',7)•%' MARY RUSSELL
431.',0

—AT—

Corn -Austin's

SUNDAY and MONDAY

On The New

1111111,0

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

10161
1111

HYDE PARK
SUITS
v The New

DOUBLE BREASTED

24E"

.•
Featuring Natural Lines
For Spring

more 'satisfying suit! You'll find rev.checks, stripes, plaids kind herringlion
in colors and mixtures fora man's '4irriti>!.
' Fine Selection of Single Breasted •

Murray's Leading Store For' Men

Corn-Austin Co..
-Where AUK Trade"

•

•
a

••••••••;C"'litillbra

COMING!
Thos. L. McNutt
of Mayfield, Ky.
Income Tax
Accountant
Tax Service
U. S. and Ky.
-'fietse uldif Pubtal ccird
..f appointment.
•
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•••• fa era*
•
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oa‘•
I•
,,••

' NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY
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o taw .401%11
MO.00
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Popeye
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"Let's Celebrake"
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Haneline counted one basket in
A
MILLS OPENS RINK
defeated Almo Warriors at Lynn February 27.
the first game. 2 in the second and
That there is hope for all the
Grove Friday night, February 18,
. I in the. third; he hit one free
Jimmie Mills, young Murrayan,
Among the citations which comhettrts that grieve;
thr)w and missed 1 during the opened his new skating rink in
Etc( II's' hells have been installed by a score of 31-11. Our second prise the Lesson-Sermon is the
That somewhere night
3 games. He scored a total of 9 Murray Tuesday night with a large
By PAT WEAR
in our high school building. This team' won also by scare of IS-14. following from the Bible: "The Drifts to a mol-ning beautiful with
points.
crowd attending. The rink will be
work W a, done by the eighth Lynn Grove Wildcats will go to people that walked in darkness
light."
Miller, who saw action only in open every night, with - children's
grade agriculture class under the Farmington Friday night, Feb- have seen a great light: . . . For
The following records were comruary
25.
This
the
is
the
last
game unto us a child
first game, hit no baskets huurs in the afternoon, it was anputed from the results of the CalA faculty vs alumni basketball supervision of Mr. Rouse, our ag- of,,
is born, unto us When we go home, think you 'tis
the season.
loway net {tourney held recently froth the floor, missed 2 free shots nounced.
a son is given: and the governgame of • Murray - State College, 1 ricUlture instructor,
true
Mr.
Jeffrey
attended
and
the meeting ment
made no fouls..
at Murray- High School and insponsored by tb_e Classical Club,
shall be upon his shoulder That we shall know as once we
at
Benton
Saturday
morning for
Kelly connected for 2 baskets
Mrs; Kelly Dick, Paris, • is the will be played Wednesday. March
cludes first teams only.
knewThe junior and senior girls and the purpose of making arrange- . . ." (Isaiah 9:2, 6.)
in the first game and failed to guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Wells Pur- 2, at 7:30 p. m., at the Carr gym. the lady faculty members
The Lesson-Sermon also Includes You speak with me and I with
ments
enterfor district tournament to
•
Individual -Records
register in the second and third; dom
This game was originally planned tained our basketball boys
and be held at Benton March 3, 4, and the following passages from the youhe missEd 3 free shots during the
ALMO
for March 1.
When we go home?
Coach
Jeffrey
with
a
buffet 5th.
Christian Science textbook, "Sci3
games;
fouled
twice
in
the
sec(One Gainel
Dr. Herbert Drennon, eneeriead- luncheon Tuesday evening, Febence
and
Health
ond
with
Key
game
to
for
record
the
a
of
4
points.
Name
FG II M F TS
When we go home'Ihope to see
er for the faculty;.and W. B. ruary 22. The tables were attractDuring the 3 games Lynn Grove
Visitors this week were 'Lola Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy: Her smiling face
tes
1 0 2 3
2
look straight at
Moser. -cheerleader for the alumni ive with jonquils in black bowls
"Jesus
made
was
born
24
of
Mary
field
baskets;
Mae
.
.
.
17
hit
The
free
Lamb of Mayfield and Budw ards
2 I 2 2
me,
5
-are in for a hilarious time along and black candelabra with gold
shots
Christ
incorporea
anti
is
_missed
19;
l,
die
gpiritual,- Unchanged
Humphreys.
--1- 2 1-1
4
from what it used to
with their flocks, the students, tapers, carrying out the school
yea, the divine image and likeness,
songs to bring its total score up
Walston
1 0 0 4
Honor Roll
be,
2
colors of black and gold. Miniafaculty,
and
alumni.
to
65
for
dispelling
the 3 games.
-the illusions of Vie senOutland
The high school' honor -roll for
0 0 0 1
0
When we go home.
C. S. Lowry, who coached a ture basketball boys marked file
High Point Men for toit-rney
ses; -the Way, he Truth, and the
FOR RENT-Either furnished or
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Interestin
g
basketball
team into
Life,
healing
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the
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sick
unfurnish
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new
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buildgrade: Maurita Morris:
When we go home 'twill be to
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championship in 1921 at Grove contests were enjoyed.
•
5
out evils, destroying sin, disease,
-1
5
ing, One block from Court Square.
eighth
• Totals
grade, Lavonne
5 3 6 14 13 Edwards, Almo
hear
Rhodes,
Guests present were: Hilton Wil- Frieda
Irvan. Murray
6
1
and
6
death."
Call Mrs. B. F. Berry, Fourth and Center High School in Union counMURRAY
Nelle Rogers, Harue ArmA darling voice, o low and cleat/Si
ty, Ky.,-and he says it was really liams. Lathen Suiter. Milton Pa,
Dixon-Eze
ll,
Kirk'y
8-8
1
8-8
Poplar.'
Telephone
strong,
103.
Larue Armstrong. Jaunita
(One Game)
Our hearts were thrilled to think
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'it near,
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the
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the following, faculty:
Nell Wilkerson; freshmen, Isabell
Gardner
In loving rembrance we pause When we go home, it must be so,
0 0 2 k
so, Eugene Smith, Codie Cochrum, Thomas,
models for homes without elec- John Miller, Roy Stewart, L.
Paschall, Hazel
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Fulton
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Kamen Hutchens; sopho- to note the passing of Dorothy Del From out the shades of long-ago.
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tricity.
Johnson-Fain
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mores, Eugene Smith, Jessie Dee Rhodes whose tragic death cccer- Will moms the friends we lost
Puckett
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During the entire tourney. Wilcraft, Clifton Thurman, W. E.
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belowMurdock, Mabel red two years ago. Truly her
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bath.
Mr.
Doherty,
Sue Wright, Covelo Wilson, Carylon
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Rogers, and Jose- body has returned to the dilst
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Mary Anderson, Ruth (role, phine Crawford; juniors,
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Holland, Fred
Clark,
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-Mrs. E. D .Farris and the
See Mrs. John Preston
Ruth from whence it came and her soul
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ing 9 during the 3 games. Buoy Ryan.
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Nelle Stark, Annie Lou Smpther- seniors,
of New Concord Came next -with
Glin Jeffrey, Ralph Wear.
Mary
Anderson, Fannie ory, of her beautiful-life and her
(One Game)
High School.
man,L Lottie Orr, Maurene HenFOR SALE-a bargain, 1935 Black
5
in
2
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•
Sue oJnes, and Maurene Henley. influence shall live oh in the
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best
free
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Evelyn
'the
of
tourPoole
hearts of all who knew her. A$
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4 ney
Irma- Lockhart, Edith Cochrum,
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forting words with the hope that nounced today they were building
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8 land
debts incurred by my wife, Lora Herron
of
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SALE-6Faxon
Christ Jesus is the subject .of they may lighten
tied for basket
foot posts at 7•cents:
WI Iscri
O 0 2 1
the burden of a 12-room residence just south of
honors with 9 each.
7-foot ,.,posts at 10 cents. Good Williams.
Lesson-Sermon which will be read all who mourn her going.
Waldrop
O 0 0 0
their, home on the corner of Fourth
0
Signed,
chestnut posts. Hard stovewood
Sports
in Churches of Christ, Scientist,
Adams
O 0 0 1
and Poplar street just a block
0
Tourney Record
G.
C.
Williams
I
tp
Lynn
Grove Wildcats met and throughout the world on Sunday,
$1.25 a rick. Also good second
Totals
"Let us believe
7 6 7 6 20
.
off court square
In the recent tourney ,100 field hand buggy for sale. Laymon
TRAINING SCHOOL
goals were made for an average Folwell, on
Newburg
O
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cit 7.8;,..frep „shots hit. 65. average .Road.
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shots were missed to
'Robertson
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0 run_an average ..ef
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0fouls were called during the play ly decorated. Next to flaptist
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Church, on South, 3rd Street. See
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4 for an average of
6-8: total
W. Graham
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5 scored. 279, for an average Pointe Reubie Farley, North 5th St. tfc
of 19.9
G. Graham
O 2 1 0
2 Average points per game
reached FOR RENT-nicely furnished bedHood
O 1 0 1
1 19.9.
rooms, choice of downstairs or
Lovett
0 0 0 0
0
upstairs. Reasonable prices. Mrs.
Totals
7 4 1 3 18
Geo. Hart.
tfc
NEW CONCORD
FOR
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s
of
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3 rooms- each. furnished
_ Name_
_11.-_,---34--0----furnished; • advantages of., both
Allbritten
0-1 0-4 0-2 2-3 0-6
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0-2 0-0 2-3 '1-3 0-4
•
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2-1 .11:111-1102.
Bucy
2-1 1-0 1-1 0-2 5-2
The arrival of-'Paul V. McNutt, -Sante Rerichrii, North
R. Patt'son - 1-0 1-0 0-0 3-0 3-0 High Commissioner to the PhilFOR SALE-Good- Yarm. 50 acres;
Smith
-0 -0 -0 -0
_o lipine Islands for a short visit in nice young orchard , just
bearing.
Totals
5-5 2-5 3-6 6-10 12-15 the United States, has cemented good well,
extra' good poultry
FAXON
the thought of a great many house; 2 tobacco 'barns; good
(Tyra 'Gables)
Americans that we need to remain house-and - good- stock barn-at
Name
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F TS in the Islands in order to-- avoid Cherry Corner, 5 mulct east of
Garland
8-1 0-0 0-1 0-1 16-2 further encroachments of Japan in Murrar"j
ust across road from
Thompson 3-3 0-0 0-0 0-4 6-6 the Far East.
school; on 2 mail routes. Also-'2
Barnett
2-1 0-1 0-0 0-2 4-3
We Americans are proud of new houses on 1-acre lots each, or
Donelson
2-1 0-0 0-0 0-3• 4-2 America-we will not
allow Fas- would sell 20 acres with the
McClore
2-1 0-1 1-3 3-0 4-3 cism, Nazism.
or Communism in houses. Located about 300 yds.
Iwell
11- 1- 03r this country. The best way to keep south of Main Street on 14th St..
elps
-0 -0 -0 -0
-4- it- out,•iy to Maintain strong out- between College and city.' • VasTotals 18-7 2-1 4-2 3-8 37-16
posts such as the Phillipines and sale-Dodge car` or would trade
Individual Records of Players
Hawaii.. backed tip by a strong for good mare in foal. See Fred
Going Through Fleets
_
McClure, South 14th St.
navy and air forces. Yes, and we
ltp
HAZEL
need a strong navy on the Atlantic
Alton made 5 baskets in the
FOR SALE-Stovewood-$3 per
first game, 2 in the second, and seaboard as well.
cord. or $1 a rick. At Dogwood
none in the third; did not get a
Mill.
ltp
Calloway
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tree toss. fouled twice in second
pure
an
American
FOR
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RENT-one
completel
y
furnas
y
game and 1 in third. He scored a
you will find anywhere in the ished apt. in private home, obtotal of 14 points.
Scarbrough made 1 basket in United States, Of Pure Anglo-Sax- tainable by the 1st of Mar.: anthe first game, 1 in the second and on Lineage, such communities as' other furnished apt. in new build3 in'the third; made 1 free shot ours, is the backbone of America. ing, .:orrie time between 1st and
15th of Mar. Both apts, equipped
out of 3 tries in the 3-game series.
Everyone should -have a prayer with new 111_0. Point't riaere,e
He Made 1. _personal- -foul and
on their lips for the recoveryof ranges and other modern conscored 11 points.
---- Paschall hit 3 baskets in the Gen. John J. Perishing who is veniences. Call Mrs. B. F. Berry,
first game. 3 in the second, but seriouslY -ill in Arizona. With high Fourth and Poplar. Tel. 1CG. i.e.
failed to collect one in the third blood pressure and a rheumatic FOR RENT-3-room
apt., not turn-.
and final tilt: in the 3 games he condition. "Jack" as known to ished. , Three room furnished
made 5 out of 10 free throws; he thousands of Doughboys is 77, and garage apartment, both on W.
fouled one during each game, and one of 'five Generals the United Main St. Mrs. John Ryan, phone
584.
accounted for a tAal of 22 points. States has ever had.
tfc
Brandon made 2 basket in the
FOR RENT-6-room steam heated
first game. 4 in the second and in
Officials of the Federal govern- house, near • college.
J. G. Glasthe third: hit one free shot. He ment should watch closely the regow, Phone 276. • '
lc
scored 15 points_
ports that the Mexicans in lower
Turnbow failed to find the bas- California had invited the Jens to FOR .SALE--1934•Tudot Plymouth
ket.- for a field goal during the 3 develop.the Port
of Matzalan. In sedan. low mileage, in good - conOnes; missed 3 free shots and reality, the invitation
, if true, has dition. Also liorge refrigerator.
rhade 3 personals.
excellent
condition.
Mrs.
_come front the Japs there, who in
(Price Nationally Advertised)
Hicks failed to score in the first have en-IS-rated
from the *United William Miller, South 12th. St. lc
game, made 1 basket in the second. States, and
not the Mexicans.
WE RECONDITION ,Automobile
and hit 2 in the third; made 2
Motors: Repair burst cylinders.
free tosses out of 5 attempts; .made
World peace in the Western cl'acked water
jackets; . bursted
no personal fouls in the first and
Hernisphere depends on keeping and cracked cylinder
heads; cylsecond games but went the route
Mexico, United StMes, and Can- inder regrinding. not honing:
in the finaL He scored a total of
ada in an economic balance.
crank-shaft grinding.
All work
11 points.
'guaranteed.
TURNER'S- Garage
During the 3 games for Hazel
See This On Display at
But speaking of war, it is over and Autcmobile Machine Shop,
28 baskets were made. 17 free
in the sporting world, as it wa,s .ColdWitter, _Ky. •
M24p
shots made and 12 missed: made
18 personal - fouls and scored a reported Wednesday. th'at Jerome
Dizzy Dean had sighed a contract et0S-1146`-ettfT- SALE:--589:50- Easy
•
total of 73 points.
- St. Lou-is-Cards. The Washer. gasoline motor driven.
tyr* Gwyn
High Power Perfer.tron No 5-579, one
1938
model,
56.5;
white
porcelain.
annual
campaign
-61 Dizzy's from
Suiter connected for 2 baskets
Brand New!
Turner's Garage.
of twenrr .1.r.ft High'Power orl stoves
in the first game. 1 in the second the last same of ball till the Um- Coldwater
.
1t p
and 2 in. the third; he hit 3 free pire calls batter up in the spring,
its 'Waterloo.
tosses in the first tilt and made has met
SALESMAN WANTED-A reliable
•
none in the last two tilts out of
Dealer for HEBERLING ROUTE
The House passed the liquor of 1500 to . 2000 Families. Write
3 tries in the first, 1 in the see.
ond_and 2 in the final: he made control bill Wednesday by a vote Quickly.
1:personal in the second gamte..,and of 63 to 15. and sent it to the
- -G. C. HEBEX.ING CO.Senate, in substantially the same Dept. 1033 BloOmington, Ill. M3c
scored a total of 13 points.
.Willians failed to rally
bas-, form as the adininistrattlin :VA*.
osju.4..-Kobe..Korean,
ket in ttre first game, hit one
it. ?he Wee."Vi"
lt "
r"
° 414'-tAtS. PeaS, and Beans. Price -25C
he" second and 3 in the final; for the'
-starii has been amended,
ode 1. free shot and missed 2 it is understood, so that Loufsville to 65c per 100. See Chas. LOvett.'
in the 3 games; committed 3 per- will retain its model rtgistration Benton. R. -R. 4. near Olive. • Hp
sonals in the first. 4 in second and law. -The purgation feature is to
FOR SALE-Evans Rubber Ce2 in third: he recorded 9 points. _eliminate ftbating- voters.
ment-the s•tIccessor t-) mussy
Hall failed to- connect for a
paste. Hold* tight, yet can refield goal during the 3 games; hit
RED CROSS TIAU) move (we pieces of paper stuck
4 free tosses in the first, 2 in the
together without tearing. Large
second and 1 in the third against
As' a -'r-esponse to the .appeal' of size Jar. 35c. At Ledger &
1 miss in the second and 2,in the President F. D. Roosevelt., and the
Times Office,
third; he had no personals called campaign of the American Red
on him during the first game but Cross to raise a million dollars for FOR RENT-Nice apartment. 3
made pne in the second and 2 in Chinese suffering froth Japanese rooms and bath: furnace heat.
the ,final. Ile scored-7. points dur- aggression, Mrs. Bea Melugin, ex- Mrs.•Lida Wall. 712'West Popihg the 3 games.
ecutive secretary, of the Calloway lät St.
ltc
Parks made 3 baskets in the county chapter Of the Red Cross,
SALE-1935 Chevrolet coupe.
first. 2 in the second. and 4 iri.saisto -aeked today cacti church in the FOR
40 00641 eengoli
„err!
_
Timm- -3 Trec---T-nyes--wise'pontly
mTre a special offering for this ear.
Wilt nit cheap. T.
failed on 1 attempt: no fouls were on Sunday. February 27. to
hello D. Smith, Murray. Ky.
110
ca90,
1 on him in the -first game, alleviate thc
and hunger of
•
but made orfe each in" the second that war-ravished people,,
HAY FOli SALE - Recltop and Timand third games. He scorid a
othy. Jan, and wheat straw. Phone,,. ,
total of 23 points.
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A Sensational Offer to Calloway County
Subscribers lo
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1
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UST JOTS

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper's

The Home Newspaper That Has Stood the Test
of the Years!

3 Years Subscription
2 Years Subscription
I Years Subscription

$2.00
$1.50
$1.00

$105.00 Perfection Oil--Range
ALSO 15 PIECES, 22 GAUGE ALUMINUM WARE

E. S. Diuguid & Son Furniture Store

WILL BE GIVEN

To some Calloway County subscriberSto The Ledger & Times

SATURDAY. APRIL 16. 1938

Come in today, and we'll be glad to explain all the details of this
unusual offer at our office on North Fourth Street.
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Debate Tests Are
In the District Court'Murray High'
Ends
Now Being- I leld I of The United States
Basketball Schedule
,
Calloway county debating: FOR TIIE WESTERN DISTRICT
anil
liI.C
.7eclarnation taw 'lament /0 I
OF' KENTUCKY
being held at Murray High Schoal
.
today •Thursdayia according to In the matter of Mack B. Guthrie.
Supt. M. 0. Wrathera a
Bankrupt. In Bankruptcy.
Winners in the entries will camTo the creditors of Mack R.
pete in the interscholastic confesta Guthrie 0' .IVItitiaY. Kentucky, in
to be held later iia the seas();
madei
at- the Count -ofCalloway. and disMurray State Callege. it was
triel'aiferesaid.
•
known.
Notice at hereby given that on
the 15th day f February. 1938. the
Read the Classified Column, (said Mack B.
uthrie was duly
adjudicated bankr
and the first
meeting of his creclitsus will be
held at the La w Off
of J oe
Boggess Produce Co. Lancaster. Gatlin
Building.
ur-.
Keilfaiiek-Y,'-era. tale 7ffi-ar
South 13th St.
March, 1938, at 10:00 'clock. in
•
the forenoon, it which time the
said creditors may attend. prove
Will Pay FRIDAY
-thee- eisirns .aptiomt a frustee. -exSATURDAY
amine the bankrupt and transact
February 25-26
such other business ,,as may prop_Mena_
• - 166-I est a aaa. tiellareaatam meennir.
Springers
16c This February 22nd. 193a
Roosters
Malcolm P Wallace
7c
.
Referee in Bankruptcy

,
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Weeks' Orchestra
To Put on Concert

Pt,IRYEAR

NEWS

TVA Foes Seeking To
Barkley Headquarters
Coal Commission
Halt Appropriation
Will Open By March 1
to Set' New Prices
For Gilbertsville Dam

Headquarters for Senator Alben
A coneerf, remindful of the
WASHINGTON. Feb. 23--The W. Barkley. a candidate for reWASHINGTON, Feb. 23-ConMrs. Laura Weldon MeClarin
haunting music of Wayne King,
Coach Preston Holland's boys
Bituminou
Commission, election, will be opeaell March 1
s Coa 1
Mrs. ,Laura Weldon MeClarin will be in store for music lovers gressional opponents, launched a
ended the season with a record of died Suaday
night at 730 at Mc- in Murray Friday night when An- new attack on Tennessee Valley under pressure .from the .Federai at the Seelbach Hotel, in Louis1.5 victories and 3 defeats. In ,Swain's
appropriations today, Courts, decided today to abolish ville, it was announced Wednesday
Hospital in Paris following son Weeks and his orchestra appear Authority
tournameat or speFiel games, they an illness if pleurisy
and pneu- in a concert in the .J. W. Carr seeking' to cut $2,763,000 in TVA its minimum price sehedule for by Shackelford Millar, Jr., carnwon I and hitt 3. Only teams t) MUIlla.
funds from the independent offices soft coal.
Mrs. Maclarin was born health building far
paign chairman.
an hour predefeat Murray this year were February 15.
At the same time, the commisbill.
1854. near Buchanan. ceding the big dance
_ sponsored
Titan-rum . twice. New Concord, Tenn.
sion
determine
d to draw a new
She was the daughter of by the Shield, college
The amount was added by the
yearbook.
Pilot Oak. Clinton. and Sedalia. the -late Dr.
price schedule that would meet
A. J. and Sarah Me- Dancing boars begin
Swann's GI ocery
at 10 o'clock Senate appropriations committee to
Tilghman alone gained a comfort- Swain Weldon.
the court's objections to the old
In 1876 she was
Much of 'Weeks' music is played finance first construction work on
able margin- and that in the last married t
one.
Dr. William Thomas with.eth same
lilting melody char- a dam near Gilbertsvillea after the
24-Phones-25
game.
MeClarin who preceded her in
The revocation order will be
House had refused to approve the
acteristic
of
Wayne
King.
But
it
In the conference. Murray
-y -was dealt, many years. b'orty years
effective
midniitht
Friday.'T
at
he
haions, 15 oz. package
10e
has a distinct individuality of, its expenditure.
victor_ over .Mayfield twice. Ful- aga kits WC
-barna moved to Purcurrent prices went into effect
15 oz. Sunmaid
He
own.
ton• twice, HoPkinsville twice. and year - where
Senator Vandenberg iR-Mich.),
she has made - her
December 15, and have been tinder __Ulla. _Cellophane .haippect Z.Se
eeltS itas aipatinsixt
Marliaaesitiate-osains---ansagaba t
tua-would--apamise-the--appre-ocans-r
and-- she leaves
frife in the courts
the Fast Evaporated Peacies, 3 lbs. __
all over the continent and has priation, and declared ,the ultimate
puted possession et-second places many' friends- to
25c
•mourn her passgained enthusiastic applause from cost of the dam never had been !month.
t the ceinference: standings.
25 lb. Box
ing.
crowds everywhere. Especial determined although TVA engiday night ,against Mayfield.
Extra Fancy Peaches, 2 lbs.. 25c
Funeral services acre conducted
praise has gone to the artistry of neers estimated About $112,000,000
"
25 lb. Box
112.80
Ce
"
ba
11'"4 shill
"
-Phil °Itch
'
`Monday
afteinoon
at
2
iaclack
at his bandmembers in the concert would
in. captai and erstwhile star
be' needed to complete it.
4 lb. Carton Purr Lard
the aleihadist itaf-ch. of which she
45c
guard, to the
hour
ter position where
asserted
He
also that the estiwas a member with the Rev. 4. E.
...... ....ii yaata
Farm.); Rive
Dv._
4
15c
TII.MprosrEf
.
Ilag
ted---rost-Of- power -In be pro"'" WilairertiTZattng. fillf.141 was In
ably. scoring -7 pa is for high
2 lbs. Sweet Oleo
Shield, said today the sponsors duced at the dam would more than
- 25e
the Pat year Cul:aqui v
ponit ponora of the ev mg.
were expecting more than 500 peo- double the average at other TVA
Sun Dried Apples, lb.
Survivors;
are
or
f,
The Cardinals started
daughters. ple to attend the concert alone. dams.
with
No. 2 Can Corn or Tomatoes
100 lbs. Fine Colonial guar_ $5.00
Highest Market Price for
a- rash- ta. lead Murray by .a
ire Mis Ruth McVey. Van Horn Tea. More than 1,000 people are exSenator Byrnes iD.-S. C.), deCan
Sc
.l'sc Onion Sets, qt.
Myrtle
Mrs.
Albritton. Akron, 0. pected to take part in the
of 8-4 at the close of- the Ina!
Cream and Eggs
program. fending the appropriations commit- Bananas, Dos.
N. A. Jones, Coldwater road.
Fresh Cabbage Plants, 100
15c
rs
Sarah Pitts. Sharon. Tenn..
15c
period:atria Murray's defense click•
--•
tee action, said action_ of Congress
sold from two cows .$8729 worth
2 lbs. Early Alaska Seed Peas 25c
ed admirably an the next session an Mrs. Bertha Gatlin of Paris:
2 lbs. Pure Coffee ,
. ... 2.5c Gallon Gano Cooking Apples
last year in appropriating $1.000,of milk.from S.•ptember 1 to Feba Will and Grass of Tulsa,
to hold the Mayfieldians scoreless five
to
Gallon
Staley's White Syrup 55c
000 for preliminary surveys of tha
ruary 1. a 1.• ...I of five months.
or Nice Whtesiips
15e
t of St. Louis. Charlie
and the Tigers led at the half 14-8. Okla..
site constituted congressional ap- Oleo, 2 lbs.
est. Extra Fancy Florida Oranges
Ky . Rev. Paul T With
The score at the end of the . third of I.ouisvi
proval of the project.
Doz.
20c to 30e
Large Enamel Wash Pan
ma. Tenn. One
quartet...was 12-12,- the game dos-. MeClarin at
1,5c
DEMAND OF YOUR GROCER
Jowl Meat, White
The`Tennessee Valley Authority
....
mg eight Miniites later with the daughter. Clara. 'eceded her in
Pure Pork Sausage. lb.
15c
Smoked
Mir
Bon-Ton boys in arrears by a death several years
nd a son, announced today it would soon 14:11AMPION'S HOME
BURNS
Pork
('hops,
lb.
20c 12 as. Can Libby's Pine Apple
"AUNT BETTY" BREAD
George P. MeClarin of
score of 19-15.
ris and begin the construction of a fish
Pork Steak, lb.
hatchery, covering approximately
Juice
_ _ 10c
Murray died in 1:134.
%IOC
Lineups:
Fire Sunday destroyed the home
11 acres on the Elk River in
Grapefruit, LargeaSeedleaa
array 19
Bone Steak, lb.
Pos.
Mayfield 15
Three brothers, Dr. John
22e
of
Maud
_Champion
near East
Limestone County. Ala., 12 miles
6 for ___ •
2:5c
tultori 2
F
Russell 7 don of Paris. Will Weldon of MaySliced Bacon, lb
,
„ 23c
'eat a Athens. Ala.. with which Hrickory Grove church, burning the
• Better Flavor
Smaller, 7 for
rvan 2
25c
F
Od,m 2 field. and Dr. •Rob Weldon of San
to
ock the reservoirs from Gil- entire
a . . contents. Mr. Champion and 1935 Chevrolet Pick up Truck 24 Ilia Exclusive Flour
Cutchin 7
79e
. C
Stephenson 5 Francisco. Calif.. also survive.
his
family
*ere
away
when
bertsv
e
the
to
and
including
the
24 lbs. Good )'lour
, West •
tak
. _
for Sale
G.
. Pembers 1 '.Ttioae from out of tom
a
attend- Chickain
• Smoother Texture
fire
started.
a
above
Chattanooga.
48 lbs. White Frost Flour
Puckett 2
$1.60
G
Clark ing- the funeral services were Mr.
Champion is a, proininent tobacco
with tiara
O.K. Coffee, lb.
1... Subatitutiona- Murray. Gardner- and•-41,Faa Eci--M+Ifeit-Mer01._
8 .--;"'
•-+ •
f„ a total of 77
.
grower
on.
the,
iviv
east
plans ca
side of the
6: Mayfield. Seay. Spillman.
15 4 lbs. Pure Coffee
• More Nourishing
HAS
Winne.. Warning. Mrs. GI
--NOM n
jam jury
p:eti
nds
sii
. rbes
aid
dje:nct
th
s. iiiv
ell4,
ard
io
rus
tit d
ottp
hh
e.
r county.
Qt. Jar, 3 lbs._ Fine Lstracted
ter, Bafurd raiaChan.
-i,
West Side Colin %mute
y
Honey
airy Anna Mc45c
nia ponds, fish retaining panda ad
Pay In Trade for Boneless
Mrs.
Nina
Vey.
'MeClarin
.
Mrs.
a
It PIS, to Read ;he ehiseirieds
laministration building.. etc. - Con1
Smoked Country Jowls
-and ----. lerra
Me.eeM
I tic
Concert Bertha Gallia. --•
struction, is expected ta begin
BOyd. Mrs. Maas Ma-Swain. Mrs.
.-----mediately, and plans ,Call for comThe Training School orchestra., Lura Boyd. Miss Mavis Miller. all
1 pletion in the summer of 1940.
SATURDAY AND FOURTH
under the direction of Miss Daisy Tor Paris: the Rev. and Mrs. P. T.
Hinkle, music critic teacher, will MeClarin of Alamo. -Tenn.. Mrs.
Feeding mainly .beech mast. E.
present its first eoncert of the Ruth McVey of Van Writ. 'Tex.. M.
Reed. a Metcalfe county farmMONDAY SPECIALS
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Pitts
t, , GUARANTEED 'RANDS
and
son
., year in the college audituriup.
or araiaaatia_wau,
tapauctuatpoca_r_644_
bharon.
or
J.
.Littleton
a..
af Hazel. ang
. __ .capons.
Thursday evening at 7:30. The
Last year's birds finMeClarin of St.. Louis. Mo..
aature artist will be Miss Helen
•
I ished out well on this cheap feed,
Guy
Presnell of Tlaria, and rir. I
u
i i ire. violinist.
2 No. 2 Cans TOMATOES ..
,
and averaged nearly $2 each.
..15c
Bulk
Seedless
Miss Hinkle. conductor, will taa John Weldon of Paris.
Dried
1 leaving a good profit
._
15 u. Can SPAGHETTI
rounds
....i
.
isted .bv Ralph Brauaa.--studeritPound
.
--Tirrs.
Brown
Mrs.
.Morris.
Kennie
T
RAIS
INS
•eacher.
27` PEACHES
rib. Box CRACKERS
1 Oc
15c
'Taylor and daughter. Melva. and ,
The program is .as follows:
.
9Ars
Paul
Dailey
daughter
nd
Qt. PEANUT BUTTER
Ly7:.B
besstack 89: 2C
March Militaire." by Schubert:
25c
4.-lC
b.l us
back 79c Bo
AK
T. L. SMITH
VA
O N2
D4AlL
bE s
oarc k 57c
Gwendolyn. spent 'Saturday in Pa
FLOUR
aymphony No 6 i -Surprise") h
3 Cans MACKERAL
Hodn_.4iciudias
ducah. 41.4 .
25c
j.he_jauejausalass...
ay ._11tr
Pure Food Market
3 POTTED MEAT
P. nac .2- V.. 111ff lit"
10c
.%dagio-Vivace, Andante. 311nuetto..
c.-Cliitbac
u um
FRENCH,
SPOTLIGHT
Memphis. 1 lb. Country DRIED APPLES or Peaches
•
rid
COFFEE
Allegro: Grieg's -Peer Cyrit
7c
Packed
Miss Verna Caldwell of Trimble,
Pound
lb.
16c, 3-lb. Bag 45c
Suite," including''aMorning," "Asias Term., spent3 pkgs. SODA or MATCHES
Prices Good on Saturday and
last week With Mr.
10c
Standar
d
:aeath."
Pack
aAnitra's
Dance."
4
and
Cans
"In
2
25c
and Mrs. James. Mohundro. '
6 Bars LAUNDRY SOAP
Fourth Monday
25c
TOMATOES
:ne Hall of the:Mountain King." - Mr. and Mrs. George Patterson
2 No
C,an
s
19c
2'
5 lb. Boa OATS
Miss Hire -will claw the program atteltded the Milt some in •AleKeli-;
lbs. Fresh Cocoa
25c
14c
C.
it
l
a
u
c
b
wall a violin rendition Of fitibay's tie Itianday night.
y
2
B
l
a
b
a
.
10 lb. Cloth Bag SUGAR
25c
ESCO
14 oz.. Tomato Catsup
2-lb.
50c
lec
CRACKERS
Reim Kati.:
Mr. and Mrs. John Richardson. 10 His. Sugar
3 Lux or Lifebuoy SOAP
nd
15c
49c
22c
The orchestra personnel at the Jr.. of Big Sandy. spent Sunday
6
lbs.
Soap
Powder
,
Z5c
Training School includes. Helen with Mr. and Mrs. Croats Kemp.
See Us for Your Chick Feeds, Dairy and Hog Feeds
Del Monte PEACHES,
I
tire and Marjorie Fasosheea first
Whole
$4.910
PRICOTS
Howard Mohiundro, son of Mr. SO lbs. Pure Lard
. -Wins
2 No. 21, 2 Cans . . .-. 33c
etiriben.rtrneDk;eninim.
and Mrs. James Mohundro. suffer- I lb. Bucket Pere Lard
51.05
Large
can
2
/
1
2
15c
Frances Gila
and ed a broken arm Wednesday when 2 lbs. Oleo'
tac
Katherine Rogge.... seaond violins: ha caught his arm in machinery at
Embassy Brand PEAEmbassy Brand SAL D
aue Callis and Beth Fooshec, Dixie-- Brick and Tile Co.• bete. 2 Ilia Fresh Ground Coffee. 2.5c
Garden
Seed
NUT BUTTER 2lb. jar 25c
In
Packages
in
was
He
and
ru:hed to Keys-Houston
NLoy Caltis. cello: Martha
DRESSING, Qt. Jar .
:u
ulrk.
_am Hays, bas; MarTha Lou Guier. Clinic Hospital in -Murray.
.
aaittie Venable. flutes: Oliver Hood, ' Edward Smith of Pury-ar.. and
Meats are Armour's Branded
TOMATO PUREE
Club or Sunshine
i.outse
Phone 375
Putnam, Larry
Doyle. Mis C-harlteen Henry of Etpahanan K. C. Meat or Native I oung Beef.
Free Delivery
6 cans
25c
Emma Sue Gibson. and Elizabeth Were married Wednesday. They Your Choice
ASPARAGUS, Full
are making their home with the
a Thomas, clarinets. and
Robert
No. 2 can .....
23c
aherry, bassoon, in the woodwind grooms parents. Mr. and Mrs. Paying Best Price for Hams, Jowls
Del Monte or C. Club
and Eggs
,action: and in • the brass sectian, Marvin' Smith.
.
FANcY_PEAS,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Claxtan_weret_alvin Morris. J D.
. Miss-Lou.
TURNIP or
ornets: Wade Graham. French
No. 1 can
10c
MUST
ARD
GREENS
arn: and 1...eanar Hire, piano.
1

and

I 11M111111111111111111111116
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Cash Prices
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Fish Varieties
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Trainiug School to
'Present
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Choice

Elliott & Blalock

C.

Tolley & Carson
Food Market
Better

We believe
fresh meats

Foods Mean

Better Health

Tomatoes, No. 2 Can, 2 for

15c

Red Beans, No. 2 Can
Red Robe, 2 for

cans

HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.

22c

••

Qc

23c

Gal. cans,

Toilet Ti
.ssue, 6 'for

25c

Toilet Tissue, Northern, 10c Rolls,
4 for
26c
•
Sorghum Molasses, Gal.
48c
.
That Good Pingdfilivitec Coffee, 2 lbs. 25c ,
Cheese, Print, 1 lb.
19c
Laundry Soap, all Brands, 6 for . . . 25e
Super Suds, Blue Label, 1 Box and
1 Octagon Toilet Soap
10c
• ...
Oats, 5 lb.'Box.. .
c„ .. ; . 25
Carton

• 45c

Canadian Bacon, .1 lb.

2 45c

Armour's Star BACON

..crearny,...deliewu.s

TffAY'S'-*•

14c

RIB ROAST

10c

s
Teeexdalsesit
GRAPEFRUIT

10c

Pork Ham, half or whole,116.

IDAHO POTATOES

17c

MarktrPrites

Creamed COTTAGE
CHEESE, 2 pounds .
Large
54 Size

ORANGES

-Cas

or

Rome Beauty.,
-APPLES

-

• `.••••

. •

•

Sc
''' nc

.

• .1-P5 iktt,

200-220
Size

Doze n
19c

Kinnard

York

ONIONS B
10
aglb. 25c
WE

BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON
..-ONION SETS

...Grown from
PETER PAN

You.Get The Fich__Full Flavor_ That _Nature
'1
MEAT MARKET

P-ut- In-feed-When
You Cook In Solid Mould Aluminum
MAJESTIC Low
Heat Waterless Cookware

•

:

Bushel $1.00

R,
1
00
d ITb;i.Bc
aagb.$..59
1
SEED POTATOES
Red,
White,
Yellotv,
6
Qi.
25c

,

"Mitt

25c

6
Head

a

•
,
••••11"•••••••••

For

25c

Chickens, Eggs and Hides

COUNTRY GENTLEMAN CORN

-Phone 37

ially for Kroger Stores
No Rind, No Waste, lb. 29c

lalgb. $1-39 -

.CaliforniaNavel

DRESSED CHICKEN
IIKALI
CREAM STYLE

a

HEAD LETTUCE

11c

`

,Poric Shoulder, half or Whole, lb. . . 15c

Oote.r.1
)
.3ii

c
30

Kwick Krisp SLICED
BACON, Cured Spec'.

Large Uozen

BUTTS

PURE TiOG LARD

25c

Armour's Sugar Cured
. - BACON FLITCHES,
3 lb. to 5 lb. Pieces, lb.. 18c

.. 9c and 15c

OLEOMARGARINE,2 lbs. for .-.
SALT BUTTS

... BACON

Neck Bones, 4 lbs.

1222v052ccc

CHUCK ROAST
MUTTON

SHRIMPFRESHPaaad
25c

st2e
.rb.. 25c C
pa
HuO
aP
d S 171
/
2c LEG W
RO
ha
AlS
eTib. 22,

Norwood SLICED BACON,
No Rind, No Waste, lb. 25c

35c

BEEFSTEAK

delicate kernels..
rich witlt gardengoodness..smooth. .

10c

C, CRIuabli

25c
--35c

,st Market Price 1or
We
. Pay -Hight
Hams and-Eggr Always
We Deliver

25c

BUTTER Lb. 32c

SPRING LAMB

.

SAUSAGE,2 lbs. for

Cuts Steaks

From Armour's
13est Beef, per lb. '
25c

10c

Bulk
Pound

$4.95

BOLOGNA

LIVER, lb.

Tomato Juice,
Canipbells

Choice

2 lbs.

. 25c

25c

Pure, 4 16.

nNet

25c

Waldorf TISSUE, 6 Rolls 25c
Scott TISSUE, 3 Rolls . . 25c

50 Pouc
na
d
HOG LARD

15c

Dill Pickles, Libby's, Large, 6 for

Lard,

Miss Linda Sue McGehee
-rand. and Miss Flora A!
, .anist. will present a v
a the college auditorium Tiaa
:ay evening. March 3, at 8 :
a clock, it 'was made known t,
ly by the music department
Mar'
college.

FRESH CAT FISH STEAK

Green Beans, 10 oz. Cans, 6 for .

2

3 No. 2 cans

Del Monte SPINACH
2 No. 2 cans,
25c
_._ 1.4irge No.2
/
1
2_can . . . . 15c

IN RECITAL

this, as you know by the quality of
and cannedgoods we sell.

Asparagus, all Green,1
- 114A oz.
Arm and Hammer Soda, 3 for

r

•

t

I

1era

SECTION TWO

March 1
•ator Alben
de for red March 1
in LouisWednesday
Jr. cam-

New Series No. 538

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY %TEX

ALBERT PARKER IS
NAMED POLICEMAN

.)cery
—25
tOe
12e
b rapped 25c
lbs. __ '25c
Vele
2 lbs._ 2.5c
_
112.110
46c
15e
25c
$500
Se
15c
100
rd Peas 25c
Apples
1Se
sugar

Tang's
2He to 30e
lee,
-12,14e
Apple
10c

lour

Pages 1 to 4
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2
.
5c
25e
79e
bOc
91.60
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City Will Put Prisoners to Work
'
on Murray Streets is
Derisiotrut•Ctrart

tives of Murray's Young Business
Men's Club and Mrs. George Hart
and Mrs. R. A. Johnston representing the Murray Woman's Club
appeared before the council suggesting the placement of traffic
lights on Murray streets, the location optional with the council's
—The -e-Jurt-referred the
matter to the safety committee
which is composed of Councilmen
L. D. Outland and J. T. Wallis.
-After allowing aceounts, the
group adjourned.

The Murray City Council Saturday elected Albert Parker.-former deputy sheriff of Calloway
county, as a special deputy to
supplement the city ponce force of
arc
dy
LARD OF THANKS
members.
Parker, under the ordinance, was
We wish So thank our many
also named assistant fire chief. neighbors and friends for their
He made the requisite $1,000 bond kindneas during the sickness and
as a guarantee of privilege. Ac- death of our dear wife and mothcenting to the ordinance drafted er.
Especially do we want to
at the council session, it will be thank the people of the Murray
the duty of the new deputy to Hosiery .Mills for the beautiful
oversee special road-work crews flowers. May God's richest blesscomposed of prisoners in the city ings rest upon you all is our
jail.
will be the first time prayers.—Oraig Adams and chilMurray has ever uled prisoners to dren.
work on city streets.
Mayor George Hart was in charge
Local organizations sponsored
of the sessions. A special com- the baby beef
project for Grayson
mittee composed of John S. Neal county 4-H
club members. Who
and R. H Thurman as represenia- have 45
steers on feed.
.

rt

Local Youth and
Father Warned
In - Truancy Bill
Pursuant to action taken by
_County- -TrAiant 0R4ver Ola Ater
Farmer, the court here Monday
condueted informal proceedings
against Guy McCuiston, 14, and
his father, Toy McCulston, both
residents of Murray.
The court warned McCuiston
wmilri be_
against criminally unless he
forced his son to attend school
regularly throughout the school
term. Miss Farmer said other
cases would be brought to court
if school attendance by other
individuals did not become consistent.

Sliney
Brothers, Livingston
county, have good prospects for
the sale at top prices of 30 early
spring lambs.
Claude Young, Bath county, is
steadily improving his Jersey herd.

_ lie

—
OWES NONE ADVANCED COOKING AND
BAKING FEATURES. THAN ANY OTHER
2 RANGES COMBINED

10c
57c
45c
19'
15'

awe iss•

Ada-Wirt
„Os dais a•marot,4.24.9ie

Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
South Side Court Square—Phone 56

Rushing
The

15c

EASTER
LILIES

23c

25c
25c
25c

10c
32c
30c
22c

29c

25c

31 c

r 1116,

19`

ENJOand

our Easter Vacation .... Enjoy a clean home
plety. of leisure time besides.

TAKE

advantage of
E CLEANERS' early spring
housecleaning service. BOO 'S skilled craftsmen are
now ready to renovate your RUGS and CURTAINS in our
MODERN PLANT. Have DRAPES and SLIP COVERS
"Easter-fired" now—ready to, be used the moment that .
you nbed them.

NOW

is the time to avoid the possible delays and hurry
up jobs of the spring cleaning rush. Don't depend on hairbreadth -deliveries later. Start now' to have all your drycleaning household furnishings ready-in time for the indoor •
"EASTER PARADE" of visitors and friends.

*ASK about SCONE'S cleaning services in detail. BOONE'S
ESTIMATOR is ready to give you an accurate figure on
' any size job.

Avoid "Rush"-Delays Later-Tel. 234

BOONE CLEANERS
Murray's Big Cleaning Plant
South Side Court &mart

ry and Stewart Counties.

a year elsewhere in
$1 50. the
State of Kentucky.
year to any address
a
$2•00other
than above.

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers '
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon February 24, 1938

ttrae*I

!owls

nn a year in Calloway
Si."'"
Marshall. Graves, Hen-

Murray Ends Yearl
With Victory Over
TPI by Big Score

Volume CVI; No. 8

CHURCH OF CHRIST

Calf With 5 Legs
Thrives in County

Ed Jones, Lynn Grove, today
reported that a 5-legged calf
Lea4lers- -of Circuit Polish -burn to-cifftr, of his JeffeyOff Rivals 41-33 in
more than a month ago is still
alive and -,healthy and weighs
Rough Encounter
in the neighborhood of 140
pounds.RACERS TO ENGAGE
Jones. who allows visitors to
KIAC FOES IN TOURNEY
! view the oddity, described it
a having three comp ete y
Murray State College ended its
regular varsity basketball season ! whole front legs, the fikth leg
here Saturday night by walloping 1 running down the side, of the
Tennessee Tech of Cookeville, left leg. Both legs, however, he
said, are whole. One hmf
Tenn.. by a score of 41-33. It was
points forwards, the other backthe Cutchinmen's 17th win in 111
wards. There is a 'Rouble bone
starts this year against the strongfrom the calfs body to its
est competition in the South and
knee, and two separate bones
left them at the top cf the general
from the knee down.
collegiate standinks in Kentucky.
The game was rough from beginning to the end, but exceptionally
so in
the last
half
when
Walter Murray, star Murray guard.
In a rough-and-tumble came up
with a sprained ankle that will
hamper his starting assignment in
the KIAC tourney now in progress
in Richmond. Gene L'mnd ,r has
not played since the first two minutes of' the Millsaps game when
'he - too _suffered,so...sprained ankle.
.Two of the Techsters went out
of the game on personal fouls.
They were Davis.and Hamdorff
Murray jumped into an early
lead and maintained an advantage
of from 8-12 points throughout the
entire melee. The Thoroughbreds
were In the van by a score of 2716 at the half.
Magruder was high pointer for
the Racers with 12 prints and I
Burdett. hacked
markers. Crabtree for the 'Teri
nesseans upheld his team's banners by scoring 10 points.
Murray plays Eastern this after,
n,00n-Th-the KIAC tournament,
The lineups:
Murray (411 Pos.
TP1 Ma)
Magruder 12
F
Davis
Burdette 10
F
Walker 2
McKeel 7
C-- Hut-ch1/MO/1
Murray 2
• G
Crabtree 10
Fowler 7
G
Hamderff 4
Substitutes. Murray—Carneal 1,
Riley 2. Hurley, and Brown: Tennessee Tech, ,Wilkinson. Carter,
Draper 6.

Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45,
preaching at 10:50 a. m. Bible
class for young at 6:00, and preaching at 7 p m.
*Wednesday:.Praxt...meetingat 7

Wallace, of Benton: and Julius of
Mrs. Laura Astonii this
county.
She
1
was later married to Henry
Dies at Age of 86 ! Lee Aston
on June 24. 1886, who
died February 25, 1934. The follow-

Woman Had Been Member ing sisters survive her: Mrs. Belle
a Maple Spring- C
-ef—ealloway--evantr—fffew
for Long
Martha Washburn, Benton; and

Friday: Bible class for ladies at
2:30 p. m.
ipMor,csiocLr
Ann
yn died t
"Some LITTLE Things to Think'
last Wednesday night at
About" will' be the topic at the her home
in this county. She
hour of'worship. Someone hasi
would •have been 86 years old on
saia that .if we look after the Jtvii
smalTe-r things of life the larger
Mrs. Astbn was the daughter of
things will take care of themselves.
Let us think of the little tilings Phoebe Ann and Thomas L. Gowhich would mak,r our 'Worship heen. She was first married to
and our service in the Master's Francis Marion Gregory Septemvineyard more edifying and there- ber 10, 1868, who died February
27, 1884.
fore more fruitful.
"The Unmerciful Servant" will
To their union were born six
be discussed at the evening ser- sons—Walter, Oscar, Wallace, Julvice.
ius, Louie, and Fred. The surviving
C. L. Francis. Minister
sons are Oscar, of Mobile, Ala.,

Miss Cora Goheen of this County,
One brother, James H. Goheen, of
Calloway, also survives. In addition there is a stepdaughter, Mrs.
Bella Henson of this county, and
a s4epcon, Mervin- Astort.--of
acah, and a number of grandchildren and greatgrandchildren.
Mrs. Aston was converted at an
early age and has been a life long
member of the Maple spring Methodist Church.
Ira J. Duff, Perry county.
having his farm drained- and
water storage pond dug.

ANNOUNCEMENT! We Have Just Secured the Agency for the Famous

ELECTRIC

Fourteen Men Play for Murray
In Rout of Eagles From
Up State
A flashing .attack that netted
them a 31-8 lead at the half enabled the Murray Thoroughbreds
to overwhelm Morehead here last
Thursday night in a basketball
game by a score of 54-27.
It was the first time a Morehead
basketball team ever appeared on
a Murray floor. Two weeks ago,
the Racers licked Morehead at
Morehead 24-18.
At one time during the weird
scoring , game, the Thoroughbreds
led by 40 points— when with 10
minutes to go the Racers held a
54-14 advantage. , From there on
out, Murray made only lackadaisical attempts .to score.
Coach
Carlisle
Cutchin
hall
played 10 men by half time. Gene
Bland, stellar guard, still limping
on an uncertain ankle, •did not
even dress. Fourteen Murray basketeers saw action in the ericounter.
The Bluebloods scored 8 out of
21 free throw attempts: Morehead
counted on 9 out of 19.
The lineups:
Murray (54) Pos. Morehead (25)
Magruder 10
F
Carter 4
Murray 4G
Kiser 1
Surdette 15
F
Horton 31
Hurley
Ishmael 11
McKeel 10
C
Anderson 2
Substitutions: Fowler 4, Carneal
6. Love 1. George Bland. Brown 2.
'Mitchell 2, Lowry. Riley, Pennebaker: Morehead: Wiggers, Stanley
3, Cassidy, Fair 4: and
Referee, Powell. Abilene Christian.

In Christian county, the Kiwanis
club is offering $25 for the best
-essay
a-sruaent
ruffil electrification.

-by-

Athel Tibba, Carlisle county.
bought two registered bolls recently.

• *44

New Super-Speed and Economy with
Select-A -Speed Ca/rod

5 COOKING SPEEDS
1.Speed. A super-speed for a fast start or
fast frying. Intense glowing heat.

2.Half. For frying and fast steaming.
3.Quarter. For continued steaming or
for slow frying.

4., Thrift(Simmer). Slow cooking.heit.
5.Warm.Just enough heat to keep foods
warm, without burning.
THE SALISBURY— Hotpoint's
smart dew 1938 built-to-tbe-coor
electric range with semi-direct ightnog, matched coadmrent set, Solert-ASfreed Ca/rod, Fall porcelani enamel.

3
2
4
5
stiesS 52a11 Quarter Tsuitt Woo

,preenholz.

We wish to exprew our sincere
thanks to our many 'friends and
neighbors during the sickness and
death of our deer beloved husband. father, and grandfather, E.
J. Anderson.
We like to give special thanks
to Rev. Lloyd Wilson for his comforting words and also Dr. L. D
Hale for his tender care during
his illness, and also the Undertaker, Boyd Gilbert. for his kindness.—Signed, Mrs. Rachel Anderson, and flintily.

JELIECTRIC
RANGES

H SELECT-A-SPEED
CALA1313

Murray Crushes
Morehead 55-27

CARD OF THANKS

RANGES

TIMER CLOCK AND TIME CHIME
Now COmbined in a single unit to
watch over cookery while you
Sre away. Times surawe
operations from i'to 60 minutes.

4014 stens • Slacy.4.%

THRIFT COOKER •
is Hotpoint'
s oversize 6-qt. kettle,
installed in the top of the range,
which has brought new economy
sadetieverietice toeleetriecvs,L.4.

SELECTA:SPEED CALROD
Hotpoint's sensational new cooking
unit which provides 5 different
cooking speeds—the electrically
-correeverTcg

See the 1938 Hotpoint Electric
Ranges with Select-A-Speed
Calrod—the sensational cooking unit that brings new super-speed
and economy to electric cookery.
Select-A-Speed Calrod is years ahead
• of other electric cooking units. It
gives a choice of 5 cooking speeds—
permits exact control of every surface •
cooking operation—insures better results. See the new Hotpoint Ranges.
Ask for a demonstration of SelectA-Speed Calrod. Come in today.
NOW $
ONLY
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CALLOWAY HAS 180
AT MURRAY STATE

Lowry, /Sedge Sledd Pattersen. of Mrs. Byeely's mother. Mrs. H.
Inurine Tarry. Maurice
Ryan. C Boyd. ,
James R. Scott. Charles Henry
Mrs. Fate Grogan is on the sick
Washer. at W hnt.
StamPs
Wear. 0.Ned
C. IWells. Jr:. Eugene
Mr 'and Mrs. Eris Edwards spent
•
; Francis jr-tan. Charles L Robert- Saturday ,night with
the litters
Murray State ,College will act
son, Billy Utley C W
Beale
Selection
of
-the
"Ten
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gene PitSPei Senteeter Sees La.rge EnMost page in the
"Shield."
as host of the First Regional High
!Charles
Jones
Baugh.
gh.
Yancey
F:
Beautiful
Co-Eds on the Murray
rollment In Western Keaman.
Murray's Thoroughbreds, grid
The 10 winners are as follows: School
basketball tournament, for
their clothes.
; Bennett, Charles Harold Edwards,
champs in the SIAA last 1106110II,
. tacky College
Mr. and Mrs. Oral Grogan lost Campus" was conipleted Friday
Martha Nelle *ells, Georgia the first time
And plants their plants in neat litin
i Mary Lou Gibbs. Robert,Harris
several
years,
will report, over 80 strung, March
their beautiful new home by fire morning. February 18, when the Gatlin, Mary Virginia Wren, Naomi when
the tourney is brought here
tle rows;
One hundred and eighty students Hoffman Charles C. Hughes, Ken- the past week. The origin of the entire student body voted on the Turk, Eloise Porter, Margaret Web1, to begin spring practice, it was
March
11-12.
gets
nit
and
dishes
Shirley
Holland.
John
their
And washes
Thomas tire is unknown
from Calloway county are enrolltumouaced
by
Head
Footb,iit
by this writer as 28 candidates who had been prev- er 'Trevathan. Mary
Elizabeth
Teams, including the winners
their meals,
ed in Murray State College for the Dean. Novice R. CuPelancliously nominated lodividual pic- Roberts, Patricia Alexander,
Coat* Roy Stewart here today
the new home was unoccupied.
Marand
runners-up
in
all four of the And makes marmalade out of
From Lynn Grove: Odine Swann.
spring semester, according to a
Stewart will have the folio
Miss Bobbie McClinton visited tures of the 10 co-eels chosen will garet Marshall, and Mrs. Eugenia' First Four
Districts, will compete
orange peels.
survey made this week Registra- Nellie Ruth Jones. Ophie Lee Mill- in the horrie of Miss Eulala Lovins be placed on a special feature Mackey Hamby.
35-lot4annaa back from the char ,
•
for the right to go to the slate
tion figures showed that a total er. Luther Nance. Tennie Wilson Sunday.
When the lights go out she mends ionship squad: Co-Captains In
will
begin
of 1008 students are enrolled in Rogers. Rebecca Armstrong. Codie
resent our school Monday, Febru- tournament, which
bert and Yarbrough, Atwell, Blur
Leslie Pitman made a flying
the fuse;
the. college including the training Lee Caldwell, Clara Kemble Craw- trip 'here from Detroit. getting
ary 28. at Kirksey, debating: Altie March 16, in Lexington.
She darns their stockings and Ralph Love. Gudauskas, Mori
Coach
Roy
Stewart,
ford.
head
Robbie
of
Nell Myers, Mayrelle here
the
school.
Down°, Craddoek, Brandeis, Ai.
1-Stubblefield, Ernestine
cleans their shoes.
illle r,
last Wednesday and iiturning
s. Rubeha Ford.
4-Marie Shoemaker and Nina Rose. physical education dopmfgaent, will And bakes them cookies, and rolls plegate. Smith, Dovniey, Neese,
Calloway county students
Saturday.
act
as
Here
tournament
1 conic with a little more
manager In the
Horlander, Putnam. Brown, MitchOration-Solon Bucy;. Humorous
From jiazel: H. E. Brandon.
and cakes.
the college are:
I want to say hello to all my news from
this community.
Reading-Roselle Hargin Poetry absent* of Coach Cutchin, who And doctors them for the stomach ell, Jasper, McRaven, Spaulding,
- .Accirn Murras . Geneva Slay- Mane Jeseelle Clayton, Velna Gray friends and, relatives in Detroit.
Mr and Mrs. C. A. Paschall Reading-Ern
will be in Kansas City., o., with
Goodman, Saunders, Finley,. and
estine Miller; Discusache. '
ion Adams. Elizabeth Adams. James Douglas. Prentice Douglas. Reba Dearborn and Highland Park, also
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
his Thoroughbreds..
sion-i High School), Alpe StubWhen they moved in the Rouse Beale.
-Riley' Bailey. Marion Waterfield Dunn, Robert Ellis. Robert Miller, Hazel Park that reads ilne good Tom
Wilkerson and
Of the 20 -freshmen'humeralmen,
blefield; Discussion-tSeventh and
last fell,
=.11e(-ry, Mrs. Edith Pede Branch. Celia Millen- Brent Clayton Wil- old Ledger and Times-Kayo.
Mr. and Mrs. Ihnland Jones and
She papered and painted the hall the following 17 will report; Lee.
Eighth). Etna Williams; Extern-Mary C. Carman. Hewlett Cooper, son, Virginia Mellen, Geraldine
children
and
Mn-.
Gather
Hall.atWray, LaBonte, Korth, Baker, Macupstairs."
-Thomas Crawford_ Dorothy cur. Milstead. Mary Laurine Curd. Kenstern
maker.
her. Carlos Erwin. Edna Pearl neth A. Grogan. Claude C. Wilson.
Another Washington's birthday "Oh, I know then." said helve' Murray, Broadfoot. DeCroat,
Fork
Sunday.
Graves, Chupa, Horlander, Neathbrother,
Erwin. Anna Lee Evans, Annie Sanders Brent Clayton. R. Brown
The honor roll for the past six and Lincoln's birthday and good
Oman pasciiall was in Murray
Well, everybody thought spring
Lee Farley. Marynee Farmer. laite Clayton.
weeks are as follows:
old Valentine's day with giving "She doesn't -i.7Z5iit there-she's amer, Walters, McGarvey, Milburn
Thursday'sin business.
Provine, Martin Provine, and
their mother!" Fooshee. Elizabeth Ann Fooshee.
From Almo: Kathleen Brown. was here but it looks like winter
Seventh Grade-George Gibson and receiving of many valentine's
The Rev. B. B. Boaz filled his
man.
_Dorothy Nelle Futrelle. Georgia Orvis Leonard Burkeen. Leon Bur- again.
are
now
and
history.
Patricia
Gibson.
regular appointment
at
North
Itrospects for a winning season
Don't forget --Aunt Ida" next
-Furgerson. Wilson Gantt. Harold keen, Maurelle Clendenon. James
Eighth Grade-Elna Williams.
Mrs Lucy Orr is slowly Improv- Fork church Saturday and SunMr. arid Mrs. Ocus Allbritten
Saturday night and "Uncle Dave." are better than ever, according to
.Gilbert.
Roberts, Keys Futrell Keel, Mrs ing.
Ninth
Grade-Audr
ie Mae Smith and daughter, Dickie Larue of
day.
the Murray mentor. A September
--Aunt Cindy
" Harlan K Inglis: Mary Charles Beurrleen Mahan Wrather. Trucille
Tenth Grade-L. T. Ratterree.
Jim Hooper and his daughter
New Providence and Miss Eva
Mrs. Louis Paschall is ill with
24 game is desired to fill out the,
Itarris. Dorothy Jones. Sallie Lem- Reeves. Dorothy Josephine Cain. moved last week to his son's, Hen- flu.
.•••16
Eleventh
Grade-Nedra
Alex- Mae Williams of Freeland were
• -e
10-game schedule. Teams listed on
ons. Gracie Nelk Jones. Etna Ausburn Leon Burkeen. Harold 0. ry Hooper.
Saturday night guests of Mr. and
checks
Mr. and Mrs. One Key attended , ander and Ernestine Miller.
the Murray schedule include SuLucille Kelley, Katie Tarry. Char- Story. James Orvis Overbee.
-Twelfth Grade-Thomas McCage Mrs. Bill Simmons of Frog Creek.
COLDS
Calvin Paschall visited Mr. and church at North, Fork Sunday.
perior Tea•hers College, Middle
lotte JordonnEvelyn Ruth Gingles.
F Ii.spicelanci. Jr.. Rose Zella Mrs. Manuel Paschall Sunday afand
Miss Ruth Lee Fletcher spent and _Norma Dale McCuiston.
Mrs. Linda Simmons of Frog
Tennessee, Morehead, Birmingham.
_Dove Anna Crass. Mary Moore Henry,
Corenne
Henry. ternoon.
FEVER
the week-end with Miss Bernice
Sports
Creek spent the week-end with
Southern, Hardin-Simmons- Union
-Windsor.
LaVerne
Call
Ryan. Joseph Milton Henry. Hera Jane -Those on the sick
first day
Kirksey defeated Concord Satur- her nephew and family. Mr. and
list are Mrs. Kuykendall.
University. Sonthwestern Univers-,
:Marion Elizabeth Slocum. TWA- Spicelaiad. of Knight
Mr. and Mrs. Waymon Young day night, February' 19. at Kirksey, Mrs. Oren Simmons and daughter, Liquid, Tablets, Headache, 30
Charlie Wicker and Mrs. Erwin
ity. Howard, and Western.
-Daniel Wilkins, Martha Nell Welb.
Alice Nelle Evans and Dorothy
spent the week-end
Salve, Nose Props • Minutes
Coehran.
with
Mrs. 35-30. The Concord second team Sue, of New Providence.
"Beauton Paschall. Ana - G. Cm- Nell Stark. Lurwin L. Swift. The"Rub-My-Tism"-World's Best
Orene Paschen is improving anti Young's mother. Mrs. S.
Pas- won by a score of 19-15.
Mrs. Ruth Maynard and daugh- Try
:nen. Melba Eloise Headden. Mrs. ron Riley. Kirkaey. Guy Lovms.
Liniment
chall. Two of Mrs., Young's sisReed the Classified Column
Faxon will play Concord at Con- ter Dollie, of Cedar Knob were
-Virginia Thomas Erwin. Jane Seay. Edith . Frances Winchester. Bran. we hope will soon be up again.
Noble Lee Orr spent Saturday ters returned home with them cord Friday. 25. This is,our last shoppers in New Providence Sat-Sue Purdom Eula Rogers. Rovine don: James H. Blalock and Vir•
for a week's visit.
game to be played at home for this urday.
:Parks, Yana Cochran. Jessie Fran- ginia Kindled. New Concord. Lin- night with Dewey Beal Orr.
NatuaiePaseliall• spent SunDerolltY Orr is-visiting Mr. and
-04Masmise -in Support the
Misr Pat Weatheespoon ef Mitte
as Williams. Heilye Brim Lots rile- Ophelia lektridge' did tine
day and Sunday night with Mrs. team for their last
Mrs_ Bethel Orr.
donia fell Wednesday and
game.
:Aline Farley. Alice Bea Roberts. Estelle Kelley of Hamlin.
•
S.
D.
pesehall.
. •
We are Very sorry to hear of
unconscious for an bout as a.
-Bettie Frances Thornton. Martha
.Mid-semester theoltmebt
will
Mr. and Mrs.-C4ityCook-and Ptrw
Penult of the impact. No lesions inEllen Inglis. Ralph Brausa. John begin on April' 4 and April 9 will Min. Grover Charetbre. - spraining
Dona
Paschall were Sunday evenjury resulted, however she sus...H. Brune
be the last day tu register for her ankle. Hope she will soon be ing guests of Kr.
and. Mrs. P. T.
tained minor bruises.'
James C. Hart. Caswell Hayes. credit. A great inerease in enroll- better,
Wicker and enjoyed a radio proMn and Mrs. Oren Simmons and
Mr and Mrs. Monte Wicker and
Bobby Gillis Heater. Lorna Lee ment is expected at inidAmposgram.
daughter. Sue, of New Providence
7Houaden. Mary Elizabeth Hopson,' ter when Melly schools in this sec- family. and Mr. and Mrs. James
Friends and neighbors gathered
spent Friday night with Mr. and
Everetts we r e Sunday dinner
Peggy Presson• Hoffman. Anna tion will be closed.
in and quilted a friendship quilt Alpha Psi Omega Plans to Present Mrs. Jess Dick
of Macedonia.
Helen JohnstOn. E Hastings Kenguests of Mr. and Mns. Charlie for
Play. by Henrik
Mildred Nance which was preThe old creek is rolling along
ney. Iris D Key. Rebecca MargWicker.
sented to her on her eleventh
Ibsen
now near the top of its banks
.
.'arette
Lassiter. ban Wells LassiMrs. .Tuber Story, Mrs. Estell birthday.
•
pun
es t'PT
on and Mrs. Add Pas7
"The
Doll
House,",
a play ...by
Ides and Mrs. Dorris 1,m:ripens
Ila Gray.. Linn. Thomas
It seems that my prophecy of chall visited Mrs. Lucy Orr Sun- visited over the week-end
Henrik
Ibsen,
is now being preMiss Eva Mae Williams of Frog
with
:Earl Martin. Emma Neil... Mahon. last
week is going to come true for day afternoon.
Mrs,. Lampkins' parents, Mr. and pared by the Gamma Epsilon, cast, Creek spent &dards/ with friss&
--Niesey Melba.
I
will
be
back
next
week
if
it
as I write tins I hear the cracking
or local chapter of the Alpha Psi of Cedar Knob.
Mrs. Emmett Key, arid family.
▪ Chile* Miller. Marguerite Morsound of a big fire instead at is not too cold.-Grasslumper.
Mr. and Mrs. Orie Key _Were Omega dramatic fraternity.
Mr. and Mrs. Harty Hutson, who
WASHED
-s-cia.--Aagie Mary hteNott Ruby
frogs. and Fm afraid those early
-tentative- -date to? -the play will move to Paris„ Tenn., next
SUnday dinner guests of Mr. and
:Mae Outland. Charlotte Owen.
gardeners will awake in Use morntwo/ XPI.term_ancl will be -an- week, spent )I.rerfaietwMy -night with
Mrs,. Eimer Ps'hall. AIL - and -Mrs.
....GenTetIa
,
Outland
Paul Parker.
"DUST TREATED"
Niscball rk•!..11.11t.Ci home with the nounced later,". stated Samuel Mn .and Mrs. Willie Simmons and
1-Mary Frances Perdue. Treva Rog- ing and find their garden all
by Chc $114501 Pr
..
covered with mow.
Keys and attended Trade Day Shelby, president of ..the chapter. Mrs. Hutson's mother, Mrs. Linda
-erg. Mary Elizabeth Roberts. EsThe cast for the ploy has been Simmons of Frog Creek. There's eo -serious illness to reMonday
- ---ehernigne Rose. W P Russet'. Evecarefully selected and rehearsal beBrent
-Happy Jack
Williams
HUY TO A :UARACTEED
of
Freeland
nye' Rye. Lows G Ryan. Larue port in tSis community for which
The Lynn Grove Parent-Teach,
gan Tuesday night, February 15.
spent Tuesday night with Mr. and
.'Saunders. Hazel Sammons, John we should all be thankful
ers Association met Thursday
Mrs. Eunice Williameand daughScott. Beth Sexton. Lows 'Aunt Doan' Blalock is better ternoon at the school 'house with
ter, Eron. of Cedar Knob.
.Wade. Grace Louise Waldrop. Mrs. at this writing.
Mts. F. 13. Crouch, president. in
$r.25 Ton
$C.75 Ton
'
test Sort--01
thesteen Wallis, Marguerite II. -11111 Gray Roberts was hemmed charge of the meeting. The treats,J Delivered tJ Delivered
"Who
r
is
with
thatgirl
a
in the house
household shower last Wed- urer reported
-Webb
that the Association.
7 Role Wheeler.-George Robert nesday. February It at the house which
has tin enrollment of 44 The High School students were
With the checkered. dress ana the
7
-Wilson. Frances Imogene Wilford. of her father. R D McCuiston.
members. has done well financially. entertained with a Valentine party
blondish hair?"
Ed Donoho, Murray College athViiIildred G. Wrather. Ada Charlotte About 35 of her friends Vrere' presThe iroup approved a project Monday nignt by the faculty. lete who,
won the heavyweight "She sort-of works there," Bob re_Yarbrough. Jane. Sextth. 0.
ent a-tuie several more sent gifts.
for beautifying the school campus Everyone scented to enjoy. them, division of
plied.
the Golden Gloves
-Sparks. Robert James Stubblefield.
PHONE 64 FOR SERVICE
On Hie following Friday after- and
the building of a walk and selves very much.
tournament at Paducah last month, "She takes their baby for a ride:
-Helen Virginia Sykes.
noon Mr and Mrs Earl Byerly
•
"ICE
is
the
BEST
and CHEAPEST Refrigerant yet
drive, the idea for which was inThere will' be a play given in was knocked out February 18 by She does their washing and irons
1?Lletner Corn. Garvin- Finney. were honored with a kitchen
Known to the Scientific World"
trod-Jced by Mrs.'Bunn Swann.
High
the
School
gym
Saturday
Gilbert
Wagner,
180
pounds.
at
D.
Furgerson. Lillian Lorene shower and quilting at the home
•LIRR.
Mrs. Buron Jeffrey had charge night. February 28. presented jay Evansville in the second round of
•••••••••••••
ef the program Mrs. Shelby Davis McCuiston School. The -teacher is the heavyweighi finals.
•
read an interesting paper on the Mr. Loving. The title is "Aaron
gaoiaa LULL, es-ti ep-onne-enn a n d -Slick-Trom Punkin Crick." EveryBOyle county farmers are being
achievements of the PTA. which one is invited.
paid $831 by cooperative insurance
wag founded in 1900. Mrs„
The following students will rep- for sheep losses from dogs.
.Leland
Owen. district president supplemented plans Of Use unit with
I timely suggestions.
The .candle-lighting
ceremony
was observed in commemoration
of Founder's Day. This was the
41st birthday. Mrs. Nix Harris,
History is in the makitfg! Tfie people in rural
Mrs, Jeffrey, and Mrs Owen *elcommunities will
be vitally affected by -the New Deal program.
fectively officiated at the service.
It is necessary
Just ft common cough. a chest get a real dose of genuine Beechwood
I
that they keep accurately informed of the
Mrs. Connie Jones was a visitor .cold, or a bronchial irritation of to- Creosote which it palatable and can
activities of the State
at r the meeting. At the-conclusion 1 day may lead to sereaue trouble to- even be taken frequently and continGovernment and The many other important
events of the day. .
of • the business session, the home morrow. They may be relieved now uously by both adults and children.
And this special offer is made to vive
with Creomulsion,' an emulsified
theta an opportunity' to
Creomulsion is one preparation
economies department served re- Creosote that:
get the news through the largest and- most
Is pheasant to take. that goes to the very seat, of the
complete newspaper freslunents.
Creomulsion is a medicinal com- trouble to help loosen and expel the
in this section at .a real bargain price.
bination designed to aid naturc in germ-laden phlegm. When coughs,
soothing and healing inf.e.ctecl roll- chest colds and bronchial troublesC9US mem6ranes-Vy allaying irrita- due to common colds-hang on, get
YOUR CHILD:
tion and inflammation and by a bottle of Creomulsion from yout
aiding in loosening and expelling druggist, use it as directed and if
From Constipation
the germ-laden phlegm.
you are not satisfied with the relief
- Nothing beats a clean system for
The Medical Profr'ssion ha.; for obtained, the druggist is authorized
Kentucky's Largest Newspaper
Teeth?
'health!
many
years
recogniz
,
d
the
ty!netito refund every Cent of your money.
At the first sign of constipation, clad effect of Beech
wood Creosote in Creomulsion is one word-not two,
take purely vegetable Black-Draught
the treatment of coughs, chest colds.> -and it has no hs-phen in it. Ask for
Appetite?
tar prompt relief.
and bronchial irritations. A special It Plainly,nee that the name on the,
may less and women oar that Stackprocess was worked out by a chemist, bottle is Creomulslon, and you'll
b,ings such refreshing: relief By for
Cold Resistance'
blendingCmosote with other in- get the genuine product and the reIts deement wain. poisosises *Meta et
gredientsand now in Creom trision you lief that you want. (Adv.)
constipation are driven out; you soon
961 win,.
offisesse
nu.
_
Ambition?
t costs ism then nest Qum
laxatives

Misses Wells, Gatlin, Wren, Turk, Porter,
Trevathan, Roberts, Alexander, Marshall,
Mrs; Hamby Named "Most Beautiful"
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Murray Is Host
To High Schools

Over 60 to Report for
Grid Drills on March 1

Sycamore Center
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•
•

Freeland News

Oak Grove News

D.

•
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WILL PRESENT
"DOLL HOUSE"
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Lynn Grove P-T
Meets Thursday

New Concord School
News

Check Your
Youngstet Against
This Chart!
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NUT

DONOHO IS
KNOCKED OUT

EGG

Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co.
•

Bronchial Coughs
Need Creomulsion

At Your -Best!
Free

Only R. F. D. Box Holders and Residents of Small
Towns ,Are Offered This Sensational Bargain!
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Needs The Benef;ts of Sunburst Pasteurized Milk
To Promote Sturdy Bones, Sound Teeth and
Strong Bodies! Serve Sunburst Pasteurized Milk
Three Times A Day . . . A Prescription For The
Glow Of Health!
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My Old Kentucky
--_
Home in
Order of Reference
.Louisville ..

BUCK- DRAUGHT

Energy? .

Calloway Circuit Court
E. H. Rossi Administrator of Ben
Grogan. Deceaved, and Bank of
Murray,
Plaintiffs
"
Vs: Order of Reference
Ruth. Grogan. Widow. Lloyd Grogan. Brother, Mrs, Lloydvetrogeeg
Charlie •'driven: Beefier,
"Patsy
'
Grogan, Annie Walker. Sister. Lee
Walker.
P Cochrane. Liquidator.
Etc..*anci His Heirs and Creditors.
Defendants
It is ordered that this cause be.
••ferred to George Hart, Matter
nemmissioner of. this Court to take
r oat of claims. against the estate
•!- Ben Gnigrafis-ADeceased., and t-all
....mimic holding 68111.0 -idtaniet said
date will present their. claims.
Ialy proved. before sa
as en •
-camiesioner.,on or, before the
''titrel" Monday in April (April Ile
)881, or be - foreyer )barred - front
1.1ecting same in any ,ther .manIt1 YU

A most welecome spot for the Lt,triarille risitor!
A. 'place ishere grin ions sourtheen-iloapirality
/
4•frel at home- right in
honestly makes 3out.1
the renter of et crethirig!

RATES
FROM
t2a

enr-

Witness my - hand as Clerk *.of
nid Court. this the 9th day of Feb..ary, 1.938. - '
• C. L..Mil,LER„
Clete, Calleway Circuit Cuit t

The (among Seelltach 1T1,111.1,1 offers the
heat in appetizing food and tfrinia•sand at
modest prices!
Be our anent on Nor nest trip to Lnulinelle
itioeoser the.extro plescesin-a fleet are
/ours sr hcalou slop at the 1F.P.Lt1(;111.
HOMER C.(OMER,51145254,
•
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•
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THE LOUISVILLE TIMES
Kentucky's Largest Afternoon
Newspaper

Delivered for a Full
Year By Mail for Only
This 14 really .a sensit_lwriakargaiq, There is. _
noYhine.else t1at
Can buy at this small
cost tgat.will give You
and
your family so
much pleasure and at
the same time render
you such important
service. Do 'not delay
. . . this offer is open
only for ia limited Time.
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MONEY TODAY GOES
FARTHER DECLARES
LOCAL LUMBERMAN

better built, he Rointed out, with
dureiple, firesafe roofs and sideWalls:eheavier budding paper, tight
factory-buill windows and weatherstripping.

'Murray Square
By
JULIAN HI

Pury ear Route 3

The neck-tied smartness of the
jaunty.drugstore hangarounds is
Jack Sharborough Claims We had dark and cool weather matched only by their colloquially
here Sunday. We sincerely elope verbal mannerisms and the watchConstruction Costs
that we will have a brighter week the-world-go-by jollity isf their
Nominal
nimble eyes. At one of the more
than the past one.
•
Shorty Vandyke, who is re- utilized songanddance places on
SAYS 1938 BEST
coveringtrfro man attack of pneu- 1fartherout Main Street a night ago
REPRESENTS TREND monia, arrived at the home of his a peaches-and-cream strangerette
brother's, Douglas Vandyke, - to got no farther than the inviting
doorway before she became the
The person who builds or re- visit for a few days.
models a house today gets more
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke is Well sabeect of admiring-- eyes. With a
self-conscious lilt to her chin-as
value than ever before and his pleased with* a new new
stove
if afraid to weather the pseudobuilding dollar goes 'considerably she recently purchased.
farther than it did a few years
Mrs. Odie Morris is preparing hospitable inside-welcome - she
turned and swung lissomly back
ago, Jack Sharborough, of the for another Winter. She
made a
Into her • lonesome Buick coupe,
Calloway County Lumber Com- new feather tick and filled it
with
geared it onto the pavement, .and
pany, said here today in com- new- duck 'feathers and also
set
menting on what he terms. "un- three qqilt ten together last week with accellarating speed lapped
-setting
---slie-unait
-ainisTe
"Uncle Jim" Hooper and Miss away.
ading stateourselves and rolling in the snow
, —0
-ments" on construction coste'
Emma Hooper have moved to the
over the merits of our own inThe impression - that' building home of Mr. Hooper's son, Henry
From Patty Lee came this vidividual dogs. Love me, love my
material costs are too high is a }Wiper where they will make gnette of the Big City: "New York
dog!
mistaken one,'--Shairberough de- their home.
We are lonesome was grand. I wish I could exclared. He cited a recent survey without them.
plain it, but I couldn't in a hunby Johns-Manville, leading buildGlye Orr was at Odie 'Morris' dred years. You'll know when
ing materials manufacturer, which Saturday to have some shop
work you see it-and you'll say the
showed that the price of building done.
same-it's big, and strutting, litThis is Monday morning and
materials, fixtures and equipment
Mrs. Lucy Orr is ill with flu at tle and terrifying, it's black and the sky is filled with dark clouds
averages 3.8 per cent less than in this time..
magnificent, and everything that a and I guess we will see some more
1926 and many of the most imArils Byars and Odie Morris great ogre of a city can possibly rain soon. We would like to see
portant materials going into a new sold some page last week.
be. . We stayed in a penthouse- the sun shine now for 'a while
so
house or modernization job are
Little William B. Morris said he Mary, Helen, and I, and had a we could geet some plant beds
from 20 to 25 per cent less, .de- wished Little Swann Parks
would room apiece: It was up among burned. Bill Spasm and
Ned
spite great improvement in qual- pay his visit back so he could
go the skyscrapers and we loved it! Coleman are the only ones in this
ity in the last 12 years.
to me Swann Parks again.,
"We saw Times Square, me Lit- section who have their beds burnDelmus and Manual Paschall de- tle Church Around the Corner, the ed.
He explaineo that 1926 Is the
.
year selected by the government livered tobacco at Hopkinsville Episcopal Church, Wall Street,
Truman Oliver's fine eon' was
as a goal since it be
Broadway- and at its beginning,the killed Sunday when it was kicked
represents last week.
the ,normal, American standard .of
Mrs. Clyde Scarbrough and Mrs, Public Library, Rockefeller Cep-- by another mule. The colt was.0
Irving.
Tolbert Story were M'urray shop- ter, Radio City--and here we saw months old and was somewhat of
Among the materials he listed as pers one day last week.
the famous Music Hill with the afamily pet.
costing less today in this commune . We are sorry to
Mrs. Carlie Steele is not eci well
learn that Mrs.. "Snow White" movie and the
Rockettes on the stage. We saw at this writing.
iie are: yellow pine lumber, win- D. B. Byars has been
suffering
dow
Reno and Charles Steele have
the 43attery, the Statue of Liberty,
glass, • asbestos roofing with an infected -thumb.
shingles, asphalt roofing, brick, inthe
Aquarium, Grant's :Tomb, the whooping cough.
sulating- board, windows and doors.
Riverside Drive, Dr. Fosdick's
Guy Moore killed some more
-"Humming Bird" .
and standardized built-in utility
church, the Planetafium, Central porkers Monday.
features.
Park, and the Museum of Natural
Rudy Greenfield is "wearing" a
History bulding-we rode the sub- bad jaw which was sustained
Another important factor is that
financing costs, under the FHA
ways, ate at an automat, and had while handling ooe of his brontype of amortized, single inortlegee
one of the most marvelous times cos.
, -areeireeeneitei as -BST
I----hear That CVIS-G'Afdlimi---i-nd his son-us-law, 'that e5e- Nee- people couIdTheye,
rubbi-Eas
rs _cent less
- esthete eduring the boom days
of Kenneth White, are both ill of and we toured the White Star Line purchased a car as also did Parvin
1925-29, he stated.
ship, the Britannic. The customs Adams. I expect Mrs. Jack Reader
pneumonia.
In reviewing the typical house
Mrs. George Coles came home officers searched us after we came and Mrs. Adams will have to set
of 1926, Sharborough declared that from the hospital Thursday where out of that ship. Well-that is an extra plate on the table for
generally it was poorly designed she had recently undergone an
just the wording of the things we more than likely you will have
opedid-but we laughed and laughed. company.
with as much as one-filth of its ration_
space wasted, and it took more
A number of persons from this
The Rev. and Mrs. Garvin Curd saw sights and people, heard them
money to maintain. Heating was and son were Sunday dinner talk and saw the traffic-we community were in town Saturday,
non-automatic and there was
no guests of Mr. and Mrs. Finis Hol- toured Radio City, and saw the darting from place to place tryinsulation. thus , running up fuel lend.
Park Avenue Dabs skating on the ing to keep warm.
bills in. winter and causing the
I haven't been any where this
Mr. and Mrs. Oa*. Winchester Rockefeller Center skating rinks."
rooms to be hot and uncomfort- were Saturday ,night guests
week and therefore haven't learn-of
able during the summer. .
Which is all remindful in an ed but a very little news so I wile
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Adams of Hico.
Kitchens, he pointed out, nad
Three children of Mr. and Mrs. unexplainable way cif 'the glitter leave you for this issue.-Sweet
none of the labor saving devices of 1 Holland Witherspoon's have
and the welter and the cosmopoli- Pea.
the
today, there was usually only one chicken pox.
tan saturated movement of the
bath, and plumbing was comMr. and Mrs. Dennis Boyd and crowds en Murray streets on Satur- MAI-DONNE SHOP IS ALTERRD
paratively crude. General con- son and Mr. and Mrs. Shannon -day afternoons..Phahtazmagoria of
struction was aliso poor, founda- Ellis were dinner guests Sundayt passing chimeras in kaleidoscope!
Workmen this week are busy
tlens were too light in many cases' f Mr .and Mrs. Roscoe
remodeling the Mai-Donne Beauty
0Hays.
and plaster cracks and loam fitThe Shakespearean "What's past Shop in the rear of the Whiteway
Mr. and Mrs. Wave' Curd and
ting windows were almost the rule. daughter, Wanda Lou. were
is prologue" may be ,supplemented Berber salon. The • Beatuy Hall
SunAnd, in additine to this, the own- day dinner guests of Mr. and
will be enlarged and made MAT
Mrs. by the no less acceptable view that
er struggled under an oppressi
every logue must have its epi accommodating for its patronage.'
ve Hardy Curd.
financing burden.
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt spent a few days and that "life is a stage on which according to its operators.
This picture is contrasted by last week with her aunt,
Mrs. every man •must play a part, and
Sharborough with she rive
ewt -.Parker, who is seriously-- i11 mine a sad one". Thus must have.
house of today which is. smaller
Mrseeloe Lamb remains critical- been the theme of the swansong of
England's young foreign secrebecause space is no longer wasted ly ill.
and every detail is scientifically
Mr. and Mrs. Amos. Wens spent tary.
IT was a brilliant diplomatic life
planned. It is efficiently insulated Sunday as the guests of the
latter's
and therefore no longer heats all mother, Mrs. Short of Dexter.
that Anthony Eden lived and Engoutdoors and the wrier no longer
Raymond Parks has been con- land profited by it in trade, in
resfiect from other nations, in the
swelters on hot days and nights. fined to- his bed with illness.
natural homage due the" brilliance
Other common features are aueo-"Rosebud"
rnatic heating, healthful air conof a brilliant secretary of a brilditioning and concealed radiation.
An increase of 75 pounds of but- liant nation.
But Anthony Eden recommended
Modern kitchens are scientif- ter fat per cow during 1938
over
strong measures in dealing with
ically designed to save steps and previous records was
noted - In
Germany and Italy-he advocated
work. The structures are also dairy herds in
Caldwell county.
an unyielding front, an ultimatum,
so to speak. with .the vast power
of Great Britaireeto back it up.
In opposition was 71 year old
Prime Minister Chamberlain and
the British Cabinet. The policy
that had never failed for England
was to be sheftred for one which
had as its aim the making of
peaceful treaties with those who
considereu treaty-breaking as they
considered a snap of--the finger.
The world had lest finished listening te-Adolph Hitler condemn
the eemocracies, of the world, laud
Japan as the greatest champion of
Western civilization ,and declare
that Gerinany would reclaim the
colonies it lost in the world war,
It not peaceaily then by the army
he would build -to insure it. It
was a direct threat to the three
great democracies of the worldKITE time is here—an enjoyable, inexpensive
Fearece, England. the United States.
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The only way to meet the crisis
was to fight fire was fire. So
Young Anthony Eden thought. He
Was not gives that power. There
was nothing else for hint to do
but resign.
—o—
Ou a recent trap home, I followed the sticky Needmore the two
miles from the highway to our
house. it was remiseiful of other
days when the mud would squeeze
up between my bare toes and I
could run without cringing over
the graveled hills with the best of
them. We used to chase rabbitsa bunch of us 10-year-oldsthrough. the snow on Sunday mornings, and often its astringent
sweaty coldness left us with an
itchy
non-circulatory
frostbite.
But that didn't bother us. We
hunted far afield, ametinses miles
from home, exploring old abandoned houses, gleefully watching

I

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

figure It out.

Cole's Camp Ground

it yet

will

ihry
y..
to

lerS

issesief

and in every thing enedavor to
please the Lord whose we ,ate
and whom we serve. Catne and
bring with you the family. relatives, friends, neighbors, visitors,
and all others: the fellowship will
be very helpful and the friendship
long remembered.
Brief Bible study of the next
Sunday's lesson conducted by the
superintendent, follows immediately the mid-week service.
The church and pastor earnestly
invite the people of Murray and
ell other places who may be visiting friends or relatives, to worship with us whenever possible.
There is ever in waiting a warm,
cordial welcome to all.
Sam P. Martin, Pastor

Kirksey Net Team_
Trims Bon•Ton Foe
The Kirksey Indepenclent-baseketball steam remained undefeated
here this week as it trounced the
Mayfield Junior Chamber of Commerce squad to the tune of'115-25.
The game was played Friday night
at Mayfield on the Legion floor..
Although Mayfield jumped into
a quick lead, the Kirksey 'fah ..
made a gallant comeback to tie
the count at 17-all at the half.
M. McCuiston led the scoring' with
19 points to his credit. Stroup
was high pointer for the Graves
countians with 9 counters. Kirksey has won 11 games against no
defeats.

You—CAN-AfforcUtort
Have a HOME of
Your Own!
. , . supposing
HERE'S HOW want
a small

you
, comfortable home, the kind you can have
complete for as little as $2,500.
First of all, you need a lot worth $250..
You can ply the remainder over a period
of tirni.at yourT own convenience, which
is exactly like paying rent, except that
it's probably less than you're paying nowt
As for the $2,500, you can get it easily, safely and quickly through a Federal
Housing loan at the Bank of Murray,,Our

Midway News

Co.

PAGE TREE

day evening at 6:15. Each Union
meets in a room where a very'
Preaching .by the pastor morning and enening. Subjects: A. M., helpful discussion of the most vital
questiens concerning the indivd"BREACH
CHRISTIANS
T HE
NEED OF THE HOUR"; P. M., ual and society here and hereafter
is heprd. There is a grand and
"SIGN
POSTS
ALONG
THE impressive closing service where
ROAD AF TIME".
all meet just prior to going into
Sunday School every Sunday at the preaching
service. Your pres9:30. with faithful competent of- ence and
support would encourage
ficers and teachers in charge of the leaders
and help them build
every class, A class in a separate a greater training
school where all
room for every age from the new workers may
he better prepared toborn "else up to the aged. Here render maximu
m service to the
prepared teachers and officers -em- Saviour the church
and to the dephasize the Bible as the book and nominaton
at home and beyond.
the only _book that has in it the R. W. Churchill
, director.
truth' of God. Dr. Hugh M. McMid-week meeting every WedElrath superintendent.
nesday eitening at 7 o'clock. Here
Training Union meets every Sun- we pray, sing,
worship and testify,

intetei31 fates are loweit—iight-

We Have Money To Loan
Resources, Jan, 1, 1937
Resources, Jan. 1, 1938
GAIN IN
RESOURCES

$1,308,069.58
$1,472,997.52

$154,927.84

Big Enough to Take Care of You
Small Enough to be Aware of You

now, and payment terms can be arranged
according to your wishes over a period
of 20 or 25 years.
Don't stand on ceremony, but make.
it your business to consult us today. We
guarantee 100% satisfaction!
•
PERSONAL SAVINGS—COMMERCIAL CREDIT
BUSINESS LOANS—INVESTMENT TRUST

BANK of MURRAY

FLY YOUR KITE

1-11111E

THERE IS NO
BETTER TIME
THAN THE
PRESENT!

OPEN

AWAY FROM WIRES

AND YOU WILL
FIND.THE

sport for youngsters; but dangerous if tinsel string
or wet cord comes in contact with electric wires.
Keep tragedy away by impressing on children -the
following DON'TS:
DON'T fly your kite near electric wires.
DON'T use tinsel string or metal part
. making your kite.
DON'T climb up a pole to free your ki
DON'T run across streets or
while flying your kite.

hig

FOR SAFETY'S SAKE—BE CAREFUL

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE
LIGHT & POWER CO.

ays

Order of Reference
C'alloway Circuit Court
Department of WelfarAs of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Plaintiff,
Vs. Order -of Referente.
Aug Lee and, Husband. Duard Lee,
Nunley Carnell and wife
Carnet', Dose • Carnell and wife
Camel!, Johere
Carrtell.
an% wife
Defendants
It is ordered that this cause be
referred to George Hart. , Master
Commissioner of this Court to take
proof of Claims. against the estate
of Less Carnet'. Deceased, andall
persons holding claims against said
estate will present their claims,
duly proven, before said Master
Commissioner, on or before the
Second Monday in April (April 11.
1938), or be forever barred from
afollecting same in any other manner except through thee-nue.
Witnesg my -Tiara as Clerk orr
setd Courts this the 8tis day of
February 1938.'
C. L. MILLER,
•• .
Clerk Calloway Clieerft-Geprt

Calloway County Housing Guild Creates
Better Homes for Better Americans
Here in Illu-rre..!
Why? . .. One Stop . . . . One Cost
... One Contract,Plan .. .Saves You Money

All worry is eliminated. We have the personnel to provide the Plans, Suggest and
furnish the right materials, proper supervision and construction, suggest standardized sizes and materials that will save money, and to secure the necessary financing.
Above all we take away all the UNCERTAINTY' and Establish the Point of Responsibility for ybu.
May we suggest that you let THE CALLOWAY HOUSING GUILD COUNSELORS,
SAM BOYD NEELY and HUMPHREYS KEY prove to you that we can build
BETTER HOMES FOR BETTER AMERICANS,
Come In Now For Details—Headquarters Calloway County Housie
cGeihl Al
DISTRIEUTORS

JOMKS.MANVILLE MATERIALS

nno

MIDWAY HOMES
HOME IMPROUEMEHTS

Calloway Coimty Lbr. Co.
Phone 72
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Ralph Clark and Ear) Nix WI)..an were visitors irt Providence'

NeNsspaper Editor

Stella Gossip

Yearbook Editor

rirst Baptist Church
to Build Parsonage

Calloway County Farmers Alter
Soil Practices to Newer Methods

Wonder what kind of weather Saturdy,
we will have next. We're hoping ' Mrs. Addle and ''Aunt Sarilda"
Our sick folks are surely imI Wilson are still on the sick list I pr.a•ect in condition. but still confair but just can't tell.
the mid-wee
mid-wekAt
meeting last
fined to their rooms. I think we
Wednesday night of the Firsf BapBilly, Imogene and Maryland. Hope they will soon recuperate.
Because soil in the creek grows do in the hollows when terrac,•
We didn't receive any maii Fri- are in need of sunshine like we
tist church, members.voted heartily
Wilson, children of Mr. and Mrs.
downhill movement
no corn, many Calloway county check the
and unanimously to build a home
-"klaxon are improving with whoop- day and didn't get our paper unto haed last August.
soil.
farmers are shifting to soil conSaturday. The roads were so bad. "Jots by John" were written . for
•
for their pastor.
--*
ing cough.
men only lastsaryek.
A committee was appointed to servation practices, according to
Mr. and Mrs.' Ralph Clark and the mail couldn't get through.
Yes, telegraPh, telephone. lell-ababy visited me. and
Mrs Curtis
make thorough investigation as to Wallace G. Smith. superintendent
ides. Elmus
womanjthen gone with the wind.
of
Mrs
Tosooe
Wilson
location, plans, and cast .and to re- of CCC Camp SCS-14-Ky.
Thursday
Wilson Tuesday.
I notice in a -caw's" letter that
. Mrs, mm0, Wilson returned.1 afternoon.
port back to the church as soon as
Soil Conliervation Service techthe information has been obtained. nicians recently made Soil tests in
Mrs. Lunie Clark visited -Aunt the weird "spent- occurred 7 times
home Wednesday' afternoon after
Sang a song of sixpense. a bottle
This very iMporian: Bernof the the county, which contains some
Murray High School- lost o_bitspending a • few days with her S:s" Wilson Thursday afternoon.
work of the church was much in of the richest agricultural land in ter Friday night game to Ssidabq
Mn_ Hubert Wilson was a caller full of rye, f.ur and 20 blackbirds
mother and father.
cooked in a pie.
the mind of many of the members Kentucky. Under a cover of un- by the. margin of one point at the
Mrs Chesley Wilson visited her in the home of Joe Wilson Sunday.
L. H. Pogue will preach Sunday
when the present pastorate began disturbed woodland. they found Murray gymnasium. The score w:.
Congratulations
to
me.
and
Mrs_
sister. Mrs. Leon Allbritten. last
at Friendship, 10:45 a.. m.. and at
two years ego but upon request (crate topsail nearly
a foot deep. 16-15. The Tigers led only in th.
week. while Mrs. Wilson went to Ellis Shoemaker -WI the birth of Coldwater at 2:86 p.. at:,
of the pastor to complete other In
plowed fields a short distance first few minutes cf play. but u
Detitiit. They came home Friday. an 11 pound baby girl Saturday
ojects of the church which at the away,
Lunie Clark was a caller of Mr.
The- -Kirksey
the soil ineapirinif ,instru- score was tied 'at 2-all at the do-Mrs. Annie Perry is still with
time Were incomplete. the .memKinklets" were
ments showed a much thinner of the quarter. The half closed
-her mother, Mrs. Joe Wilson. who and Mrs. A. J. Allen Sunday.
hers cheerfully agreed to wait a
8-4 in favor of the Sedalians.
fine,
Mrs. Tennie Perry visited her
but
he
layer.
has a broken leg. Mr. Perry viabit later, with the above signifiIn the opinion of spectators,
failed to sigh'
mother, "Aunt Sarilcia" Wilson,
Arid them Sunday,.
"Farmers began studying the re- Murray was'capable of better bascant' meeting resulting.
azy- Heir as
Mr. aosts Mrs. Ralph Clark -an
d-$5-n"Y"
The members of the church and sults of the tests.- nil'? knew that ketball, but just never got Marital.
he sifffuld have
baby were guests at Mr. and Mrs.. Prentice Douglas was Saturday •
their many friefilic here in Mur- a layer of soil weighing several Although Sedalia's basketwork was
dose.
guest
night'
of
Preston
Perry
and
Lame Clark. Saturday night
tons to the acre had not vanished cortsistentIL Wet not lit_the.
ray. the Blood River Assoratieffs
Tls wrong_ to
3117sst 'MAjiTtLA lutr- EARNER
Lari 7*tt IPTISOn and' -Ralph .-peasteate-JOHN
aoArti
well in many other sections of the nto thin air. They foundThhe of Madisonville. Which the Tigers
try
to
raise
turLittle Lola Pearl Clark, daughCkerk were callers of Warlick Hutstate and the south are interested answer in the muddy color of beat last week, spectators believe-of.
keys and goats.
When school started at Murray High School this year, the students
ter of Mr. and Mrs Garton Clark.
•a
son Sunday.
in the vote of the church to build the Calloway county creeks --after
The lineups:
There
isn't
any
chose Miss Martha Lou Barber, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barber, this
- ' Mrs. Hattie Wilson had as guests of Detroit. has measles areaaold.
heavy rains. The sea was not evap- Sedalia 16
home so much needed.
Pos.
Murray is
fence that , will
Hope
she
doesn't
have
a
bad
Tiger,
siese
The
to
schoo1,newspaper
edit
,
and
L.
John
Roach,
Rey.
son
of
the
last week her ic-fOrLeoriard Garret.
orating from these cultivated Ushery 4
Fulton 2
confine them to where they belong.
and
they.ssain't
hurt
her
much.
Roach,
and Mrs. E. R.
as editor of the Tiger, annual publication. Both
and Mrs. Garret., of Detroit. Mich:
areas; it was simply being washed Conner
F
Vile sinners!
Irvan
Mr.
and
Mrs.
COrtis
Craig
were
ito
Mrs. Hubert Wilson is .able to
away.
E. Shupe
Gardner 1
Rumor has it that -Murray City are seniors.
afternoon
callers
of Mr. and Mrs.
be ma-rafter a short illness.
G
Cutchin 5
council Will ocut tz feet off cf
"Today, a great many of these M. Shupe 2
Mrs. Coty Taylor spent a few
-Andrew- Allen • arid Mrs. --Annie
111/nton'Graves. little s
-o
ri-oif
Edwards 3._
Puckett 7
North side 'of courthouse yard to
G
farmers
,changing:dffpallisi
are
fited
days
last
week with Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs.. /toy Craig. 'is ill again Wilson.-Jiggs.
make the- awful narrow street
farming practices to fit the slope
Tom Langston.
•
I
.
We hope-he- va-11 be up'. soon.
v.-ide! Most dangerous. must conand shape of the county's land.
.
Mrs.
Evans
Irwin
Old
Winter
Man
paid
visited in the
ui another
Mrs. Annie Wilson was a caller
All farmers are trying to deliver
By pooling their 'orders, Mae- gested street that I ever walked
Some of them are surprised to
home other daughter. Mrs. Aubra
visit and did we shiver after the their tobacco.
-of Mrs. Ralph Clark 'Monday af- oaths county farmers bought
find that sod-sa‘ing measures not
.5,200 across and my heart flutters like beautiful
Shrader. of Hazel this week.
spring days!
ternoon.
a
woonded
bird
as
auto
trucks
Is an elegant toilet preparation
Mr. and Ara. Jake Forrest have
pounds `of gra.s seeds at reduced
only work easily into daily farmMrs. Lon Shrader dad Mist Inez
as large as dwelling houses come .Most of the people who were ill gfig little chickens. I expect they
tvelyn and Paul Max Wilson rater
for the skin.
ing
practice,
but
often
save
work.speedily by. I've done had epilep- are now better although Dona will have to start knitting them Shrader spent
had to miss a few days of schol
•
Saturday
night
Less gas is needed by the tracIt is healing, soothing and coolMorris is ill with flu.
with Mr. and Mrs. Aobra Shrader.
tic fits.
lat week due to illness.
tor and less work is 'required 'of
Health-Wrecking Functional
H_w remarkable! Fifteenth of
Misses Era and Vera Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Morris are i sg)rne
Mrs s°cs
Morton remains on -Miss Lavern Hill of Nashville is the horses when plow furrows
February found flowers in full visiting Mrs. Morns' uncle. Archie
Its use insures healthy and brilhIped Mrs. Zelna Farris quilt last
; the sick list. We wish for her a spending a few days with her par- follow the level or contour of a
bloom, weeping willow trees leav- Lawrence, and family of
liant complexion, and gives
week. They will soon have their
entsk.Mr. and Mrs. Noah Hill.
Severe functional pains of menParis. !speedy recovery.
slope.
There
are
no
gullies
to
plug
the skin a velvety softness.
Wert.-Chnieitseelrisi beilb• gtruatioja. cram-ling spells and Ian- ed' o ut. I fear. an _awful freezeMr. and Mrs. Sam Noah of
Mr.
L.
W.
Casby
!pent
a
few
where
Peters
hay
fields,
is
around
able
wind
tO
the
be
up
..Mrs
ritt
Med nerves soon rob p. woman of her Me'in March.'
.
nine .to •Itoon.,
Union ray; Tenn.. were Week-endTry
a bottle-S5-:Csuaki. at
hours
Saturday
With
this
hills
Misses
time.
but
Conand
has
not
*toted
regained her,
Cultivated fields
Had a letter from. George Floyd. /Moats of Mr. and Mrs. Carlton
_We are 4orry_ asa_report-,Mr.o Joe, natural, yontli:u1 freshness. PaIN
nie and Beulah Lamb,
lying belem. crops grov/asMUck
lines in a Woman'. face too often
tAkine- Washinstton-Sund likkeimitlefh ---and-- Mrlin& Mrs,-IE-lios, Full strength al yet.
.--VAisistici.---ctind•ition ma- -better-- Drug Stores
VOW into AGE MI6!
Mrs _Herbert '" Hill and" Miss and as high on the knolls as they
clerk jesb:- wife -gild two children. Shoemaker.'
0. J. Grogan came in from Dcthis writing Thor-fres of women have fOtind
Ethel Mae Charleton were in MurLedgerdemain.
troit
Friday
clag
and
night.
mind-readMr. and Mrs. Ellis Shoemaker
Mr, and Mrs -Guthrie qsborn and It helpful to take CarduL They a.
ray Saturday afternoon
'
Mr and Mrs. Euin Hale visited
sozo Bobbie D.. spent from•Wednes- it seemed to ewe their pains, and er show at Coldwater. the mind- are the happy parents of it baby
-- a
Dewey Outland, Mike Erwin.
redderAnd-that
Governor
Cha
nddaughter -born'
.Febniary 19. The in Concord Sunday afternoon.
di, until' Friday night with Mr. they noticed an increa•e in their
Thomas Myers, James Erwin
appetitas and finally a strcr.gthened ler would be elected next Presi- little Miss has not as yet been
Expert
Watch
and
an Mrs. Ralph They spent Friday 1"ft:stance
Folks ar,und Brandon** Mill Myers, Hester Cunningham. Pansy
to the discomfort of dent of U, S. Really. Chandler
night with Mr. and Mrs, ElmUit monthly periods.
,Glasses Fitted
_ _ -4-were somewhat excited Saturday Dunn. Punch Fanner
Jewelry Repairing
has benefiled, the firmer more .u
and Lon
.
aM
mrs
ed
..
Aubrey
}fetcher
and
Wilson and returned home Saturbaby.
as Blood River continued to rise Shroder
Try Cardui. Of course if it doesn't than any other.Keritucky
•
..
went to the fiddlers' congoverLu.
Emma
of
Detroit.
are
visit.
help you. see your doctor.
rapidly. But the water was back test at
Work done at reasonable
nor.
Cottage Grove Saturday
anain---etrannel-Stmday-rnorers
prkes. E.titicates- given tll1lancsans. Day. w
brought
Ailiseitten and family. •
-wsbn Mailed to us.
Mothers Day. children's day. sabhome some of the prizes.
LENSES er Mrs., Joe Buchanan spent the
oth daYs. new moons. Paul .said past week with Mr and Mrs. Carl-. -Louise Byrd spent last week
Mr and Mrs. Bert Moore visited
All work guaranteed
with her grandmother. near Con- relatives near Providence Sunday.
m afraid -bf you: not justified by. ton Buchanan and aPtsy Jo.
FRAME
'
S
w or 'NfAtis. A-swinging on the " Hello Mr. and Mrs. Moefield and cord.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Myers and
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H. B. BAILEY
Caiel VOW like -rsty -leateesThe last day of February 40 We sure would like to see you out this writing.
and Mrs. Cunningham rieuf TacnaTO—
Murray
Kentuckyars. as's) I was' an "inveterate", this way , again.
John Roberts kiiied hogs Satin-- ant Grove.
eaveo ,smoker—smoked til I was
Mr. and Mrs. -Will Morris are day.
nervous wreck. On that day expecting their son, Jewel Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Cullen Forrest
ma.a4siend— Detroit
a• -visit this week: - • --Were 'Sunday dinner- guestsaf Mr
, blessing by sayng. "Qua and
A. W. Simmons. Gmrge Linville. and Mrs. Jake Forrest.
a Man!" SO I threw my cigar and C. B. Buchanan went to MayYou are.hereby \earned that onIy a few days
Mr. and Mrs. Hrady Adams and
;:y western winding. quit forever. field Monday.
remain until the penaltio.s go on your. State and
-son. Cnie Dec. Louise Manning.
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_Mrs. Onie Young and daughter. and Mrs. Onyx Rogers, all of the
Colinty taxes.
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-aria friends who have been so been all but are now improved.
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taXes. a.:, :moil as
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possible.
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Mr and Mrs_ Joe Tidwell of near
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.Miss Della Cook is spending this
In loving remembrance' of dear week at Paducah as guests of
companion and father we loved so frienfls .and relatives.
well.
Mrs. Reba Alexander has been
J. Newt Futrelle. who departed suffering with her
a
teeth and sinus
this life. February 19. 1937. who trouble. She had three
teeth exhas gone from his dear ones. his tracted
last week.
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of Mr. and
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and has been for about fifty years— operated br the
no more will join our number; no . Little Gene Pritchett
gave little
more our s-.Trows. know. Dear James Ray Alexander
NC&StL Railway on the Tennessee river between Hobbs
some pecans
daddy, we hope to meet You when which grew 'Gene's
yard.
*On Master De Luxe models only
Island and Guntersville, Alabama — a distance of about
the day of life 'is fled and in
Heaven'
with
joy
to
greet you.
twenty-one miles.
where no farewell tears are shed.
At the same time they organBy
Wife and Children
ized a sheep protective association.
To improve this service the NC&StL is having addiHenry county farmers planned to
.
tional all-steel barges built to go into operation in March.
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All these vitally important features are available,
at low prices, only in the new 1938 Chevrolet.
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"

railroad tracks on which ten loaded freigliiteirs, weighing.
with load 4,700.000 pounds, can be safely transported.

ALWAYS BUILIANG, Ihe NC&StL is constantly
improving it5 transportation facilities in order to give
its patrons the. best and safest service.
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